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Abstract

In this thesis we optimize the drilling location and operational controls of wells in a joint

manner to improve the overall development strategy for a petroleum field. In particular,

in this thesis we treat the integrated problem of searching for an improved well place-

ment configuration while also taking into account the control settings of the production

and/or injector wells planned for the development of the hydrocarbon asset. In oil field

development, the well placement and well control problems are commonly performed in a

sequential manner. However, this type of sequential approach cannot be expected to yield

optimal solutions because it relies on handling well production controls using heuristic

techniques during the well placement part of the procedure. In this work, we develop a

nested (joint) optimization approach that seeks to capture the interdependency between

the well configuration and the associated controls during the optimization search.

This thesis summarizes the development of the joint approach; from establishing the

methodology while using relatively simple cases and performing thorough comparisons

against sequential approaches, to further extending and finally testing the methodology

using a real field case model. This progression naturally divides the work in this the-

sis into two parts with different research focus. The first part of this work (Chapter 2)

focuses chiefly on creating proper definitions and on establishing the proposed method-

ology against common approaches. The second part of this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4), on

the other hand, focuses mainly on applying the developed methodology within a real field

case scenario involving the North Sea Martin Linge oil reservoir. The dual aim of this

application work is both to further develop the methodology, and to produce and test op-

timization solutions that may serve as decision–support to engineering efforts within the

development work process of the Martin Linge field.

Chapter 2 establishes the core of the methodology followed in this thesis. This chap-

ter introduces the joint and sequential approaches as different ways to solve for the cou-

pled well placement and control problem. The joint approach embeds the well control

optimization within the search for optimum well placement configurations. Derivative–

free methods based on pattern search are used to solve for the well–positioning part of

the problem, while the well control optimization is solved by sequential quadratic pro-

gramming using gradients efficiently computed through adjoints. Compared to reasonable

sequential approaches, the joint optimization yields a significant increase in net present

value of up to 20%. Compared to the sequential procedures, though, the joint approach

requires about an order of magnitude increase in the total number of reservoir simula-

tions performed during optimization. This increase, however, is somewhat mitigated by
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the parallel implementation of some of the pattern search algorithms used in this work.

Chapter 3 focuses on extending and applying the methodology developed in the pre-

vious chapter within a real field development scenario. A work process loop is set up to

guide the entire application effort; from work model validation and problem definition,

to optimization effort and solution testing. Results from the optimization effort, using an

approximated work model, yield a mean increase in FOPT of close to 33% for solutions

developed using the joint approach. In comparison, solutions developed using a sequen-

tial approach yield a mean increase in FOPT of almost 26%. Moreover, cost function

evolution data for the joint runs using the field case work model, show that the perfor-

mance of less promising locations during the well placement search may be improved

significantly due to the embedded control routine. This supports the notion that the nested

routine may contribute to a smoothing of the outer loop optimization surface with respect

to the well placement variables, and that this smoothing may add some robustness to the

well placement search conducted by the joint approach. Furthermore, as seen previously

in Chapter 2, the cost of the joint approach is still substantially higher compared to the

computation required by the sequential alternatives. For the application work in Chap-

ter 3, the mean total number of reservoir simulations required by the joint runs is almost 7

times higher than the mean total number of reservoir simulations needed by the sequential

runs.

In Chapter 4, the well placement solutions obtained using the work model are trans-

ferred and tested on to the original field case model for the Martin Linge oil reservoir. A

main result from the overall testing shows that those well placement configurations with

B wells that aggressively target the eastern lobe of the Martin Linge oil reservoir yield

the greatest increases in field oil production total. Furthermore, the various well place-

ment solutions are tested for two realistic field development considerations that were not

included in the optimization effort, i.e., the original larger production time frame and a

multiple realizations field case scenario. Compared to the initial well configuration for the

single–realization case, the best–performing well placement solution yields an increase in

field oil production total of, respectively, 25.5% for the time frame used in the optimiza-

tion procedure, and of 13% for the original (larger) production horizon. However, we note

that we performed the optimization effort using only a single realization. Consequently,

the solutions developed from this procedure are observed to lose most of their gains once

these well configurations are implemented for both the larger production time frame and

over the multiple realization case. This final test result underscores the importance for

future work of both improving the computational performance of the overall optimization

procedure (e.g., through surrogate techniques) and of including geological uncertainty

within the search routine.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Field development optimization

In this work we develop methodology for optimization of field development work tasks

within the petroleum industry. In particular, we develop methodology to solve the well

placement and well control optimization problems in an integrated manner. Specifically,

this methodology attempts to exploit the clear interdependency between the two opti-

mization problems. An overall goal of the development of this methodology is to serve

as decision–support to field development work tasks dealing with well location and pro-

duction strategy. In this chapter, we present a general discussion of topics related to this

goal. The topics presented serve as general background to the more specific optimiza-

tion work presented in subsequent chapters. In the following, we discuss topics regarding

field operations as a set of work tasks and objectives, decisions within petroleum field

development, a general introduction to well placement search, and finally, two motiva-

tions for how optimization techniques can complement current work processes. The first

motivation is based on the general benefit that can be expected by introducing optimiza-

tion techniques into engineering work processes, e.g., the introduction of a systematic

search to complement common engineering approaches often based on heuristics. The

second motivation is about taking advantage, and further developing, research ideas and

applying these optimization techniques to field operations. In this regard, one of the main

contributions of this work is the development of an application based on our developed

methodology that was tested on a real field case. Short summaries of the main contribu-

tions from this work are presented in the second half of this chapter. At the end of the

chapter we provide a broad outline of the thesis.

1.1.1 Overview of field operations

Work tasks and objectives. A petroleum field development project involves a large

number of considerations, and therefore subdivision of labor and prioritization of work

tasks and objectives are important work aspects within field operations. A common ap-

proach within field development is to generate well–defined work scopes that may either

treat large parts of the field project, or just target specific topics of interest, e.g., decisions
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regarding well placement configuration and production strategy. Specific work tasks are

defined based on further differentiation of the scopes, and objectives and assessment cri-

teria are developed for the particular topics. Considering both short and long term goals,

the developed objectives and criteria are set in prioritized order and used in subsequent

decision–making processes (Bratvold et al., 2014). For the development of a petroleum

asset, the set of technical and operational objectives, as well as the preferences and the

overall strategy for the management of the field, are introduced by the field operator in

conference with partners sharing the production license. Given the stated objectives, ex-

pert engineering practice is then engaged to solve the various field development work

tasks such as final well placement configuration and reservoir production strategy.

Problem complexity. The development of an offshore petroleum asset involves a wide

range of decisions, from the location and power source of the production platform, to the

design of the subsea facilities, to the choices regarding how and where the produced hy-

drocarbons should be stored and exported. The large number of decisions within a field

development project, and their individual complexity, makes field development optimiza-

tion a very difficult problem to solve as a whole, e.g., in an integrated manner through

mathematical programming. Within the scope of well placement, decisions involving the

type, number and location of wells are chiefly based on the size, composition and loca-

tion of the hydrocarbon accumulations, and on the geological description and main drive

mechanisms of the reservoir. In this work we regard these decisions as having medium–

to–long–term time horizons, i.e., we expect these decisions to span several years and up

to the life–cycle of the petroleum asset. These decisions are challenging not only because

they have to be made within the larger decision space of the development project, but

also because the evaluation of the different production scenarios often requires a large

amount of computation. These production scenarios are costly to evaluate because a nu-

merical simulation of reservoir fluid flow is often needed to predict the total fluid volumes

produced by the different well configurations. Due to the significant number of decision

variables, the high cost of simulation, and the large impact on expected oil recovery, an

oil company is likely to allocate, and spend, a substantial amount of resources searching

for suitable well placement configurations.

Well placement search. An oil company is likely to perform a significant number of

studies to find sound well locations and subsequent well designs for the development of

a field. A substantial amount of the testing and analysis that is performed will rely on

the fluid flow predictions obtained using reservoir simulation models of the petroleum

asset. Embedded in these models are the physical and compositional states of the hydro-

carbon accumulation, the measured properties of the fluids in place, and various other

geological data, e.g., the structural setting, that describe the reservoir. The simulation of

these models plays a fundamental role in the evaluation of possible well placement config-

urations. Testing for different well configurations is usually a manual process, constrained

by different operational considerations such as platform location, and the restrictive cost

of simulating each well placement scenario. Once field objectives and considerations are

defined, an engineering team will usually start well placement search studies based on

estimates of fluids in place, expert judgment regarding the geology of the field, and ex-

perience, to produce a final well configuration. An optimization procedure, on the other

hand, will use a set of mathematical principles (e.g., iterative improvement) to improve on
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an initial well placement configuration1. If so specified, its search will propose new loca-

tions based on which changes to the current well placement configurations that cause the

greatest increase to a pre–defined objective function, e.g., oil recovery, net present value,

or any other type of measure. In our case, the search procedure constitutes a simulation–

based optimization. Crucially, the inclusion of the simulation process means the expert

knowledge assembled by the operator, and embedded within the reservoir model, is an

implicit part of the search routine.

Complementary approach. In this work, a main research goal is to complement the

common engineering approach for solving for well placement and production controls

by applying optimization techniques that are capable of exploring the solution space of

these problems in a systematic manner. The premise is that a well–defined cost function

and solution space can be established. This means that both the objective and associated

constraints can be precisely defined, and importantly, that they together yield a reasonable

representation of one, or a combination of several, of the field development work tasks of

interest for the petroleum field operator, e.g., well placement, well production controls or

facility configuration. The idea is then that an optimization procedure can potentially (and

hopefully efficiently) solve the problem and provide the operator with valuable informa-

tion regarding how to best develop and manage the asset. In this manner, the application

of optimization procedures to aid field development work tasks can serve as a highly–

customizable tool for decision–support.

Pilot application. In this thesis we start with developing optimization procedures using

relatively simple example cases. Then, based on the methodology developed in the first

part of the work, in the second part of this thesis we perform a pilot application effort

using a real field case. This pilot application work tries to show that a systematic search

procedure can possibly yield useful information to the work process of an industry op-

erator. In this application, the aim is to demonstrate how the procedure can serve as a

decision–support tool to the engineers in charge of developing the well strategy for a real

field. Potentially, the field development team can benefit by comparing, and possibly also

complementing, engineering–based solutions with solutions and/or information obtained

using a systematic search. As such, the application of simulation–based optimization is

meant to serve as a complementary tool to current industry work processes.

As we will discuss next, decisions regarding well placement are intrinsically related

to production strategy and well control settings. This proposition is fundamental for the

methodology developed in this thesis, and will be thoroughly explored in subsequent

chapters. Below we preface this exploration with a discussion on the interdependence

of different decisions within field development, and of the potential gains from solving

integrated problems through optimization.

1.1.2 Motivation for optimization
The introduction of optimization procedures as decision–support tools within field op-

erations has the potential to yield substantial profits. As mentioned earlier, the gains are

likely to be significant if we allow the otherwise manual exploration procedure commonly

used to find field development solutions to be complemented by a systematic search pro-

cedure. Another, more intrinsic, source for potential gain may come from exploiting the
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actual structure of the field development problem itself, which can be described as a mas-

ter problem incorporating a host of challenging, and interrelated, subproblems. Below we

explore how we can apply optimization procedures to capitalize from these two sources.

Systematic search. For complex problems within field development, introducing a sys-

tematic procedure as a complementary tool in decision–making can be beneficial if the

search for solutions to these problems is often too reliant on experience. Furthermore,

benefits will almost always be achieved if existing configurations are frequently only

improved upon by using engineering heuristics and ad hoc techniques. In these cases,

the introduction of optimization procedures can complement a manual exploration of the

solution space (such explorations are common for well placement problems (Zandvliet,

2008)) with a systematic search that can be both more efficient and may reduce the risk

of possible bias in decision–making. Another advantage is that, in particular for field de-

velopment work tasks that deal with design (e.g., well placement, pipe network and/or

facilities), optimization procedures can in a straightforward manner be adapted to the dif-

ferent stages of the associated decision process. For example, at early decision stages,

an optimization procedure with a given parametrization can search a very large solution

space to provide a set of feasible configurations for further consideration, while at later

stages in the process the same procedure can be adapted to fine–tune an existing configu-

ration.

Model–based optimization in integrated systems. A particular interesting target for

model–based optimization is the typical development plan for green fields. The reason is

that such plans usually include a wide range of decisions, e.g., well placement, reservoir

production strategy and facility layout, that may be treated simultaneously for a significant

gain in profit (see Juell et al., 2010, for a discussion of integrated optimization (I-OPT),

though that work uses a larger field operation perspective than the one taken here). In

this work, we regard development plans of petroleum assets (and subsequent problem

formulations based on these) as “integrated” in the sense that these plans and problems

represent systems that are composed of interdependent subsystems. Because of the tight

connection between different parts of the value chain represented by these plans, a holistic

view may be required to improve the design and operation of these complex assets (Rah-

mawati et al., 2010). However, though the gains that could be achieved from exploiting the

various decision interdependencies in such a plan are potentially large, optimization pro-

cedures that can treat multiple field development decisions at the same time are difficult

to implement. With respect to problem formulation within mathematical programming, a

complicating factor is that work tasks within the field development plan are often repre-

sented using different types of decision variables (e.g., integer variables for pipe–network

settings, such as valves, as well as for the configuration of facility components, such as

pumps and compressors, and continuous variables for well controls, such as pressures

and rates). Computationally, an important reason for this difficulty is that the models used

to describe the various physical processes involved in the different decisions very often

require extensive calculations. For example, in the case of fluid flow from and within the

reservoir, field case reservoir models commonly describe three–phase flow over highly

heterogeneous porous media (e.g., permeability and porosity), involve complex geologi-

cal structures and faults, and operate with advanced production settings (e.g., gas lift and

well group fluid flow targets and constraints). These factors make the full–scale reser-
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voir models computationally demanding, and thus difficult to implement within iterative

optimization procedures that require at least one, though may require several, reservoir

simulations for each cost function evaluation; and often many cost function evaluations

for the entire procedure.

Note that we recognize that model uncertainty is an important topic when dealing with

decision–making based on model predictions in general, and with model–based optimiza-

tion in particular, but this topic is currently outside the scope of this work. This dimension

is therefore not included in our general presentation. Future work, however, will also take

into account the inherent error in model description during the optimization effort.

Problem interdependency. Due to the significant computational load required by these

models, a common way to design an optimization effort is to target a single type of de-

cision, such as well placement, as a separate problem (Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011b)

and to treat interdependent problems, such as optimal production strategy, in the case of

the larger well placement decision, as constant. In this regard, fixed control settings, or

some type of reactive control strategy based on a heuristic treatment of production con-

trols, e.g., shut–in of wells at some water production ratio with respect to oil, are often

used during well placement optimization. However, an optimization effort that seeks to

maximize the gain inherent in the complexity of the well placement decision needs to

take into account improved, and preferably optimal, well control settings at the various

well configurations, during the search for optimal well placement. In the type of pro-

duction scenarios commonly defined for optimization purposes, production settings may

refer to a series of optimized well control types operated over time, from rate, or tub-

ing or bottom–hole pressure, settings associated with flow through single valves in wells,

to the improved operation of sophisticated production systems involving well bores with

multiple inflow control devices. In summary, the main premise for the work in this thesis,

is that, to maximize the gain from the master–subproblem relationship between these two

subsystems, the well placement and well control problems need to be treated within the

same optimization effort. To this end, the work in this thesis develops a joint approach

where both well placement and controls are solved for in an integrated manner.

Structure of thesis work. The first part of the work presented in this thesis develops a

methodology for simulation–based well placement and control optimization. In this part

we show that, in terms of cost function value, the joint approach outperforms sequential

procedures that use fixed and reactive controls when optimizing the location (these proce-

dures solve for controls only once at their final well placement configurations). That work

is implemented using vertical wells and relatively simple reservoir cases. In the second

part of this work, we extend and apply this methodology using a field case model provided

by IO Center Industry Partner Total E&P Norge AS. In this part we compare the joint

approach against a sequential procedure when optimizing the location and production of

several horizontal wells using a single realization of the field model. This pilot application

is our first attempt at applying research methodology to provide decision–support to well

placement and production strategy work tasks within an operations environment. Substan-

tial focus has been put on extending and adapting the previously developed methodology

from fundamental examples using simple cases, into an application that can deal with a

significantly more complex and challenging real field problem. An effective collaborative

work process was established thanks to steadfast contributions from field operator Total
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E&P Norge AS. This collaborative effort allowed our pilot application to interface, re-

ceive feedback and offer complementary decision–support to the development work of

the Martin Linge North Sea field.

Next we provide a series of short summaries describing the main contributions from

each chapter in this thesis. We end this chapter by providing an outline of the contents

of each section in chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis. (A general note describing why

background work on the various topics treated in this thesis is not presented in this chapter,

but rather introduced as independent literature reviews in chapters 2 and 3, is given in

Section 5.1, page 182).

1.2 Summary and contributions from each chapter

Here we provide short summary points based on contributions from each of the chapters

in this thesis.

1.2.1 Main contributions from Chapter 2: Joint Optimization of Oil
Well Placement and Controls

Development of methodology. The main purpose of Chapter 2 is to develop methodol-

ogy. The methodology presented in this chapter treats the search for optimal well place-

ment coordinates and optimization of well control settings as separate parts of an inte-

grated problem, allowing each part to be solved efficiently using adequate optimization

routines.

Definition of core concepts. In Chapter 2 we define the joint and sequential approaches

used for optimization of well placement and control in this work. The joint approach

solves the well placement and control problem by nesting the control optimization within

the well placement search. More specifically, the joint approach is defined as the search

for optimal well placement configurations while optimizing for well controls at each well

placement iterate. Importantly, because the search for optimal well locations is conducted

within the space of control–optimized well configurations when using the joint approach,

the well placement solution is inherently coupled with the (local) optimality found for the

well control part. In the sequential approach, initial control settings are kept fixed while

optimizing for well placement. Well controls are then optimized at the location found by

the fixed–control well placement search.

Introduction of pattern search methods. Derivative–free optimization methodologies

based on pattern search are tested as a more mathematically sound alternative for well

placement optimization compared to, e.g., stochastic search procedures commonly used

in the literature. In Chapter 2 we show these methods can be efficiently applied to deal

with the well location part of the well placement and control problem. These methods

possess the advantage of being supported by local convergence theory, as well as of hav-

ing been seen to perform satisfactorily on relatively non–smooth cost functions. Finally,

they have the benefit of being relatively straightforward to implement within a distributed

environment. The pattern search algorithms considered in both cases in this chapter are
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Hooke–Jeeves direct search (HJDS), generalized pattern search (GPS) and the hybrid op-

timization parallel search package (HOPSPACK).

Application to example cases. The methodologies are applied to two example cases of

oil production using water–flooding, with net present value (NPV) as objective function

in both cases. In both examples there are five wells (one injector and four producers in the

first case, and two injectors and three producers in the second case). The controls for all

five wells are optimized in the two cases. In the first example, only one well (the injector)

location is optimized, while in the second case all well locations are optimized.

Exhaustive search results. Due to its low dimension, exhaustive search approximations

of the optimization spaces corresponding to the sequential and joint approaches are per-

formed in the first example case. As expected, the joint scheme used in the exhaustive

search outperforms the sequential methodologies, even after the additional control opti-

mization step. The joint approach yields an increase of 4.2% and 5.9% in net present value

compared to the sequential fixed and reactive approaches.

Smoothing of optimization surface. From the exhaustive search we observe that the

surface associated with the fixed control strategy is much rougher than the surfaces ob-

tained with the other strategies. The smoothing of the optimization surface with respect to

the well placement variables occurs because the performance of wells in less promising

locations can be improved, sometimes significantly, by optimizing the well controls.

Test of optimization techniques. Using computed values from the exhaustive search, we

test the pattern search techniques starting from 12 different initial well configurations. Af-

ter the additional optimization, the average optimized NPV by the joint approach is 10.3%

and 6.1% larger than the average optimized NPVs from the fixed and reactive approaches,

respectively.

Optimization solutions. In the second example, both the location and control of two in-

jectors and three producers are optimized. Optimizations are run nine times with different

initial well placement configurations. In terms of NPV, the sequential fixed and reactive

strategies clearly under–perform the joint approach. The average (maximum) NPV over

all of the runs obtained with the joint approach is 18.2% (14.4%) and 20.6% (7.3%) higher

than with the sequential fixed and reactive schemes, respectively. The average number of

simulations required by the joint approach is, however, about one order of magnitude

higher than that needed by the sequential methodologies.

Use of parallel implementations. The higher computational demand required by the

joint approach, compared to the sequential approaches, was mitigated through the use of

parallel implementations of the pattern search algorithms.

Extension of approaches. In Chapter 3 we extend the work in Chapter 2, with the aim of

being able to apply the developed methodology on a real field case.

1.2.2 Main contributions from Chapter 3: Joint Optimization Ap-
plied to a Real Field Case

Main task of chapter. The main task of Chapter 3 is to extend the developed joint and

sequential approaches into an optimization procedure that can treat a well design problem
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provided by IO Center Industry Partner Total E&P Norge AS. The well design problem

involves a reservoir that is part of the Martin Linge field located on the Norwegian Con-

tinental Shelf.

Targets and strategy for field case application work. The beginning of Chapter 3 de-

scribes the main targets for this field case application work (spanning both chapters 3 and

4). We also describe the two main strategy components for how to develop the research

work into an application that can, through the use of a work model, be tested on a real

field case.

Work process loop. A work process loop is created to organize the application work

involving both technical and procedural issues. The work process loop is the actual ex-

ecution of the strategy defined for how to extend our work into an application that can

treat a real field case. Some of the challenges encountered during the application effort

are briefly discussed when describing the different work process loop stages.

Optimization framework. Roughly, the implementation to treat the real field case prob-

lem, developed from the methodologies in Chapter 2, consists of a collection of algo-

rithms, solvers, and code extensions coupled with a reservoir simulator. In this work,

this implementation is presented as an optimization framework. The various parts of the

framework are presented, focusing on the function of each part, and how they how been

used to extend the developed methodology. Ongoing work to enhance the framework, and

suggestions for further work ahead, are also described.

Collaboration effort. A description of collaboration effort with various IO Center Re-

search Partners, as well as with IO Center Industry Partner Total E&P Norge AS, is

given. The different contributions from the various partners have been crucial to increase

the functionality of previous work to deal with a real field case. Furthermore, an efficient

collaboration with Total E&P Norge AS has been important to both adapt the optimization

procedure and test the obtained solutions according to a field development perspective.

Introduction to field case. This field case model used in this work is a particular re-

alization of the Martin Linge oil reservoir provided by the operator Total E&P Norge

AS. For application within our optimization procedure, the field case model, originally

implemented in the industry–standard reservoir simulator Eclipse, has been transferred to

the AD–GPRS research reservoir simulator. This transfer was followed by an extensive

validation process. The field case model as well as approximations introduced during the

transfer and validation process are discussed.

Application effort. The optimization framework presented in this work is a first attempt

at applying the developed methodologies within a real field development scenario. The

framework launches an iterative search procedure that searches for improved well trajec-

tories while taking into account various constraints on well placement coordinates. Within

the framework, both joint and sequential approaches are used to optimize for well place-

ment and controls using the approximated work model of the field case. The well place-

ment part of the procedure is subject to well–length, well–orientation and inter–well dis-

tance constraints. Parameters for the various constraints were specified in close collabo-

ration with the Martin Linge field development team.

Solutions development using AD–GPRS work model. Four solutions for well place-

ment and control optimization have been developed using the joint and sequential ap-
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proach each, yielding a total of eight solutions. The solutions corresponding to each ap-

proach were developed using different formulations for well–length constraint handling,

including a configuration where the maximum well–length constraint was imposed only

after the optimization had ended. Optimal well trajectories and controls obtained using

the joint and sequential approaches with different configurations of well–length constraint

handling yield mean increases in field oil production total (FOPT) of 33 and 26%, respec-

tively.

Cost of optimization approaches. On average, the total number of reservoir simula-

tions required by the joint approach is approximately 7 times higher than the number of

reservoir simulations required by the sequential approach.

Transfer of solutions. The obtained solutions are transferred to the Eclipse field case

model. Two types of transfer are specified, involving both the well placement and well

control parts of the solutions, and only the well placement part along with the original

production schedule simulator settings. The solutions from these two types of transfer are

tested on the Eclipse field case for the limited scope of the optimization procedure, i.e.,

using only a single realization and a reduced time frame. For the first type of transfer,

joint and sequential solutions yield mean increases in FOPT of 24% and 19%, respec-

tively. Joint and sequential runs corresponding to the second type of transfer yield mean

FOPT increases of 25% and 20%, respectively. Further testing in Chapter 4 involves as-

sessing the performance of the solutions for a wider set of field development considera-

tions than those specified in the optimization scope.

1.2.3 Main contributions from Chapter 4: Testing of Solutions on
Field Case Model

Individual testing of solutions. An important goal from the testing of the solutions

is to make result information readily accessible to the field development work process

of the operator. Individually, all well configurations from the solutions obtained using the

optimization framework are plotted, and their recovery studied, using saturation maps rec-

ommend by our Industry Partner. Furthermore, the performance of each well is examined

using particularly relevant production profiles (with respect to main drive mechanism) for

the development of the Martin Linge oil reservoir.

Collective testing of solutions. Collectively, solutions from the optimization procedure

that have been run on the Eclipse field case model, are analyzed using both the 1200 day

production time frame used in the optimization procedure, and the planned production

horizon for the reservoir of 5174 days. Furthermore, for both production time frames,

each solution was tested over a multiple realization case scenario.

Test results using the 5174 day production horizon. When the joint and sequential

solutions are run over the original base case time frame of 5174 days, their mean gains in

FOPT decrease to 12 and 9%, respectively.

Test results using multiple realizations. All joint and sequential solutions (and the base

case well configuration) were tested over a set of 11 model realizations using both the

1200 day and the 5174 day production time horizons. For each time horizon, the expected

FOPT for each of the solutions is compared to the expected FOPT for the base case
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configuration. The best solution for the 1200 day production horizon yields an increase

in expected FOPT of approximately 7% with a standard deviation of 0.215 compared

to a standard deviation of 0.119 for the base case configuration. (Notice that throughout

this thesis, all results are expressed in terms of percentage due to confidentiality rea-

sons. Therefore, the standard deviations associated with the FOPT results presented here

also have percentage points as unit.) When using the 5174 day production horizon, the best

solution yields an increase in expected FOPT of less than 3% with a standard deviation of

0.163 compared to a standard deviation of 0.110 for the base case configuration.

Test of hybrid solutions. Additionally, some simple heuristic changes were made to a

joint solution to test a workflow where solutions obtained from an optimization procedure

are later modified based on engineering judgment. The idea is that some solutions may be

improved by applying concrete engineering experience codified as heuristic rules, e.g, a

rule that was tested consisted of interchanging low–performing wells by their base case

analog or by a better–performing well from another solution.
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is related to the Martin Linge field development. Finally, analyses and results presented

in this thesis have been reviewed by Total E&P Norge AS, and partner approval has been

granted. However, Total E&P Norge AS is not responsible for any of the conclusions or

suggestions presented in this thesis, nor do these in any way reflect or represent the offi-

cial positions or opinions of Total E&P Norge AS, nor any of the partners in the Martin

Linge development.
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1.3 Thesis outline

1.3 Thesis outline
Table 1.1 gives an overview of the content of each section in chapters 2 to 4 in this thesis.

Table 1.1: Outline describing the content of chapters 2 to 4 in this thesis.

Chapter 2: Joint Optimization of Oil Well Placement and Controls

Section 2.1 Introduction
A general presentation of the well placement and control

problem is given; fixed and reactive production strategies are

introduced.

Section 2.2 Problem statement
The optimization problem treated in this work is presented in

detail.

Section 2.3 Optimization methodology
The joint and sequential approaches are properly introduced.

Section 2.4 Example cases
The application of the developed methodologies to two ex-

ample cases is described; results from exhaustive search ap-

proximations are given; optimization runs using different ini-

tial well placement configurations are launched to compare

the joint versus sequential approaches.

Section 2.5 Concluding remarks
Summary and suggestions for further work are provided.

Chapter 3: Joint Optimization Applied to a Real Field Case

Section 3.1 Targets and strategy for application development
Targets and strategy components for application develop-

ment are presented; a work process loop is specified.

Section 3.2 Optimization framework
The implementation of methodology is presented as an op-

timization framework; parts and properties of the procedure

are discussed.

Section 3.3 Field case and validation work
The Martin Linge field case is presented; model transfer and

validation issues are treated in detail.

Section 3.4 Optimization work
The overall problem formulation for the field case applica-

tion work is presented; various constraints for the well place-

ment part of the problem are defined; the procedure for con-

straint handling is also described.
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Section 3.5 Optimization results
Main results from the optimization work are presented; the

process of transferring the obtained solutions to the field case

model is discussed, and some related results are presented.

Section 3.6 Discussion and suggestions for further work
An overall discussion of application work is given; sugges-

tions for both technical and procedural improvements are

provided.

Chapter 4: Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

Section 4.1 Test results from solution cases
Eight test cases are established; results are compared for both

the 1200 day and the 5174 day production horizon.

Section 4.1.1 Individual analysis: Final well configurations
Individual well placement configurations are drawn; satura-

tion maps and production profiles are given for each case.

Section 4.1.2 Collective analysis: Total oil production values
Total field and well oil production values for well placement

solutions are treated collectively; tables and figures showing

production for each well and for the entire field are presented.

Section 4.1.3 Increases in recovery versus changes in well length
The correlation between well length changes and increases

in total oil production is studied.

Section 4.2 Field model tests on multiple realizations
Each solution case is tested over 11 model realizations; both

the 1200 day and the 5174 day time frames are used; mean

oil production total along with standard deviations are given.

Section 4.2.1 Solution tests on multiple realizations: 1200 days
Multiple realization results from each of well placement so-

lutions are provided for the 1200 day production time frame.

Section 4.2.2 Solution tests on multiple realizations: 5174 days
Multiple realization results from each of well placement so-

lutions are provided for the 5174 day production time frame.

Section 4.2.3 Hybrid solution tests on multiple realizations
A heuristic procedure is ultimately introduced to modify so-

lutions and account for important factors not specified during

optimization, e.g., geological uncertainty.

Section 4.3 Final topics on field case application
Final comments on field case application are given, as well

as suggestions for further development of the optimization

framework.
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Chapter 2
Joint Optimization of Oil Well Placement

and Controls

This chapter develops the main methodology for this work. Specifically, it details the core
definitions for the use of the joint and sequential approaches, and lays the foundation
for the field case application work presented in the following chapters. The content of
this chapter corresponds to an article published in Computational Geosciences (Bellout
et al., 2012) in collaboration with Dr.Eng. David Echeverría Ciaurri, then at Stanford,
now at IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Prof. Louis J. Durlofsky at the Department of
Energy Resources Engineering at Stanford University, and Profs. Bjarne Foss and Jon
Kleppe at the Department of Engineering Cybernetics and the Department of Petroleum
Engineering and Applied Geophysics, both at NTNU, respectively.
Author contributions. The author of this thesis has performed all computations, as well
as further treated and created all representations of the data (i.e., tables and figures) de-
rived from these computations. However, the creation of the cases, the overall analysis
of the data, and the development of conclusions, have all been performed in close col-
laboration with Prof. Durlofsky and Dr.Eng Echeverría Ciaurri, under the guidance of
Profs. Foss and Kleppe. In particularly, Section 2.3 (Optimization methodology), and the
parts regarding result analysis and discussion, sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, have received
significant contributions from the co–authors, in terms of theoretical review and text in-
put. Additionally, substantial contributions from the co–authors have been the description
of governing equations for subsurface flow given in Section 2.2, by Prof. Durlofsky, and
a re–structuring and refinement of the mathematical explanation of the joint approach
performed by Dr.Eng. Echeverría Ciaurri in Section 2.3.4.

Abstract
Well placement and control optimization in oil field development are commonly per-

formed in a sequential manner. In this work we propose a joint approach that embeds well

control optimization within the search for optimum well placement configurations. We

solve for well placement using derivative–free methods based on pattern search. Control

optimization is solved by sequential quadratic programming using gradients efficiently

computed through adjoints. Joint optimization yields a significant increase, of up to 20%
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in net present value, when compared to reasonable sequential approaches. The joint ap-

proach does, however, require about an order of magnitude increase in the number of

objective function evaluations compared to sequential procedures. This increase is some-

what mitigated by the parallel implementation of some of the pattern search algorithms

used in this work. Two pattern search algorithms using eight and 20 computing cores yield

speedup factors of 4.1 and 6.4, respectively. A third pattern search procedure based on a

serial evaluation of the objective function is less efficient in terms of clock time, but the

optimized cost function value obtained with this scheme is marginally better.

2.1 Introduction
The development of new fields for oil and gas production is increasingly complicated and

expensive. Sustaining profitable production in mature fields, where water production rates

are often high, also poses a challenge. For both sets of problems, it may be difficult to

achieve adequate returns on investment using traditional (heuristic) production manage-

ment techniques. There is, therefore, a growing interest in the development of efficient

and effective simulation–based optimization procedures for well planning and operation.

This work focuses on maximizing revenue from oil production using water–flooding

by optimizing medium–to–long–term (i.e., multi–year time frame) field management op-

erations such as well placement and well control scheduling. Water–flooding, where the

oil in the subsurface formation (reservoir) is driven towards production wells by a mov-

ing waterfront created by water injection wells, is a common procedure for oil production.

Substantial oil volumes are often bypassed during water–flooding due to the existence of

complicated geological conditions, such as high–flow regions and faults, in the reservoir.

Thus, for water–flooding to be effective, the locations and control schedules of injectors

and producers must be selected in an optimal manner (by control schedule we mean the

well rates or bottom–hole pressures as a function of time). Here our objective function is

the net present value of the asset, though other cost functions such as total oil recovered

could also be used. In either case the cost function is computed by means of the nu-

merical solution of the system of partial differential equations that describes fluid flow in

the reservoir. The required simulations are very often computationally demanding, which

poses challenges for optimization.

Under current procedures, the determination of well placement and well control is

generally treated in a sequential manner. This means an optimal well placement config-

uration is first determined using a given (and thus, not optimal) strategy for handling the

well controls. These controls are then optimized at the well locations found in the first

step. A relatively popular (and heuristic) control strategy, which is often referred to as

“reactive control”, entails closing (“shutting in”) production wells according to an eco-

nomic threshold that depends on the oil price and the water production cost. This eco-

nomic threshold is translated into a water–cut limit which, once reached, triggers the

closure of the corresponding well for the rest of the production time frame. A reactive

control strategy can be reasonably effective but is clearly suboptimal as it does not impact

injection well settings and handles production wells as either fully open or closed. Any

approach that does not consider well location and control jointly cannot be expected to

yield optimal solutions, since it does not capture the interdependency between the well
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configuration and the associated controls.

In this paper we propose a joint approach for optimization of well position and control

settings. In our approach the two different optimizations are considered in a nested fash-

ion. The outer loop involves a well location optimization, while the inner loop is based

on optimizing well controls for fixed well positioning. The objective function at the outer

loop (for given well locations) is an optimized value of the cost function considered in the

inner optimization of the well controls. This scheme results in the solution of the outer

optimization satisfying optimality conditions not only for the well placement problem but

also for the well control part, because the optimal nature of the solution with respect to

the controls is intrinsically inherited in the algorithm. Hence, this joint approach can be

used to compute solutions that improve upon those achieved using sequential methodolo-

gies. The computational cost associated with the joint approach is, however, much higher

since every upper–level function evaluation requires the optimization (not necessarily to

full accuracy) of the lower–level problem.

The nested approach has been devised as a combination of methodologies that sep-

arately solve the two different types of problems, well placement and control, that con-

stitute the joint optimization. Well control optimization is commonly stated in terms of

continuous variables (well flow rates or pressures), and in some cases (bound–constrained

optimization problems) has been observed to present smooth optimization landscapes

with multiple optima but similar cost function values (see e.g., Jansen et al., 2005 and

Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011a). This observation is for problems with linear constraints

(which have been studied the most), and its validity is unclear for more general cases.

On the other hand, well placement optimization is often formulated as an integer opti-

mization problem (where integers correspond to specific grid blocks) with non–smooth

objective functions (see e.g., Onwunalu and Durlofsky, 2010) containing multiple optima

with significantly different cost function values. This non–smooth character is generally

related to the strong variability (heterogeneity) in subsurface flow properties. There-

fore, many of the existing well placement optimization procedures attempt a more global

search. Consistent with these observations, well control optimization is often addressed

using gradient-based techniques (where gradients are computed rapidly via adjoint pro-

cedures; see e.g., Jansen et al., 2005, or Sarma et al., 2006), while well placement opti-

mizations usually use derivative–free algorithms or stochastic search procedures (see e.g.,

Yeten et al., 2003; Onwunalu and Durlofsky, 2010). Derivative–free and stochastic opti-

mization approaches ordinarily require parallel computing implementations for efficiency.

We note, however, that gradient-based techniques have been applied for well placement

(e.g., Sarma and Chen, 2008; Zandvliet et al., 2008), and stochastic search has been used

for well control (e.g., Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011a), so our observations here should

not be viewed as absolute.

To our knowledge, no research has been published addressing in detail the joint opti-

mization of oil well placement and control. There have, however, been approaches that

use the reactive control strategy described above in well placement optimizations (e.g.,

Zandvliet et al., 2008). The work introduced in Wang et al. (2007), and later enhanced

in Zhang et al. (2010) and Forouzanfar et al. (2010), aims primarily at well placement,

and integrates indirect mechanisms for optimizing well controls. The method described in

that work provides a comprehensive optimization framework, but it involves a number of
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heuristics and does not treat explicitly location and control as optimization variables. The

approach presented in this paper attempts to address the complicated joint well placement

and control optimization problem from a mathematically sound perspective.

Other variables besides the location and controls for each well, such as the number

of wells and the length of the water–flooding process, could also be included in the op-

timization. These variables are much more difficult to treat, however, since the number

of variables in the corresponding optimization problem depends on these parameters. For

example, optimizing the number of wells could be performed by adding a new set of

categorical optimization variables that allow for the activation/deactivation of each well

(Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2012). The inclusion of variables of this type would signif-

icantly increase the complexity of the optimization problem. Another important effect

not included in this work is uncertainty in the reservoir model; i.e., the optimization ap-

proaches studied here do not involve stochastic programming considerations. A general

method for optimizing well location under uncertainty has been developed by Wang et al.

(2012), and this approach could be extended in a straightforward manner to also include

well controls.

This paper is structured as follows. The governing equations for the flow of oil and

water in subsurface reservoirs are given in Section 2.2. This section then introduces the

general problem statement and the specific formulations for the well control and the well

placement parts of the optimization procedure. Next, the joint and sequential approaches

used to solve the coupled system are described in Section 2.3. These approaches are ap-

plied to two example cases in Section 2.4. The first case addresses the control optimization

of one injector and four producers, and the optimal positioning of the injector. For this

case we are able to perform exhaustive computations, which enable clear assessments of

the various optimization procedures. In the second case the well position and controls

for three producers and two injectors are optimized. Section 2.5 provides a summary and

some suggestions for future research.

2.2 Problem statement

In this section we briefly describe the flow simulations used to evaluate well location and

control scenarios. The general optimization problem treated in this work is then presented

in detail.

2.2.1 Governing equations for reservoir production

Hydrocarbons such as oil and gas are found within porous rock in subsurface forma-

tions. The equations that describe fluid flow in the reservoir are derived by combining

expressions of mass conservation with constitutive and thermodynamic relationships. For

clarity, our brief description here entails several simplifications (such as the assumption of

incompressible flow), though in the problems considered later compressibility and other

effects are included. See, e.g., Aziz and Settari (1979) or Ertekin et al. (2001) for details

on the flow equations and numerical discretizations.

We consider two–phase immiscible systems containing oil (o) and water (w). Mass
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2.2 Problem statement

conservation for each fluid i (where i = o, w) is given by:

∇ · ui + qi = − ∂

∂t
(φSi) , (2.1)

where ui is the Darcy velocity of phase i, qi is the source/sink term, φ is porosity (volume

fraction of the rock that can be occupied by fluids), Si is the saturation of phase i, and t is

time. Darcy velocity is expressed as:

ui = −k
kri
μi

∇p, i = o, w, (2.2)

where p is pressure (here assumed the same for both phases), μi is the viscosity of phase

i, k is the absolute (rock) permeability tensor, and kri(Si) is the relative permeability of

phase i.
Combining (2.1) and (2.2) yields:

∇ ·
[
k
kri
μi

∇p

]
− qi =

∂

∂t
(φSi) , i = o, w. (2.3)

Eq. (2.3), written for i = o, w, along with the saturation constraint (So + Sw = 1), define

the flow problem. Model sizes for the numerical solution of (2.3) usually range from tens

of thousands of grid blocks for small models, to several hundred thousand or millions of

grid blocks for large models. A typical model might require several hundred time steps.

Reservoir models are coupled to well models (via the source term qi) to enable the

computation of the volumes of fluids produced and injected at each time step. See Peace-

man (1978) or Ertekin et al. (2001) for details on this coupling. Current well designs

may involve vertical, horizontal, deviated and multilateral wells. These wells can be con-

trolled by specifying either rates or bottom–hole pressures (BHPs). In this work, we will

consider only vertical wells and use BHPs at various time intervals for the well control

optimization parameters. The simulator used in this work is Stanford’s General Purpose

Research Simulator (GPRS; Cao, 2002).

2.2.2 Optimization problem
In our examples we consider oil–water systems with production driven by water injection.

We seek to determine the optimal locations and BHP controls for a specified number of

production and water injection wells using an optimization procedure based on a joint,

rather than a sequential, approach.

The optimization problem studied here is defined as follows:

min
x∈Zn1 ,u∈Rn2

−NPV (x,u) subject to

{
xd ≤ x ≤ xu

ud ≤ u ≤ uu
, (2.4)

where x denotes the discrete well placement variables and u are the continuous well

control variables. Well placement variables are intrinsically real but are often treated as

integers, since reservoir simulators require wells to be assigned to discrete grid blocks

in the model. Consequently, in many cases, and in this work, x is defined as discrete–

valued. All wells in this work are assumed to be vertical, hence well positions can be
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stated in terms of discrete areal coordinates (x, y) only. Thus n1 = 2(Np +Ni), where Np

and Ni are the number of production and injection wells in the placement optimization,

respectively (we could also optimize a subset of wells as in Example 1). In more general

cases, additional variables would be needed to describe well locations. For example, the

optimization variables might include the perforation interval for vertical wells (if wells are

not open to flow over their entire length), or the actual trajectory for deviated wells. The

controls over time for each well are represented by a piecewise constant function with Nt

time intervals (i.e., well controls are held constant during an interval and then jump to

their value for the next interval). Hence, n2 = Nt(Np +Ni), assuming Np and Ni are the

number of production and injection wells in the control optimization.

In this work, we deal with bound constraints only. In order to simplify notation we

introduce the well position feasible set X = {x ∈ Z
n1 ; xd ≤ x ≤ xu} and the well

control feasible set U = {u ∈ R
n2 ; ud ≤ u ≤ uu}. Non–linear constraints, which could

include rate or water–cut specifications, can be handled using different techniques such

as penalty functions or filter methods, as described in Echeverría Ciaurri et al. (2011a).

The objective function considered here is the undiscounted net present value (NPV) of

the asset. This NPV accounts for revenue associated with the oil produced as well as for

the water–handling costs incurred during production (water costs are incurred as a result

of pumping and separation requirements). NPV is defined as follows:

NPV (x,u) =
Ns∑
k=1

(
Np∑
j=1

poq
j,k
o (u,x)Δtk

−
Np∑
j=1

cwpq
j,k
wp(u,x)Δtk −

Ni∑
j=1

cwiq
j,k
wi (u,x)Δtk

)
, (2.5)

where qj,ko , qj,kwp and qj,kwi are the flow rates of the oil, water produced and water injected for

well j at the output interval k, respectively (expressed in stock tank barrels or STB per

day, where 1 STB = 0.1590m3), and Δtk represents the length (in days) of each of the Ns

time steps in the simulation. (Note that Ns does not in general coincide with the number

of controls per well, Nt.) The oil price and the cost of water produced and injected are

denoted by po, cwp and cwi, respectively. Though the problem in (2.4) is stated jointly

for x and u, it has traditionally been addressed in practice in a decoupled manner (i.e., the

well placement part is solved prior to, and independently of, the control optimization). In

the next section we discuss some decoupled approaches and propose a methodology for

addressing the problem jointly.

2.3 Optimization methodology
This section describes two sequential approaches and introduces a joint approach for solv-

ing the well placement and control problem given in (2.4). Both sequential approaches

first seek optimal well placements using a predetermined control strategy, and then they

optimize the controls for the wells determined in the first stage. Since the control and the

well placement optimization problems possess clearly distinct characteristics, it is reason-

able to address these two problems using different methodologies. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
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describe the separate optimization problems and approaches corresponding to the continu-

ous (controls) and discrete (well placement) parts of (2.4). Some of the methods presented

in these sections will be combined in Section 2.3.4, where we define our approach for the

joint problem.

2.3.1 Well control optimization

The production optimization part of the general problem in (2.4) is obtained by fixing the

well placement variable to x0 ∈ Z
n1:

min
u∈U

−NPV (x0,u) , (2.6)

and corresponds to a problem with continuous variables. The well controls u ∈ U ⊂ R
n2

in this work represent BHPs. For each well, the controls are defined by piecewise constant

functions over Nt intervals. The optimization bounds define upper and lower BHP limits

for both injectors and producers. Other operational constraints (e.g., minimum oil and/or

maximum water production over all wells) can be addressed in an efficient manner by

the filter method (Nocedal and Wright, 2006; Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011a). The filter

method is really an add–on that can be combined with most (derivative–based and gradient-

free) optimization algorithms. This technique borrows concepts from multi–objective

optimization, and has been observed as a very efficient means for dealing with non–

linear constraints (Nocedal and Wright, 2006; Fletcher et al., 2006).

Production optimization problems can be readily solved by gradient-based techniques

(Nocedal and Wright, 2006). For example, the gradient-based optimization approach

used in this work to solve (2.6) is sequential quadratic programming (SQP; Nocedal and

Wright, 2006). The SQP solver used in this work is SNOPT (Gill et al., 2005). Approxi-

mating gradients by, e.g., finite differences, typically requires a number of function evalu-

ations on the order of the number of optimization variables. In addition, the quality of the

approximation may depend strongly on the simulator settings. Adjoint formulations allow

for efficient (though simulator–invasive) computations of gradients (Pironneau, 1974).

By means of an adjoint–based procedure, gradients can be computed with a total cost of

roughly one solution of a linearized system of ordinary differential equations. Adjoint–

based gradient estimations have recently been implemented for optimization problems in

the petroleum industry (Brouwer and Jansen, 2004; Sarma et al., 2006). In this work, we

use the adjoint formulation in Stanford’s General Purpose Research Simulator (GPRS).

Derivative–free methods (Kolda et al., 2003; Conn et al., 2009) have also been shown

to perform satisfactorily for the control optimization problem (Echeverría Ciaurri et al.,

2011a,b). These methods are applicable for problems with less than a few hundred opti-

mization variables, and they perform fairly efficiently if implemented in a distributed com-

puting environment. We will consider derivative–free methods for the well–positioning

part of the general problem introduced in (2.4) in the next section.

It has been observed in previous work (Jansen et al., 2005; Echeverría Ciaurri et al.,

2011a) that well control problems similar to (2.6) commonly display multiple local op-

tima having similar cost function values (i.e., the cost function appears to be close to

convex in u). This suggests (though it does not prove) that local optimization approaches,
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such as gradient-based techniques, for (2.6) may yield solutions that are acceptable from

a global optimality point of view.

Finally, as discussed in the Introduction, reactive control can be applied, as a heuristic

alternative to optimization, to address the issue of excessive water production. Under this

approach, a production well is kept open (at its lower BHP limit in our implementation)

until the revenue from the oil it produces no longer exceeds the cost associated with the

water produced; i.e., the well is closed when

po q
j,k
o < qj,kwp cwp , (2.7)

where all variables are as defined previously. This relationship is used to determine a cor-

responding water–cut limit. A producer is permanently shut in once this limit is reached.

In practice this treatment often provides satisfactory results (and this approach is inex-

pensive since no optimization is required), though it is clearly suboptimal since it is based

on a simple rule involving only producers. It should also be noted that even though the

production strategies obtained by means of reactive control can in some cases be repre-

sented by piecewise constant functions, the lengths of the control intervals are not known

a priori. Thus, reactive control strategies cannot in general be identified with elements

in R
n2 .

2.3.2 Well placement optimization
The well placement optimization part of the general problem originally given in (2.4) is

obtained by fixing the well control variable to u0 ∈ R
n2 :

min
x∈X

−NPV (x,u0) , (2.8)

and corresponds to a problem with discrete variables. In general u0 ∈ R
n2 , but as noted

above, if u0 corresponds to a reactive control strategy, it will not necessarily have n2

components.

Well placement problems are in a sense more challenging than well control optimiza-

tion problems because reservoir heterogeneity leads to highly non–smooth objective func-

tions containing multiple optima (see e.g., Onwunalu and Durlofsky, 2010). Therefore,

the well placement optimization problem does not appear to be as amenable to solution

using gradient-based methods because these approaches can get trapped in local minima.

There have, however, been procedures presented for (2.8) that use gradients (see e.g.,

Sarma and Chen, 2008, and Zandvliet et al., 2008). These methods replace the problem

with a related (though not necessarily equivalent) problem that has continuous variables.

Most of the derivative–free methods that have been used to date for the solution

of (2.8) are based on stochastic search procedures. Examples include genetic algorithms

(Goldberg, 1989; Güyagüler et al., 2000; Yeten et al., 2003), stochastic perturbation meth-

ods (Bangerth et al., 2006), and particle swarm optimization (Clerc, 2006; Onwunalu and

Durlofsky, 2010; Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011b). Due to their random component, these

search procedures can avoid being trapped in some unsatisfactory local optima. Most of

these methods, however, are not supported by solid convergence theory, and consequently

they contain tuning parameters that are often difficult to determine.
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In this work we propose derivative–free optimization methodologies based on pattern

search (Torczon, 1997, Kolda et al., 2003; Conn et al., 2009) as a more mathematically

sound alternative for well placement optimization. These methods rely on (local) conver-

gence theory applicable to sufficiently smooth functions of continuous variables. These

local convergence results can furthermore be extended to problems with discrete vari-

ables (Audet and Dennis, 2000). Examples of these techniques are Hooke–Jeeves direct

search (HJDS; Hooke and Jeeves, 1961), generalized pattern search (GPS; Torczon, 1997,

Audet and Dennis, 2002), mesh adaptive direct search (MADS; Audet and Dennis, 2006),

and bound optimization by quadratic approximation (BOBYQA; Powell, 2009).

Pattern search methods operate primarily through a polling procedure. Polling is ac-

complished by computing cost function values at points in the search space determined

by a stencil which is centered at the current solution. The stencil is normally arranged

along the coordinate axes, which results in a coordinate or compass search. In MADS,

the stencil orientation is randomly modified after each polling. Pattern search techniques

are supported by local convergence theory, but if the initial stencil size is comparable to

the size of the search space (which means that, during the first iterations of the optimiza-

tion, the search involves points that are distant from the initial guess), they can incorporate

some global exploration features. We emphasize that global convergence is not achieved

using these or other practical procedures. However, in many well placement problems,

finding a reasonable local optimum following some amount of global exploration is often

sufficient.

In this work, the well placement problem is solved using HJDS, GPS, and a hybrid

optimization parallel search package (HOPSPACK; Plantenga, 2009). HOPSPACK is

a distributed computing implementation of GPS which can be run in a so–called asyn-

chronous mode to balance the computational load of each node in the cluster (Plantenga,

2009). In asynchronous mode, HOPSPACK avoids “idle” cores by continuously sending

new polling points for evaluation. HOPSPACK dedicates a single core to handle the asyn-

chronous assignment of polling points to each computing core. Hence, if, for example,

21 cores are available for HOPSPACK, one of these cores will not be used to evaluate

polling points. HJDS is a serial computing procedure that was identified in Echeverría

Ciaurri et al. (2011a) as a fairly efficient optimization procedure for oil field problems

when distributed computing resources are limited or unavailable.

2.3.3 Sequential approaches for well placement and control optimiza-
tion

As noted earlier, sequential procedures are commonly used for joint well location and well

control optimization. Well placement is optimized first using some “reasonable” control

scheme. In this work we will consider two such strategies – fixed and reactive controls.

The controls are then optimized for the wells positioned in the first stage. It should be

noted, however, that well placement optimization results have been observed to depend to

a large degree on the control scheme used (Zandvliet et al., 2008).

Fixed control strategies belong to U ⊂ R
n2 , i.e., the same space explored in the control

optimization stage. In our approach these fixed controls correspond to the upper pressure

bound uu for injectors, and the lower pressure bound ud for producers. This strategy
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provides maximum injection and fluid production rates at all times. It is important to

emphasize that, although fluid production is maximized, oil production is in general not

maximized by this strategy if water is also being produced (as it typically is). This fixed

control strategy is in general suboptimal because the water front is allowed to proceed

without any “steering” (which is achieved when BHPs are varied in time). In addition, it

is possible that some wells may be producing essentially all water at full capacity. The

reactive control strategy operates with the same pressure settings as the fixed strategy, but

it includes the capacity to shut a producer in once it is no longer profitable. In this way,

the reactive control approach considers production economics, though it still does not

address the efficient injection of water. The reactive control approach is often preferable

to the use of fixed controls, but as we will see does not perform as well as the joint

optimization procedure.

Algorithm 1 below shows the two basic steps in the sequential approaches. Here we

use x∗
s and u∗

s to designate the optima obtained from the sequential approach. We reiterate

that x∗
s and u∗

s do not in general coincide with the optimum of (2.4).

Algorithm 1 Sequential approach for well placement and control optimization

Require: initial locations x0 and specified control strategy (fixed or reactive) u0

for Np +Ni wells

Ensure: improved locations x∗
s and control strategy u∗

s

1: Solve x∗
s = argmin

x∈X
− NPV (x,u0) using pattern search optimizer

2: Solve u∗
s = argmin

u∈U
− NPV (x∗

s,u) using gradient-based optimizer

2.3.4 Joint approach for well placement and control optimization
We address the joint well placement and control problem using the following nested opti-

mization

min
x∈X

min
u∈U

−NPV (x,u) . (2.9)

In this bound–constrained optimization problem, it is relatively simple to see that the

formulations in (2.4) and (2.9) are equivalent regarding the first–order optimality condi-

tions. In accordance with the methods presented in the previous section, the outer well

placement optimization in (2.9) is solved here by means of pattern search optimiza-

tion algorithms, while the inner control optimization is addressed through a sequen-

tial quadratic programming implementation with gradients computed efficiently using

an adjoint–based scheme.

The approach in (2.9) may seem impractical since it requires solving a complete opti-

mization for every cost function evaluation of the outer (upper–level) optimization prob-

lem. However, in our application a nested procedure is reasonable because of the follow-

ing two observations. First, as discussed in detail earlier, the two optimizations are of

different character and it is reasonable to address them using different procedures. And

second, in the control optimization we will make use of a very efficient adjoint–based

gradient computation within the GPRS simulator. As noted above, the bound–constrained
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well control optimization problem displays multiple local solutions, but very frequently

with similar cost function values. Thus, there is little if any benefit from running this

optimization from multiple starting points.

We note that the nested optimization in (2.9) could also be analyzed from a bilevel pro-

gramming perspective (Dempe, 2002). However, bilevel optimization problems are often

more complicated to study than the problem considered here since the two optimization

levels are in general associated with different objective functions.

Using the formulation in (2.9) and the specific choice of methods for the two compo-

nents of the optimization, our intent is to perform some amount of global exploration (via

the use of large initial stencil size in the pattern search) in a space of dimension n1, and

not for a search in a space of dimension n1 + n2. This is an important aspect of our pro-

cedure since the computational cost associated with the global exploration of a space of

dimension n = n1 + n2 grows exponentially with n (curse of dimensionality). Moreover,

as we will see in Section 2.4.1, the function optimized in the outer optimization in (2.9)

− NPV∗ (x) = min
u∈U

−NPV (x,u) , (2.10)

is much smoother in x, and as a consequence, easier to explore globally, than NPV (x,u0),
with u0 being a fixed control strategy. The smoothing of the optimization surface with

respect to the well placement variable x occurs because the performance of wells in less

promising locations can be improved, sometimes significantly, by optimizing the well

controls. The function NPV∗ (x) in (2.10) is well defined since there exists an NPV∗ (x)
for every feasible x. We do not, however, expect there to be a unique u associated with

NPV∗ (x).
Hence the joint optimization approach proposed in this work can be interpreted as a

well placement problem where the cost function is an optimized NPV

min
x∈X

−NPV∗ (x) , (2.11)

with NPV∗ as defined in (2.10).

The well control optimization required for each computation of NPV∗ (x) is not solved

completely in our implementation. This is motivated by the difficulty of obtaining robust

stopping criteria in practical optimization problems, and by the fact that an unnecessarily

tight stopping criterion may result in an excessive number of cost function evaluations.

In a preliminary study involving a problem of similar complexity to those studied in this

work (in terms of the well control optimization), we determined that a moderate number

of iterations for the gradient-based optimizer yields an acceptable approximation of the

optimal control strategy. Thus, during the course of the joint optimization, we typically

use eight iterations for the well control problems (we also consider the use of four major

iterations). Then, once the optimal well locations are determined, we again run the control

solution but this time with a tighter stopping criterion, which leads to a slightly improved

NPV∗.
It should be stressed that the optimization in (2.11) is fully parallelizable, and indeed

in this work we take full advantage of this. However, the parallel runs involve control

optimizations and not simply single simulations. Therefore, the computational load in

each of the nodes can be very different, because in general, two calls to NPV∗ (with
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Figure 2.1: Permeability field (mD) used for the two cases in Section 2.4 (logarithm of perme-

ability is displayed). Geological heterogeneity is clearly evident. Production wells corresponding

to the first example are represented as red circles.

different well placements) will not require the same number of simulations (even using the

same number of iterations in the gradient-based optimizer). This issue can be alleviated to

some extent by means of asynchronous distributed computing approaches (see Griffin and

Kolda, 2007, or Griffin et al., 2008, for an example within the context of pattern search).

In the remainder of the paper, the sequential optimization methodologies with fixed

and reactive control strategies, and the joint technique, are denoted as sequential fixed,

sequential reactive and joint approaches, respectively.

2.4 Example cases
In this section we apply the methodologies described in Section 2.3 to two examples.

As indicated above, each control optimization problem is solved by means of a gradient-

based optimizer, and the well placement part of the optimizations is handled using three

different pattern search algorithms, namely, Hooke–Jeeves direct search (HJDS),

generalized pattern search (GPS), and the hybrid optimization parallel search package

(HOPSPACK). GPS and HOPSPACK were implemented within a distributed computing

framework consisting of eight and 20 + 1 computing cores, respectively (in HOPSPACK

one of the cores is used for coordination tasks). We reiterate that, in the parallel imple-

mentations, each processor handles the full well control optimization, not just a single

simulation run.

The two cases considered are based on a reservoir discretized on a 60× 60 two–

dimensional grid. The permeability and porosity fields are portions of layer 21 of the

SPE 10 model (Christie and Blunt, 2001). These fields display strong variability in prop-
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Table 2.1: Model and optimization parameters for the two examples.

Parameter Example 1 (Section 2.4.1) Example 2 (Section 2.4.2)

Cell size 130 ft × 130 ft × 20 ft 50 ft × 50 ft × 50 ft

Production time frame 2190 days 2920 days

Oil price (po) 80 $/bbl 80 $/bbl

Water production cost (cwp) 10 $/bbl 20 $/bbl

Water injection cost (cwi) 10 $/bbl 20 $/bbl

Injector BHP upper and

lower bounds

5200 and 4100 psia 6000 and 4100 psia

Producer BHP upper and

lower bounds

3500 and 1000 psia 3500 and 1000 psia

erties, as can be seen for permeability in Figure 2.1. In both examples there are five

wells (one injector and four producers in the first case, and two injectors and three pro-

ducers in the second case). The controls for all five wells are optimized in the two cases.

In the first example, only one well (the injector) location is optimized, while in the sec-

ond case all well locations are optimized. The key model and optimization parameters for

both cases are shown in Table 2.1.

The gradient-based optimizer used for well control optimization is SNOPT (Gill et al.,

2005), which is based on sequential quadratic programming. The initial guess in all sit-

uations is obtained by setting the injector and producer BHPs at their upper and lower

bounds, respectively. This configuration provides maximum flow rates. Since the bound–

constrained control optimization problem displays multiple optima, but quite often with

similar cost function values, the selection of the starting point is not expected to impact

the quality of the optimized solution. The stopping criteria selected for the control opti-

mization are based on the major optimality tolerance (a value of 10−6 in all situations)

and on the maximum number of major iterations allowed. We note that during a major

iteration in SNOPT, a quadratic programming subproblem is solved to find a search di-

rection that is used to compute the next sequential quadratic programming iterate. The

solution of the quadratic programming subproblem usually requires several cost function

evaluations (reservoir simulations). For more details on these stopping criteria, see Gill

et al. (2007). In most cases it is the maximum number of major iterations that terminates

the optimization.

As explained in Section 2.3.4, the control optimization required for finding NPV∗,
when called from the outer well placement loop, is not solved to full accuracy. The max-

imum number of major iterations is equal to eight (a relatively small number) in most

cases, though in Section 2.4.2 results are also presented using a value of four. The control

optimizations performed at the last iteration of both the sequential and joint approaches

aim at a more precise solution. For these optimizations the maximum number of major
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iterations is increased to 16 and 32 for the first and second example, respectively.

The optimizations for the well placement problem are expected to depend on the ini-

tial guess, since in general these problems are markedly nonconvex (unlike the control

optimization problem when only bound constraints are present). For this reason, we per-

form optimization runs starting from different points. The initial stencil size in all cases

is 16, which is a significant fraction of the feasible search space (41× 41 and 50× 50 grid

blocks for the first and second examples, respectively). A stencil of this size thus leads to

some amount of global exploration since regions far from the stencil center are evaluated.

All pattern search algorithms terminate the optimization when the stencil size is equal to

one, and the cost function value corresponding to the stencil center is lower than the cost

function value associated with any other stencil point. This termination condition defines

the notion of local optimality that will be considered for the discrete variables.

2.4.1 Optimization of injector location and control of five wells
Case description

In this case we consider four producers, fixed at the corners of a square, along with one

injector. The four producers (designated by red circles) are located as shown in Figure 2.1.

The production wells are placed somewhat away from the reservoir boundaries, which are

prescribed to honor no–flow conditions. The injector can be positioned anywhere inside

of the square (41× 41 grid blocks) defined by the producers. The control strategies for

all five wells and the location of the injector will be optimized. These strategies refer to

a production time frame of six years, and except for reactive control, the strategies are

divided into ten intervals of 219 days each (during each time interval the BHPs are held

constant). Hence, for this problem, n1 = 2 and n2 = 50.

In the next section we will perform an approximation of the exhaustive search of the

optimization spaces corresponding to the sequential and joint approaches described in

Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, respectively. Thereafter, we will use this example to compare

some of the optimization techniques discussed above.

Exhaustive search results

Due to the low value of n1 in this example, it is feasible to exhaustively explore the dis-

crete space X both for NPV (x,u0), with u0 being a fixed or a reactive control strategy,

and for NPV∗ (x) (where the controls are determined from optimization). This exhaustive

search requires 41× 41 = 1681 simulations for the sequential cases, and 1681 control

optimizations for the joint approach. We note that, since the cost function appears to be

close to convex in u, we expect the exhaustive exploration of NPV∗ (x) to be a reasonable

approximation of a global exhaustive search for the complete optimization space in (2.4).

This type of exhaustive search is already impractical for the example in Section 2.4.2,

where n1 = 10.

In Figure 2.2 we present results for the three exhaustive explorations corresponding

to a fixed control strategy (injectors at maximum BHP, producers at minimum BHP), the

reactive control strategy, and the optimized control strategy. It is clear that the surface

associated with the fixed control strategy is much rougher than the surfaces obtained with
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Figure 2.2: Exhaustive search results for (a) NPV (x,u0) with u0 a fixed control strategy (with

BHPs set to provide maximum flow rates), (b) NPV (x,u0) with u0 a reactive control strategy, and

(c) NPV∗ (x). Production and injection wells are represented as red and blue circles, respectively.

The dark blue region near the boundaries is infeasible. The scale indicates 106 $.

the other strategies. This demonstrates that it is possible to somewhat compensate for less

promising well locations with a proper control strategy (in terms of net present value).

As a consequence, the associated optimization landscape NPV∗ (x) can be expected to be

smoother than the landscape corresponding to NPV (x,u0), for u0 a fixed strategy. This

suggests, consistent with our earlier discussion, that the joint optimization landscape may

be somewhat easier to explore globally.

The well locations with the highest net present value resulting from the three exhaus-

tive explorations are given in Table 2.2. The “fixed” and “reactive” results are for the

best well locations in Figure 2.2(a) and 2.2(b). The “sequential fixed*” and “sequen-

tial reactive*” results additionally apply gradient-based optimization for the well con-

trols using the positions found in the exhaustive search. This optimization is performed

with a tight tolerance (a maximum number of major iterations of 16), which is why we

include the * designation. For the joint optimization, in the exhaustive search we use
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Table 2.2: Injector well location and NPV for the best solution obtained for the exhaustive explo-

rations. The * indicates that an additional gradient-based control optimization is performed.

Approach Location [x,y] NPV [106 $]

fixed
[18,26]

0976

sequential fixed∗ 1091

reactive
[17,42]

1061

sequential reactive∗ 1074

joint
[12,36]

1135

joint∗ 1137

Table 2.3: Average NPV (over 12 runs, expressed in 106 $) for the optimal location of one injector

and control of five wells. For the sequential approaches, nps is equivalent to the average number

of reservoir simulations needed in the entire optimization process. For the joint approach, nps

indicates the average number of control optimizations required in the complete search.

Approach
HJDS GPS HOPSPACK Exhaustive

NPV σ nps NPV σ nps NPV σ nps NPV

fixed 0901 42 0883 29 0891 23 0976

sequential fixed∗ 1015 60 0994 50 1002 45 1091

reactive 1003 33 1015 25 1004 21 1061

sequential reactive∗ 1034 44 1053 44 1044 39 1074

joint 1117 47 1109 32 1093 25 1135

joint∗ 1118 32 1110 33 1094 42 1137

a maximum number of major iterations of 8 (these results are designated “joint” in the

table). Using the best well location found during the exhaustive search, we again run the

control optimization, this time using 16 major iterations. These results are designated

“joint*”.

As expected, the joint scheme out–performs the sequential methodologies, even after

the additional control optimization step. The joint approach yields an increase of 4.2%

and 5.9% in NPV with respect to the sequential fixed and reactive approaches. In this

simple example, these improvements correspond to $46 million and $63 million. These

amounts, as will be seen in the next example, can be even greater in larger and more

realistic problems. It is interesting to note that while the reactive approach obtains a better

solution than the fixed scheme before the final control optimization, the situation changes
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after the control optimization. This reiterates that the control optimization can somewhat

compensate for well locations that are suboptimal in terms of NPV. Furthermore, the se-

quential reactive approach may in some cases serve as a good approximation of the joint

approach.
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative production and injection profiles for the well location and controls (after

the additional control optimization) corresponding to the highest NPV solution: (a) sequential

fixed, (b) sequential reactive, and (c) joint approach.

In Figure 2.3 we show, for the three exhaustive explorations performed (plus the addi-

tional well control optimization), the cumulative injection and production profiles for the

configurations with the highest NPV. From these plots, it is evident that the joint optimiza-

tion provides more cumulative oil than the other two procedures. The joint optimization

scenario also involves more water injection than the other scenarios, but this is more than

compensated for by the increase (of about 5.1%) in cumulative oil. Figure 2.4 displays the

oil saturation distributions at the end of the production time frame for the three optimiza-

tions. These plots illustrate how the different approaches perform in terms of reservoir
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Figure 2.4: Oil saturation distribution (blue indicates water and red indicates oil) at the end of the

production time frame for the well location and controls (after the additional control optimization)

corresponding to the highest NPV solution: (a) sequential fixed, (b) sequential reactive, and (c)

joint approach. Injection and production wells are represented as blue and red circles, respectively.

“sweep” efficiency. It is evident that there is less bypassed oil in the joint approach than

in the sequential approaches.

The well controls (BHPs) corresponding to the highest NPV solutions are shown in

Figure 2.5. The BHPs for the injectors (blue lines) for the various optimizations are in the

top row and the next four rows (red lines) represent the producers. Upper and lower BHP

bounds are indicated by dashed lines. The time axes span the entire production period

(2190 days). Note that the BHPs for Producers 1 and 4 stay at the minimum BHP limit in

all cases, presumably because these wells are outside of the large (diagonally–oriented)

high–permeability region evident in Figure 2.1. The BHPs for Producers 2 and 3 are,

by contrast, away from the lower BHP limit, for at least some part of the simulation, for

all three optimization schemes. This is likely due to the fact that these wells, along with

the injector, fall within the high–permeability region. If these two wells produced at their
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Figure 2.5: Injection and production well controls (BHPs) corresponding to the highest NPV

solution: sequential fixed (left), sequential reactive (center), and joint approach (right). Top graph

corresponds to injector and next four graphs to the producers.

lower limits for the full simulation, significant water production would result. In order to

avoid this, the optimizations reduce the flow rates (which leads to water breakthrough at

later times) for these two wells.

Optimization solutions

The results in Table 2.2 required an exhaustive search, which is not feasible in practical sit-

uations. In this section, rather than search exhaustively, we apply pattern search optimiza-

tion for the well location part of the problem. The control optimization is again handled

via gradient-based optimization, with all derivatives computed efficiently using adjoint–

based procedures.

We reiterate that most derivative–free optimization techniques (such as pattern search

algorithms) can be readily applied to problems with discrete optimization variables, and

that these methodologies have been observed to perform satisfactorily on relatively non–

smooth cost functions such as that in Figure 2.2(a). Although the sequential reactive

and joint strategies displayed relatively smooth cost functions (see Figures 2.2(b) and

(c)), the degree of smoothness observed for high–dimensional searches may differ from

that for these low–dimensional (n1 = 2) cases. In any event, as we will see below, all

of the derivative–free algorithms considered yield solutions that are on average relatively

close, in terms of NPV, to the results from the exhaustive explorations.

As mentioned earlier, the pattern search algorithms considered here are Hooke–Jeeves

direct search (HJDS), generalized pattern search (GPS) and the hybrid optimization paral-

lel search package (HOPSPACK). These algorithms (all of which are supported by local

convergence theory; see e.g., Torczon, 1997) rely on the same principles, and this facili-

tates meaningful comparisons. Pattern search optimization is based on evaluating a stencil

whose size decreases along iterations (the reduction in the stencil size is performed when

all the stencil points have a higher cost function than the stencil center). The stencil used

in all cases here has 2n1 points distributed along the coordinate axes from the stencil cen-
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ter (as in a compass). The initial stencil size is always equal to 16, and this value allows

a rough exploration of the search space (for any initial guess) since the lower and upper

bounds for x are 10 and 50 for this example, and 6 and 55 for the second example. The

sequence of stencil sizes {16, 8, 4, 2, 1} is consistent with the optimization variables being

discrete. Hence, all the algorithms stop when the stencil size is equal to 1, and the stencil

center cost function value improves on every stencil point. Upon termination, the solution

obtained is a (discrete) local optimizer for the 2n1-point (compass) neighborhood.

Hooke–Jeeves direct search does not compute the cost function for all 2n1 stencil

points. As soon as a point in the current stencil improves on the cost function value for

the stencil center point, the stencil is moved to a new center (this strategy is known as

opportunistic polling). This makes HJDS a serial strategy that can be attractive when

distributed computational resources are scarce, or when commercial software licensing

issues limit massive parallelization. Since both GPS and HOPSPACK evaluate the 2n1

points for every stencil, the use of distributing computing is very beneficial for these

algorithms.

In this example the three cost functions, NPV∗ (x) and NPV (x,u0), with u0 corre-

sponding to all wells at their BHP limits, and to a reactive strategy, are based on a lookup

table constructed with the results from the exhaustive explorations. Therefore, for this

case, GPS and HOPSPACK do not take real advantage of being implemented in parallel.

In the example in Section 2.4.2, this feature will be effectively exploited.

Separately, and this is applicable to pattern search methods in general where the stencil

only changes its size along iterations, some points in the optimization are revisited at

different times. The cost function computation in these cases can be avoided if all (or just

a number of) evaluations are stored in a cache. In this work caches are implemented for

the three pattern search algorithms considered.

The results from the three approaches, together with the NPVs obtained in the exhaus-

tive explorations, are summarized in Table 2.3. The NPVs for the exhaustive explorations

are taken from Table 2.2. Because different initial guesses result in different locally op-

timal solutions, we run each optimization 12 times, starting at different initial points.

Each pattern search run is followed by a gradient-based control optimization with tight

tolerances (as above, * denotes the use of a maximum of 16 major iterations). The NPVs,

expressed in 106 $, are averaged over the 12 runs. Standard deviation of the NPV (σ)

over the 12 runs is also reported for each case. The average number of iterations nps for

each pattern search procedure is also reported. It is important to note that for the se-

quential fixed and reactive approaches this number is equivalent to the average number of

reservoir simulations needed for the entire optimization process. However, for the joint

approach it indicates the (average) number of control optimizations required in the com-

plete search. In this example, each control optimization requires on average 14 reservoir

simulations.

The differences (in terms of NPV) between the results obtained by the sequential

and joint approaches before performing the additional control optimization are somewhat

larger than the corresponding results for the exhaustive explorations (shown in Table 2.2).

This may be because the cost function for the joint approach is globally smoother, which

makes it easier to optimize. The additional control optimization to some extent reduces

the discrepancies in the results. Before the control optimization step, the average opti-
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Table 2.4: Results for NPV (expressed in 106 $) and total number of simulations nsim for the

optimal location and control of five wells. GPS is used for the well location optimization. The

highest NPV for the nine runs for each approach is underlined.

Run seq. fixed∗
GPS seq. reactive∗GPS joint∗4,GPS joint∗8,GPS

# NPV nsim NPV nsim NPV nsim NPV nsim

1 336.6 321 334.5 295 347.4 1075 385.1 2683

2 300.5 505 354.8 422 353.0 2021 355.2 3276

3 328.9 426 314.7 310 329.1 1770 346.7 3327

4 328.0 511 192.7 240 325.8 1922 372.3 2481

5 326.7 477 240.9 377 355.2 1936 354.8 5003

6 294.9 468 253.3 361 336.6 2741 336.0 3278

7 263.4 423 345.4 329 344.7 2031 360.0 3941

8 256.8 644 279.6 420 339.5 2602 357.2 4187

9 293.7 587 358.8 447 330.6 1938 358.0 4855

Mean 303.3 485 297.2 356 340.2 2004 358.4 3670

σ 029.2 094 058.6 068 010.6 0479 014.0 0890

mized NPV by the joint approach is 24.1% and 9.8% larger than the average optimized

NPVs from the fixed and reactive approaches, respectively. After the additional optimiza-

tion, these percentages decrease to 10.3% and 6.1%.

It is not clear from the results in Table 2.3 if one pattern search algorithm is preferable

over the other two. GPS and HOPSPACK are slightly faster than HJDS, but they yield

lower average cost function values. As noted earlier, however, GPS and HOPSPACK can

be accelerated, in terms of clock time, if a cluster is available (and in this situation, they

will outperform HJDS). In this relatively simple case (n1 = 2, and cost function computed

via a lookup table) the performance of GPS and HOPSPACK seems to be comparable.

Differences between the various approaches and algorithms will be more evident in the

next example, which is more realistic and more complex.

2.4.2 Optimal location and control of five wells
Case description

In this example we optimize both the location and control of two injectors and three pro-

ducers. Some of the reservoir parameters are different than those used in Section 2.4.1.

Specifically, the reservoir area is reduced, the production time frame is longer, and the

costs for injected and produced water are doubled (the corresponding model and opti-

mization parameters are given in Table 2.1). A water–flooding configuration with two
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injection wells is richer in terms of variety of sweeping strategies than an arrangement

with only one injector (as considered previously). Thus we aim at increasing the diver-

sity of production scenarios, which renders the search more challenging. In addition, our

reactive control strategy (which addresses only producers) is now less appealing because

water injection is costly.

The number of grid blocks in the reservoir model, and the permeability and poros-

ity values for each grid block, are the same as before (see Figure 2.1). Because all five

well locations are optimized we now have n1 = 10. The production time frame is again

divided into ten intervals (hence, n2 = 50). As in the previous example, the gradient-

based optimization algorithm embedded in the joint approach is SNOPT, and the pattern

search methods considered for the well placement search are HJDS, GPS, and HOPS-

PACK. Both GPS and HOPSPACK are implemented within a distributed computing frame-

work. While HOPSPACK uses 21 cores (one core is dedicated to the coordination of the

concurrent jobs, leaving effectively 20 computing cores), GPS, due to a limited num-

ber of licenses, is applied only on eight cores. The markedly nonconvex character of the

well placement optimization is dealt with by running the optimizations nine times with

different initial guesses. These initial guesses were not randomly selected – rather, they

correspond to well placements that are reasonable from a reservoir engineering perspec-

tive.

Optimization solutions

In these optimization runs, the parameters for GPS are the same as in Section 2.4.1, i.e.,

the sequence of stencil sizes is {16, 8, 4, 2, 1}. The control optimization in the joint ap-

proach is solved with two different values (four and eight) for the maximum number of

major iterations. In all cases, one supplementary control optimization is performed with

a maximum number of major iterations of 32 (one optimization for the sequential fixed

approach needed 64 iterations because convergence was not obtained after 32 iterations).

The results using GPS in the well placement optimization part for all of the approaches

and each of the nine different well location initial guesses are presented in Table 2.4

(joint∗4,GPS and joint∗8,GPS refer to the joint approach with the maximum number of major

iterations in the gradient-based control optimization equal to four and eight, respectively).

The total number of simulations performed in each of the runs is denoted by nsim. The final

control optimization is performed in all cases, and the simulations required for this step

are included in nsim.

We observe that the average (maximum) NPV for joint∗8,GPS over the nine runs is 5.3%
(8.4%) higher than for joint∗4,GPS. This observation is consistent with the much larger num-

ber of simulations performed in joint∗8,GPS, and indicates that a maximum number of major

iterations of four tends to terminate the optimization prematurely. An insufficient maxi-

mum number of major iterations may yield a clearly suboptimal solution, and an exces-

sively large value could lead to prohibitive computational requirements. Therefore, a

tuning process for this parameter might be beneficial when applying the joint approach.

For the remainder of this section, our remarks on the joint approach will refer to the case

with maximum number of major iterations equal to eight.

In terms of NPV, the sequential fixed and reactive strategies clearly under–perform the

joint approach. The average (maximum) NPV over all of the runs obtained with the joint
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of the objective function (NPV) for all nine runs versus number of simu-

lations: (a) sequential fixed and reactive approaches, (b) joint approach. Corresponding averages

over the nine runs for each approach are represented by thick solid lines. All runs include the

supplementary control optimization.

approach is 18.2% (14.4%) and 20.6% (7.3%) higher than with the sequential fixed and re-

active schemes, respectively. The average number of simulations required by joint∗8,GPS is,

however, about one order of magnitude higher than that needed by the sequential method-

ologies. Along these lines, it is important to realize that the maximum NPVs reported in

Table 2.4 for the sequential strategies are based on a fraction of the computational effort

dedicated to the joint approach. Thus, in order to complement the results in the table,

we tested the sequential reactive scheme (with supplementary control optimization) for

100 new random initial well locations (in that manner, the associated total computational

cost is comparable to that for joint∗8,GPS). The average and maximum NPV over these 100
runs are $288.0 million and $353.8 million, respectively. These values are lower than

the corresponding values in Table 2.4 ($297.2 million and $358.8 million), which is in

accordance with the fact that the nine initial well placements were not selected randomly

but rather based on engineering judgement. The key observation, however, is that, even

when we compare based on the same number of total simulation runs, joint∗8,GPS still out–

performs the sequential reactive scheme.

As can be seen in Table 2.4, an advantage of the joint approach is that it results in

smaller standard deviation σ of the NPV than the sequential methodologies. This fact is

consistent with the smoothing of the well placement optimization landscape observed for

the joint strategy (which was illustrated earlier in Figure 2.2). Note further that the results

for the sequential reactive approach are not in this case as close to those for the joint

strategy as in the previous example (indeed, here they are more comparable to those for

the sequential fixed approach). This may be explained by the increased complexity of this

problem and by the elevated cost of injected water.

The optimization results for the sequential and joint approaches are further illustrated
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Figure 2.7: Oil saturation distribution at the end of the production time frame for the well controls

and locations corresponding to the run from Table 2.4 with maximum NPV: (a) sequential fixed,

(b) sequential reactive, and (c) joint approach. Injection and production wells are represented as

blue and red circles, respectively.

in Figures 2.6(a) and (b), where the evolution of the objective function (NPV) versus the

number of forward simulations is represented for each of the runs. The corresponding

averages over the nine runs are plotted as thick solid lines. In order to enable clear com-

parisons, all figures use the same vertical scale. We note that, prior to the supplementary

(final) control optimization, all solutions for the sequential fixed scheme have NPVs lower

than $200 million. From Figure 2.6(a) it is clear that the additional control optimization

is crucial in the sequential approaches. We reiterate that in both the fixed and reactive

strategies the water injectors operate at maximum BHP, and this may negatively impact

the objective function. Hence, the supplementary control optimization can again be seen

as a means to compensate for suboptimal well locations. The lower standard deviation in

the joint approach compared to the sequential strategies is also evident in Figure 2.6.

The oil saturation distributions corresponding to the solutions with maximum NPV, at
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the end of the simulation time frame, are presented in Figure 2.7 (injection and production

wells appear as blue and red circles, respectively). The amount of bypassed oil is no-

ticeably less for the joint approach than for the sequential strategies. The well locations

obtained generally tend to be toward the boundaries of the domain. In a few cases, some

wells are placed very close to each other, as can be seen e.g., in Figure 2.7(b) for the

sequential reactive approach. This type of solution might not be acceptable in practice,

and can be prevented in the optimization by including (non–linear) constraints that ensure

a minimum distance between wells. The computation of these constraints does not involve

time–consuming function evaluations, and for that reason, they are not as complicated to

handle as other simulation–based constraints that may be present.

The results obtained for HJDS, GPS and HOPSPACK are shown in Table 2.5 for the

same nine initial well locations considered in Table 2.4. The settings and stopping crite-

ria for these derivative–free optimizers are the same as were used for GPS. In all cases

the maximum number of major iterations in the gradient-based control optimization is

equal to eight (and again all runs include an additional control optimization with a maxi-

mum number of major iterations of 32). The total number of control optimizations solved

(nps) coincides with the number of times the function NPV∗ is called within each pattern

search algorithm, and can also be assumed to be roughly proportional to the total com-

puting cost. Each call to NPV∗ involves approximately 12-15 forward simulations, so

the total number of simulations is around 4000 for the different approaches (consistent

with the 3670 value given in Table 2.4). It is useful to express the results in terms of nps

(rather than in terms of the total number of simulations nsim) when the optimizations are

parallelized, and because all the algorithms compared are pattern search algorithms of the

same type.
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Figure 2.8: Evolution of NPV averaged over nine runs versus the equivalent number of control

optimizations for the three pattern search optimization algorithms considered. The number of

equivalent control optimizations solved is the total number of optimizations divided by an esti-

mate of the speedup. The speedup factors estimated for GPS and HOPSPACK are 4.1 and 6.4,

respectively.
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Table 2.5: Results for NPV (expressed in 106 $) and total number of control optimizations

solved (nps) for the second example using Hooke–Jeeves direct search (HJDS), generalized pattern

search (GPS) and a hybrid optimization parallel search package (HOPSPACK). The highest NPV

for the nine runs for each approach is underlined.

Run joint∗HJDS joint∗GPS joint∗HOPS

# NPV nps NPV nps NPV nps

1 386.6 331 385.1 188 386.6 222

2 380.8 391 355.2 225 388.0 333

3 327.6 216 346.7 225 358.5 375

4 386.4 316 372.3 175 380.0 358

5 377.5 321 354.8 331 343.1 361

6 344.9 456 336.0 244 333.9 286

7 377.9 556 360.0 285 353.9 331

8 313.8 441 357.2 311 350.6 344

9 371.9 306 358.0 332 358.0 468

Mean 363.0 370 358.4 257 361.4 342

σ 027.3 101 014.0 060 019.3 066

In the absence of distributed computing resources, HJDS performs marginally bet-

ter than GPS and HOPSPACK. However, these two algorithms are preferable to HJDS

once they are implemented in parallel. The effect of distributed computing on GPS and

HOPSPACK is shown in Figure 2.8. In that figure the vertical axis represents the evolution

of NPV averaged over all nine runs, and the horizontal axis corresponds to the equivalent

number of control optimizations solved for each pattern search optimization algorithm.

The number of equivalent control optimizations solved is defined as the total number of

optimizations divided by an estimate of the speedup obtained through parallelization. We

note that HJDS is inherently serial, and for that reason the number of equivalent opti-

mizations coincides with the total number of optimizations solved. For all algorithms, the

horizontal axis in Figure 2.8 is roughly proportional to total clock time. Though GPS and

HOPSPACK are parallelized on eight and 20 computing cores, respectively, the speedup

factors estimated for these procedures are 4.1 and 6.4, respectively. Consequently, as can

be seen in Figure 2.8, HOPSPACK outperforms GPS in terms of total elapsed time.

It is worth noting that the ratio of the two speedup factors is different than the ratio of

the numbers of computing cores used for the two algorithms. This discrepancy is related

to an observed increase in the reservoir flow simulation clock time with the number of

nodes used. This may be explained by the concurrent sharing of common libraries by the

parallelized simulations or by excessive input/output data traffic within the cluster. Thus,
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in some practical applications there might be an optimal number of nodes to use in a dis-

tributed computing framework (in other words, a larger number of nodes does not always

provide a higher speedup factor). In this example, for HOPSPACK, we do not observe

clear effects associated with the asynchronous parallelization mode, but it is reasonable to

expect an increase in performance for more complicated cases. From Figure 2.8 it can also

be concluded that HJDS could be an alternative to the other two derivative–free methods if

distributed computing resources are limited or unavailable, particularly if the optimization

algorithm need not be run to full convergence.

2.5 Concluding remarks
In this work we considered the joint optimization of oil well placement and well controls.

These two problems, though clearly coupled, have been treated as separate optimizations

in most previous studies. We devised a nested optimization approach where the outer

(high–level) optimization addresses the well placement problem. For each well config-

uration, the optimization cost function is defined as the optimal objective function value

after performing a well control optimization for the particular well arrangement. Since

well control optimization often displays a more convex character than well placement

optimization, the former optimization can be approached from a more local, and thus effi-

cient, perspective than the latter optimization. Therefore, in the well control optimization

we apply a gradient-based procedure, with gradients provided by an adjoint solution.

For the well placement part of the optimization, several pattern search algorithms were

considered. Although these are local optimizers, by using a large initial stencil size we

achieve some amount of global search.

We considered two optimization problems involving different numbers of optimiza-

tion variables. Three basic optimization strategies were considered – two of these were se-

quential schemes that involved particular assumptions regarding the well controls (specif-

ically, fixed and reactive controls) used during the well location optimizations, and the

third was the joint optimization procedure. In all cases, after the basic optimization had

converged, we performed an additional well control optimization (for the optimized well

locations) using the gradient-based procedure with a large number of iterations (i.e., a

tighter stopping criterion tolerance). In the first example, the location of only one well

was optimized, so we were able to perform an exhaustive search. This enabled a clear

assessment of the performance of the different optimization methods. The exhaustive

search results showed that the optimization landscape corresponding to the well location

in the joint approach was smoother (suggesting that global exploration can be more read-

ily accomplished in this case) than the optimization landscape for the sequential fixed

strategy.

The joint procedure was shown to consistently outperform the sequential schemes

in terms of the optimized cost function (net present value in our examples). For the

second (more challenging and more realistic) example, the increase in net present value

obtained by the joint approach exceeded that achieved by the sequential methodologies

by around 20% on average. The joint approach does, however, require around an order

of magnitude more reservoir simulations than are required for the sequential approaches.

This high computational demand can be mitigated through use of parallel implementa-
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tions of the pattern search algorithms. Two of the algorithms considered, generalized pat-

tern search (GPS) and hybrid optimization parallel search package (HOPSPACK), paral-

lelize naturally and such implementations were in fact applied.

The control optimization in the joint approach can be interpreted as an effective means

to compensate for well placements that are suboptimal from the objective function per-

spective. This reasoning can be extended to optimizations that include variables in ad-

dition to those considered here. For example, the negative effects resulting from using

too short of a production time frame, or from an insufficient number of wells, could be

alleviated to some extent by the optimization of well locations and controls. We reiterate,

however, that the “smoothing” of the optimization landscape typically entails a significant

increase in computational cost.

The joint optimization procedure presented here can be extended in several interesting

directions. For problems involving more general (non–linear) production constraints, it is

not clear if multiple optima with very similar cost function values will continue to be ob-

served in the well control optimizations, as they are for bound–constrained problems. If

this is not the case, then this issue must be addressed in some way; e.g., by performing

multiple control optimizations using different initial guesses. Another useful direction

for future research is to consider the use of surrogate models to accelerate the optimiza-

tions. Specifically, in some of the computations, the optimized net present value could be

estimated using a sequential reactive strategy. This approach would be most effective if the

particular reactive strategy is “tuned” (including some treatment for injection wells) based

on the joint optimization results. Further effort should also be expended toward including

inter–well distance constraints and non–linear simulation–based production constraints

(such as maximum water cut in production wells), possibly through use of a filter method

(see e.g., Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011a). It will also be useful to consider global explo-

ration techniques such as particle swarm optimization (Eberhart et al., 2001) or genetic

algorithms (Goldberg, 1989) for the well placement part of the optimization. Uncertainty

in the reservoir model should also be included in the optimization using, for example, the

stochastic procedure recently presented by Wang et al. (2012).

In Chapter 3 we focus on extending the functionality of the joint procedure so it can

be applied to a real field case. A strategy is chosen where we emphasize the full use

of the joint approach, even though this is particularly costly when dealing with a field

reservoir model. An important component of this strategy is therefore to target for further

development specific capabilities within the procedure, e.g., the parallelization of pat-

tern search methods. Also, some of the developments mentioned above, e.g., inter–well

distance constraints, have been introduced in the new implementation of the joint proce-

dure, referred to in Chapter 3 as an optimization framework. Development along some

of the other topics, e.g., the use of surrogate models, is currently underway, and is also

briefly discussed in the next chapter. Several of the other possible developments men-

tioned above still remain important topics for further research, and will be the subject of

future work.
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Chapter 3
Joint Optimization of Well Placement and

Controls Applied to a Real Field Case

Introduction

Field case application. In Chapter 2 we introduced and tested the joint and sequential

approaches for the optimization of well placement and controls. In this chapter we de-

velop an optimization framework based on these approaches, and test it using a real field

case. The field case model tested in this work is significantly more challenging than the

cases used in Chapter 2 to develop the methodology. The purpose of the framework is to

extend and adapt the developed methodology so that we are able to efficiently apply it

to a real field case. A pilot application of the framework is performed using a real field

model provided by field operator Total E&P Norge AS. This model includes four hori-

zontal well trajectories planned for the development of a North Sea field. This application

project constitutes a first attempt at testing our approaches for well placement and control

optimization within a field development operational context (see Chapter 1).

The field case model tested in this work is associated with the development of the

Martin Linge oil reservoir. The Martin Linge oil reservoir is part of the Martin Linge

field located on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. The field production license is owned

by Total E&P Norge AS together with partners Petoro AS and Statoil AS. This chap-

ter presents the work concerning the development and implementation of the optimiza-

tion framework. During optimization, the framework developed in this chapter uses a

work model approximation of the field model. The next chapter (Chapter 4) deals with

testing the solutions obtained in this chapter on the original field case model. This pilot

application is the result of a collaborative effort between NTNU’s Center for Integrated

Operations in the Petroleum Industry (IO Center), and IO Center Industry Partner Total

E&P Norge AS. Some of the contents in this chapter have been adapted for submission to

an SPE publication.

Additional note: All information presented in this chapter regarding the Martin Linge
field and oil reservoir has been obtained from publicly available sources, the reservoir
simulation model and from meetings with the field development team. Presentation of
the material has been approved by Total E&P Norge AS and partners Petoro AS and
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Statoil AS. The author is solely responsible for all the presentation and analyses of the
material. We are grateful to Total E&P Norge AS, and partners Petoro AS and Statoil AS,
for allowing us to use the Martin Linge oil reservoir simulation model in our work.

Introduction to chapter. This chapter regards the development and implementation

of the proposed optimization framework using a real field model. It contains five sec-

tions. The first two sections cover work process aspects, while the last three sections

conduct the technical application. The testing of the solutions obtained from the opti-

mization effort in this chapter is covered in Chapter 4. Together, this chapter and the next

constitute the pilot application effort that is the use of our methodology on a real field

case. The first two sections in this chapter serve as introduction and treat the entire ap-

plication work as a whole. The first section presents the main goals and strategy for the

development of the joint procedure into an optimization framework that can treat a real

field case. The pilot application of this procedure is then described in terms of parts in

a work process loop. The second section presents the general design of the optimization

framework, and discusses some of the main developments introduced to treat the real field

case. The various developments are characterized as either enhancements, extensions, ad-

ditions or replacements, to the methodology presented in Chapter 2. The third section

gives a general presentation of the Martin Linge field, followed by a description of the

Martin Linge oil reservoir model, and extensive notes on the transfer and validation of

the field model to the research reservoir simulator used in this work. The fourth section

provides detailed definitions of the optimization problem, non–linear constraints for the

well placement part of the optimization, as well as a presentation of the algorithmic pro-

cedure. Finally, the fifth section in this chapter, shows the results from the optimization

effort. The various data obtained from the application of the optimization framework are

discussed, and suggestions for further work, specially to improve the application of the

procedure within a field development operations environment, are presented.

3.1 Targets and strategy for application development
This section presents two targets for application development. Together, these targets un-

derlie all the work in this chapter. These targets are concerned with the progression of

the research developed in Chapter 2, and with the application of the core methodology

on a real field case. A general work strategy is outlined to achieve the stated targets. The

components defined for this strategy serve as guiding principles for the development of

our work, i.e., the re–implementation of our methodology and its extension to a real field

case. A work process loop has been developed to structure the work performed in this

application effort. This loop, and the work process definitions included in it, represent the

actual execution of our strategy. Some of the challenges encountered during the course of

this work are commented at corresponding stages in the work process loop.

3.1.1 Application targets and strategy

Preface for strategy terminology. We have previously developed a research methodol-

ogy to treat relatively simple example cases dealing with the well placement and control
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optimization problem. However, the application work described in this chapter involves a

field case model and a more advanced well placement configuration. Among other things,

this application work has required that we gain understanding about field development

work tasks related to well placement strategy, and that we use this knowledge to improve

the functionality of our application, in particular with respect to what kind of results we

should produce, and how these might contribute to the work process of the operator. (By

“functionality” we broadly mean what kind of problems the application is able to solve.)

An important challenge has been to identify relevant information which could then be

used to adapt our optimization effort, so as to best align the results from the application

with the observed needs of the operator.

Moreover, applying basic methodology on a complex real field case has demanded that

we amplify our research work, both technologically and in terms of work processes. With

respect to work processes, some of our work effort has been spent (in a non–expert modal-

ity) on dealing with topics related to the area of technology management (e.g., technology

development and integration of new technology within established workflows). Technol-

ogy management is not our field of study, and we will not use specific terminology to treat

the various aspects of this work where this theory might be relevant (and indeed helpful).

However, we have found that some of the main principles within this area of study are use-

ful to describe some of the broad aspects of this work. These principles can therefore be

used to structure our thinking, which will in turn help us organize and guide our research

and application effort. For example, a fundamental principle within the area of technology

management is the need to create and effectively execute a coherent strategy (Lægreid,

2001). In this chapter, we will use this and related concepts regarding the formulation and

execution of strategy to treat (only descriptively) the developmental aspects of our work,

i.e., the general extension of our research methodology for real field case application.

The main reason behind this particular setup is that we believe it is important for us

to understand our work within a broader industry and research context (in this case from

a very broad technology management perspective). We furthermore believe obtaining

better distinctions regarding our general area of work (research development and appli-

cation) will help us be clearer about decisions that have been taken during the course of

this project. Moreover, we think this understanding will help us improve the planning and

guidance of future work developments. We therefore adopt the terminology of strategy

targets and execution to offer an overarching description of this work, and how it has

been conducted1. (Most of the theoretical foundation supporting our use of the concept

of strategy and related terminology is based on our reading of M.Sc. thesis "Technology

Strategy and Innovation Management in the Petroleum Industry" by Lægreid (2001); see

also note2.)

Targets for application work

We identify two specific targets for the application work presented in this and the next

chapter. (Notice that in this section we use the terms “methodology” and “technology”

interchangeably).

First target. The first target for the work in this and the next chapter is to further test the

core methodology developed in Chapter 2, i.e., the joint approach versus the sequential
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strategies. At the end of Chapter 2, we mentioned several important work topics for further

development. Among these, we believe testing the approaches on more sophisticated ex-

ample cases pose an interesting next target for further development. A first attempt along

these lines would be to target cases that include horizontal well-bores, and that involve

more advanced control optimization problems, e.g., production scenarios that deal with

inflow control valves and/or the enforcement of non–linear production constrains. How-

ever, as we will discuss later, this first target co–exists with a second target (stated be-

low). This co–dependency prompts a realignment of the first target with respect to the

second one. In summary, due to the complexity of the field case involved in the second

target, we are required to scale down on applying a more complicated production opti-

mization problem. Still, the original intention of advancing the developed methodology

by treating more sophisticated cases is, for this application effort, amply met by the need

to introduce a suite of non–linear constraints to solve for the well placement part of the

field case problem.

Second target. The second target for this application work is to extend and adapt the

basic methodology developed in Chapter 2 into an application that can deal with a real

field case. With this we mean the developed application should be able to handle the

new technological challenges that emerge when treating a field case, e.g., the increased

computational demand that entails using a field case model, or close approximations of

one, within an iterative optimization procedure. It also means the functionality of the

research application should, to a reasonable degree, be aligned to the business needs of

the end–user, e.g., field operator. The connection of this target to the first one is then

clear, in that making the research application useful to the field development work pro-

cess of the operator becomes the end–point for the methodology development outlined for

the first target. To reach this end, an important target in itself is to establish an effective

collaboration environment. Through an effective collaboration process, our aim is to gain

case knowledge that will help us build problem and constraint definitions so that results

from the optimization procedure are able to address work task topics that are important

to the operator. The translation process is bi–directional, and we therefore emphasize

using tools and software platforms commonly employed by the operator to test the so-

lutions obtained by our optimization procedure. This also includes analyzing the results

from the general perspective of the field development work process (this analysis is of

course limited by our capacity to meaningfully apply this perspective given our knowledge

background and experience regarding the specific field development).

Clearly, these targets are tightly coupled, in that the first target draws a line for de-

velopment from a current state of functionality, while the second target represents a final

state of functionality for the application. Crucially, a conflict arises due to the computa-

tional demand from each of the targets. Roughly, the former target requires optimizations

involving both well placement and control variables, while the latter targets demands a

high–fidelity representation of the field case reservoir model to be used during optimiza-

tion. Below we develop a strategy to deal with these targets.
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Strategy

A single strategy is developed to solve the coupled target system. Though we treat the tar-

gets as a coupled system, our understanding is that a single work path to reach them will

confront diverging forces because the targets pull differently for the same resources. We

therefore develop a strategy composed of two main components meant to work in tandem

to satisfy both objectives. The first component deals mostly with design issues and expan-

sion of research topics. The second component focuses on solving the field case problem

by making use of and adapting the designed capabilities set up by the first component,

and on establishing collaboration work. This latter point aims at gaining understanding

of work tasks and problem features, and on translating these into practical problem and

constraint definitions.

In Figure 3.1, a single horizontal line is drawn to represent the development process

for the application work in this thesis. Importantly, the figure illustrates how the two

strategy components ultimately help guide and define the application and testing of our

methodology. The process moves from left to right, starting with basic research (Chap-

ter 2), then going through our application effort (Chapter 3) and finally reaching an area of

field case testing (Chapter 4). The two strategy components are shown as red ellipses with

black arrows illustrating their basic mode of operation within the application work. The

two strategy components are further described below.

First strategy component. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the first strategy component

points towards achieving a real field case application (which is the main part of our sec-

ond target). However, this component is grounded on the current state of the methodology,

as developed in Chapter 2, and its primary focus is on expanding the original research

along the lines discussed at the end of that chapter. Basically, the first strategy compo-

nent enables further development of the methodology by re–implementing the work in

Chapter 2. Crucially, this re–implementation consists of re–building the joint approach as

a framework to solve embedded, or integrated problems. A useful benefit of the frame-

work design we propose here is that we can extend, add or replace components within

it. In our work, we use these operations to reach the second target described above. At

the same time, the chosen extensions, additions and replacements are selected based on

how much they contribute to advance the original research, thus serving to satisfy the

first target. In particular, the current research is moved forward by which developments

that are implemented, and how they are treated, e.g., dealing with horizontal trajectories

and non–linear well placement constraints still enables us to further explore the gain of

the joint versus sequential approach. As mentioned, to accommodate for further develop-

ments, this strategy component puts a strong focus on building infrastructure. Concepts of

design and modularity are specially important in this process. Finally, developing the joint

approach into an optimization framework enables us to exploit the relationship between

the parts, e.g., an interesting line of work is to attempt to accelerate the solution procedure

by introducing surrogate techniques to decrease the cost of the embedded optimizations

(indeed, this possible enhancement will be discussed at a later point).

Second strategy component. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the second strategy component

is about shaping the end–point problem definition. This definition is an interface between

the development driven by the first strategy component, and the testing of our application
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CHP.3CHP.2 CHP.4

Strat.Comp.1 Strat.Comp.2

Basic Research Application Testing

Prob.Def.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of application development. Development process is represented as mov-

ing left to right on horizontal black line. Strategy components are drawn as red ellipses with arrows

showing their main mode of operation. Thesis chapters are positioned according to where they

treat the different parts of the work in this thesis. “Prob.Def.” label refers to the overall problem

definition for the field case application.

on a real field case. The fundamental task of the second strategy component is then to bal-

ance the two types of activity (i.e., petroleum engineering and research) that contribute to

shape the definition. This mode of operation is further illustrated in Figure 3.1 by the two

black arrows exerting influence towards opposite sides of the development line. The bal-

ancing task is to establish a problem definition that may possibly yield interesting results

for the engineering side (preferably involving the field case model or a close approxima-

tion of it), but that can also be solved, in a relatively efficient manner, by the research

application effort. (Admittedly, in this task, the main mode of operation of the first strat-

egy component may on some occasions be a constraining element.) In total, we describe

the second strategy component as both being focused on using and adapting the designed

capabilities set up by the first component to solve the field case problem, and also, at the

same time, as being engaged in a collaborative process aimed at shaping a reasonable and

interesting problem description by gaining deep understanding about the field problem

and by facilitating feedback and contributions from expert sources.

Clearly, then, an important part of the second strategy component is an efficient col-

laboration effort. An efficient collaboration effort, in our perspective, encourages the

processing of information about the field development and oil reservoir, and facilitates

the translation of this case information into problem and constraint specifications. Fur-

thermore, one of the main tasks of the collaboration effort, as we see it within the context

of application work, is to use expert understanding about the field problem to limit the

scope of the problem definition. A definition with a tightly defined scope can serve as a

better target for application development, and solutions obtained from solving such prob-

lem may possess a high degree of operational relevance. To this end, the operator team

may provide expert knowledge and feedback to perform these limitations, while general
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knowledge to further shape the problem definition is gained from our interaction with the

team and through study of case documents.

As a final note, the first and second strategy components are meant to operate iter-

atively because, based on our experience, the definition of the end–point problem is an

ongoing process that is also dependent on the development of the application functionali-

ties, and vice versa.

Next we will discuss execution of the strategy. In the following we will describe how

the stated strategy has been executed, and some of the main decisions taken during the

course of the execution. In particular, we will briefly mention the various challenges con-

tained is each decision, and how these were resolved to satisfy the two stated application

targets. As might be expected, several of the more difficult challenges encountered in this

application work stem from the bi–objective nature of the project.

3.1.2 Work process structure
In this section we describe the execution of the outlined strategy. We describe how we

have structured our work such as to deliver the results presented at the end of this chapter

and in Chapter 4. The structure of our work represents the actual execution of our strategy.

Work process structure. The background for this work is a collaborative effort between

NTNU/IO Center and IO Center Industry Partner Total E&P Norge AS. Total E&P Norge

AS is the Martin Linge field operator, and has provided a model of one of the Martin

Linge field reservoirs for use in this project. For this work, we have developed a structure

of work processes that extends our research methodology and yields an application to opti-

mize the set of initial well locations in the test case provided by Total E&P Norge AS. The

creation of this structure is the main effort to solve the second of the work targets (the one

focused on end–point application), while the effort to solve the first target (dealing with

research development) is mostly defined by the choices taken within this work process

structure.

Motivation. The main motivation for this work has been to produce well placement re-

sults that offer direct value to the current field development work process of our Industry

Partner. The overall strategy has been to expand our core methodology for well place-

ment and control optimization, i.e., the joint and sequential approaches, into a practical

real field application. The application work includes not only expansions of the method-

ology itself, but also work process issues such as collaboration efforts and the integration

of results back into the information stream of the operator. Clearly, all these issues are in-

terrelated. We have created a work process loop to help organize and allocate our efforts

along these various types of application work.

Work process loop. To structure the work in this project, we developed a work pro-

cess loop with four different parts, or stages. This work process loop is shown in Fig-

ure 3.2. Each part consists of a different type of application work and a different mode

of collaboration between the research team and Industry Partner. It was important to

establish a clear work process structure since both the technical and collaborative type

of efforts needed at one part could be quite different from the work efforts required at

another part. The work process loop ranges from model transfer and validation work to

problem design, optimization effort and solution testing. Mainly, the four parts represent
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clear changes in work focus at different stages of the project.

S1

S4 S2

S3

Stage 1:

Model transfer

Industry model transferred

to research simulator. Approx-

imations to reservoir dynamics

may be necessary. Extensive

validation required.

Stage 2:

Problem design

Problem definition and con-

straints developed in close

collaboration with Industry

Partner. Efficient informa-

tion sharing important.

Stage 3:

Optimization results

Optimization framework im-

plemented on field case prob-

lem. Focus on performance of

optimization methods and en-

hancements.

Stage 4:

Solution test

Solution applied to original

reservoir model. Use of indus-

try tools (e.g., Petrel) to adapt

solution to comply to industry

standards.

Figure 3.2: Work process loop.

Work process loop: first part. Every part of the work process loop consists of a set of

technical and collaboration tasks, each generating a particular set of challenges. The first

part of the work process loop deals with model transfer and validation work, and focuses

on developing a work model that provides reasonably accurate fluid flow predictions to

be regarded as trustworthy by the operator. Also, to efficiently serve as the computational

engine underlying the optimization routine, the work model had to show a sufficiently

fast and robust performance. The work model was implemented in a research reservoir

simulator, which required several approximations from the original Eclipse model imple-

mentation (the simulator, AD–GPRS, will be presented in further detail later). A substan-

tial amount of additional work can be spent on this part of the work process loop since

any change to the original model, e.g., in initial well configuration or grid geometry, or

update of information, e.g., new relative permeability curves or gas lift tables, may re-

quire a redo of model transfer and time–consuming validation work. In fact, because the

industry reservoir model provided to us was regularly being updated and reworked during

a period, this part did on several occasions during this project require costly supplemen-

tary work. However, the frequency of such rework is likely to diminish as coordination

with the industry work process of the operator is improved. We believe, e.g., that once the

optimization effort is well–understood, an improved communication with the reservoir

team will help determine which changes to the original model that warrant an update of

the work model.

Work process loop: second part. The second part of the work process loop deals with

problem definition, optimization scope and application design in general. This part can

pose various difficulties, given the significant amount of information analysis required to

understand and reformulate operator knowledge into an optimization problem and scope.

Changes to reservoir management strategy or base case configuration, for instance, are
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likely to trigger updates in either problem definition, scope, or both, and may require

substantial realignments of application development, and possibly loss of work. More-

over, the actual progression of the problem definition can be challenging. Throughout

the development of the problem definition we considered several simplifications to the

work model to test whether we could use more abstract problem definitions. For example,

models with simplified grid structures, or models where free gas was removed from the

simulation to decrease runtime and accelerate the control optimization part of the proce-

dure, were tested. Eventually, through several consultations with the reservoir team, most

of these alternatives were reconsidered (though griding issues were addressed), since sev-

eral of the implementations disregarded fundamental aspects for the production of the

reservoir. Ultimately, this process was an important and very instructive part of the prob-

lem definition, though it demanded a costly back–and–forth between this part and the first

part of the loop (since some of the simplified models were extensively compared to the

original model).

Work process loop: third part. The third part of the work process loop is concerned with

implementing and running the designed application. Primary focus has been on accurate

computation of original code with subsequent extensions, and on developing a robust

optimization framework. Building a robust optimization framework entails successfully

integrating the original code with new code additions and/or extensions (e.g., a new way of

handling parallel objective function evaluations on server), and finally also with replace-

ments, such as the introduction of the new model and reservoir simulator, all into one

reasonably efficient and coherent whole. Apart from implementing the designed features,

much of the framework development work was spent on handling challenges that emerged

during optimization. This has resulted in a programming structure with a large amount

of patches and ad hoc solutions, which may complicate possible future developments

towards a more general–purpose implementation. Moreover, the rudimentary construction

itself is likely to reduce overall performance. However, these type of problems can be

readily solved if we use the expertise acquired during this first build to redesign and

rebuild the complete optimization framework into a more efficient programming structure

for further research.

Secondary focus for this part of the work process loop has been algorithmic perfor-

mance of each of the structure elements (as opposed to overall framework performance

discussed above). In order to efficiently produce solutions we need to tune the various el-

ements that make up the structure. For elements mainly dealing with optimization, central

tuning parameters are those that control well placement search, e.g., the range of coordi-

nate perturbation sizes (for the pattern search algorithm), and those that determine the ex-

tent of the embedded control optimization routine, e.g., the maximum number of method

iterations, and the cap on total number of simulations for the routine. Other structure el-

ements deal mainly with computation, e.g., the reservoir simulator. For these elements,

tuning efforts are aimed at highest performance, but need to maintain accepted levels

of accuracy, e.g., to achieve accurate produced volume calculations. Also, these efforts

need to be configured to run at reasonable computational loads (given the limited amount

of computer cores available). This involves tuning the extent of parallelization both at

the lower reservoir simulation level, and at the upper level of the well placement algo-

rithm. Ultimately, these type of tuning efforts need to be balanced against robustness in
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cost function call execution. This means that an overall framework configuration needs to

be found such that the work model simulations during optimization are able to efficiently

handle (in the large majority of cases) any trial solution within a relative wide range of

both well placement coordinates and controls. Principal configuration parameters in this

respect are simulator solver tolerances, ranges of parallelization in each simulator run and

for server job batches, and the establishing of a monitoring system to manage jobs and

enforce kill–criteria for poor performance jobs, if necessary.

Work process loop: fourth part. Finally, in the fourth part of the work process loop, so-

lutions from the optimization procedure are tested on the original reservoir model, and on

a selected set of model realizations provided to us by Total E&P Norge AS. Essentially,

solution testing involves adapting the solutions found by the procedure to the original

model using standard industry tools, i.e., Petrel, and then running these new configura-

tions using the original simulator, i.e., Eclipse. Solution testing is important because it

enables us to communicate the results within the industry perspective of the operator,

and it provides us with information about the effectiveness of the various work model

approximations. Significant emphasis has been put on implementing all solutions using

the original model. For this reason, Chapter 4 in this thesis performs somewhat compre-

hensive presentations and analyses of each of the re–implemented solutions. It also tests

the solutions for case configurations that were either approximated (e.g., production time

frame) or out of scope (e.g., multiple realizations) during optimization. The overall inten-

tion of this part of the work process loop is to provide potentially useful information back

to the work process of the operator. Beyond this purpose, an additional function of the set

of analyses is to serve as a practical result–interface for communication with the reservoir

team. By having solutions recreated using standard industry tools and results presented

and analyzed in common formats, the purpose is to facilitate commentary and feedback

on the results. This information can then be used to further align the problem and con-

straints definitions to the business needs of the operator (thus starting a new iteration of

the work process loop). Finally, a way of improving the communication task in this part

of the work process loop could be to develop graphical user interfaces of core concepts

of the problem definition. The function of these interfaces would be to serve as graphical

representation of main features of the problem description, e.g., the different well place-

ment constraints. Preferably, the re–modeling and adjustment of these interfaces would

be a process performed directly on the graphical representation by the reservoir team, in

interaction with the research team. Possibly, then, the use of these interfaces would fa-

cilitate the translation of expert problem understanding into specialized input for, in this

case, constraint parametrization.

Conclusion. The work process structure just described represents the execution of the

strategy components described in the beginning of this section. At the engineering level,

this work process structure joins model validation, problem definition, extensions of de-

veloped methodology, and final testing of solutions on field case model, to solve for the

second application target. The first target specified for this application work is addressed

by the decisions and trade–offs considered during the design of the structure. IO Cen-

ter Industry Partner Total E&P Norge AS has contributed to the development by provid-

ing expert knowledge and the field case model for us to test our application, in addition to

offering substantial feedback on the results obtained. Below we will see how the specific
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research developments are realized in the procedure that deals with the optimization part

of the loop. The optimization procedure, or framework, is the actual application of our

methodology, and the engine producing the solutions within the entire work effort. This

framework is described in the next section.

3.2 Optimization framework

In the previous section we introduced the overall targets and strategy for this project. The

plan for the execution of the strategy was presented in the form of a work process loop. In

this section, we introduce the actual implementation of our methodology. The final imple-

mentation is made up of a collection of algorithms, solvers, and code extensions coupled

with the reservoir simulator. We therefore present this implementation as an optimization

framework3. An advantage of this framework is that the coupled parts may be developed

independently, or new parts added, to deal with different planned and unplanned chal-

lenges during the implementation of the methodology. We will describe this modularity,

and how it has been used to extend the functionality of our application to deal with a

real field case. We will also present the various parts of the framework, focusing on their

function, and how they have been assembled. Finally, we discuss some of the challenges

in putting this application together, and ongoing work to enhance the framework.

3.2.1 Optimization framework

Framework introduction. Several challenges are associated with the application of our

methodology when using a real field case. Throughout this section we will discuss some of

these challenges and present the optimization procedure designed to deal with them. (No-

tice that in this section, we use the concepts “framework” and “procedure” interchange-

ably.) How these challenges have been resolved can be seen as the execution of our first

strategy component, namely the emphasis on developing research based on our applica-

tion work.

In the following, we offer a general description of the modular property of the frame-

work. The idea is not only to show how the procedure is organized, but also to highlight

how it can be improved by taking advantage of its modular structure. Using this property,

the procedure may be enhanced by replacing components or adding extensions to solve

the well placement and control problem in more efficient ways. The procedure could pos-

sibly also be developed to solve for other problems with similar integrated structure, e.g.,

problems involving the combination of well placement and/or controls with the design of

facilities and pipe network (Litvak et al., 2002), and/or the routing of well streams (Foss

et al., 2009). We then describe the various parts of the procedure, and how they func-

tion within the framework. We start by describing the algorithms for the well placement

and control optimization. A procedure to enhance the joint optimization is also briefly

discussed. We then explain how various capabilities from our previous application have

been extended to deal with the real field case. Additional software introduced to handle

some complex aspects of the case (e.g., the MRST software for griding) are discussed

thereafter. Finally, we describe the coupling of the reservoir model and simulator to the
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framework.

In the discussion of each part we will refer to other sections in this work that deal with

those topics in detail, and/or will provide references to relevant literature. At the end, we

will also discuss the role of the IO Center as a collaborative network of Research and

Industry Partners, and how the various partners have contributed to different parts of this

work.

Overall purpose and design. The overall purpose of the optimization procedure is to

provide decision–support to field development work tasks involving well placement. The

optimization procedure is shown in Figure 3.3. (The details of the figure will be described

later.) The design of the optimization procedure has mostly been guided by the first strat-

egy component. Consequently, the optimization procedure shown in the Figure 3.3 makes

possible the application of the main aspects of the developed methodology on the Mar-

tin Linge case provided to us. In accordance with the stated goals, the application design

enables us to treat the real field case without compromising the use of the embedded op-

timization routine that is crucial for the joint approach. In fact, it allows for this approach

to be readily implemented, and possibly also further enhanced. However, the unmitigated

implementation of the joint approach forces the procedure to rely heavily on distributed

computing and on an effective computation of gradients for the optimization of controls

(among others issues, discussed further below). In total, the framework represents a first

attempt at fulfilling the stated targets. We will proceed with describing the overall frame-

work and its modular property, and then introduce each of its constituent parts.

Overall framework

Framework design. In this application work, we deal with an integrated problem that

includes an optimization of controls at those well configurations that are explored during

the search for optimal well placement. Moreover, the overall problem deals with a real

field case which is more complex and has significantly higher computational demands,

compared to our previous test cases. With this as our starting point, we think it is useful

to consider the application of our methodology as a framework, or a collection of algo-

rithms and solvers that, coupled with tools for reservoir grid handling and simulation, is

specifically designed to deal with the embedded, or integrated, nature of a problem con-

taining a challenging case. Given one of the main design features in our methodology is

that the well placement and control problems are treated separately, it is important that the

master search, the embedded procedure, and additional tools, are all well integrated. This

means that once the various problem tasks to be solved are clearly differentiated, the

procedures for solving these tasks need to be coupled together, and to additional soft-

ware, to ultimately produce an application that functions reasonably well as a whole, and

that is capable of handling a real field case. Conceptually, the framework perspective is

useful because it promotes the effective integration of the optimization procedures, while

enabling each procedure to specialize on its particular problem part. A key benefit of

the framework design is that the relatively loose coupling between the procedures allows

the development of the application to be more flexible. In our experience, this flexibility

has been crucial when dealing with the planned and unplanned challenges posed by the

optimization of a real field case.
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Framework properties

Differentiation of problems, and integration. The optimization framework enables a

procedure to solve a specific part of the well placement and control optimization prob-

lem, thus taking full advantage of the strength of each routine. By solving these problems

separately, different search routines can be applied based on the particular characteristics

of the well placement and control problem. For example, derivative–free methods are used

to solve the well placement optimization problem since gradients with respect to well co-

ordinates are not readily available. (Several approaches for approximating gradients for

this problem have been proposed. Some of these approaches will be discussed later in this

section.) Moreover, a significant advantage of the derivative–free pattern search routine

chosen for the well placement part of the procedure, is that its function evaluations can

be solved in a distributed manner. Separately, for the well control part of the procedure,

the well controls at each well location are optimized efficiently using gradients com-

puted by an adjoint–formulation in the AD–GPRS simulator. These gradients are routed

to a derivative–based solver to solve the control problem as an independent part within

the framework. Finally, by solving the well placement and control problem in a nested

optimization, the joint approach integrates the two problems within the framework. At

the end, the joint procedure is coupled to the computation of the set of well blocks with

corresponding well indices that represents each of the well trajectories, and to a routine

that manages the launching and performance of reservoir simulations.

Modularity. The modular nature of the optimization procedure is apparent from the

differentiation and integration choices described above. (Modularity of system elements

as a concept is further described in Barton (1992) within the context of system model-

ing and dynamic simulation of industrial processes.) One advantage of having a modular

structure is that individual algorithms treating each of the problem parts can be readily

changed. Also, needing to extend, add or replace only some of the parts eases implemen-

tation and may in some cases be sufficient to increase the capability of the application

as a whole significantly. In fact, in the following, we will describe the various features

(besides the algorithms themselves) and developments of the optimization framework,

as either extensions, additions or replacements applied to elements of, or to the whole

structure itself, to meet the different application challenges of the real field case.

Of importance for future work, the modular design also lends us the opportunity to de-

velop enhancements aimed at exploiting the interaction between the different parts. Briefly

discussed below, work is currently underway to improve the overall performance of the

optimization procedure by using reduced–order models (Doren et al., 2006; He et al.,

2011) built from sets of control solutions as surrogates for the control optimization rou-

tine during parts of the well placement search. Independently, we can, in a straightforward

manner, increase or decrease the complexity to the individual parts, or insert distinct ap-

proximations, e.g., by replacing a full physics model with a surrogate model (Onwunalu

et al., 2008). Finally, by drawing on these various capabilities, we can further develop

and adapt the framework to meet new challenges, cover more complex configurations,

and even make customized applications for other types of integrated problems (see, e.g.,

Rahmawati et al., 2010, for an example of an integrated problem).

In the following we will describe the function of each of the parts in the optimization
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procedure and explore some of the opportunities for further improvement. We start by giv-

ing brief introductions to the algorithms and solvers used in the optimization engine for

the well placement and the control part, respectively. We then describe the various parts

of the framework in terms of Extensions, Additions or Replacements. (These distinctions

are here seen as useful to describe the current functionality of the solution system. Con-

ceptually, we believe these distinctions will be helpful for further development of the

optimization framework.)
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Figure 3.3: Optimization framework with three example models. Contributions from IO Cen-

ter Research and Industry Partners to different parts of the framework are shown as red arrows.

Algorithms

Figure 3.3 shows the optimization framework. In this figure the core of the optimization

procedure is represented by the black rectangle shown at the top. The rectangle consists

of two main parts. The first part represents the well placement optimization procedure,

and is exemplified by the inner red rectangle. The second part corresponds to the well

control optimization, and is represented by the blue rectangle. An enhancement approach
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currently in development is represented by the orange rectangle. In the following we give a

general description of the well placement part of the optimization framework. A technical

description of the complete optimization problem is given in Section 3.4.

Well placement part

The well placement part of the procedure is solved by a local search algorithm based

on pattern search procedures (these have been introduced earlier). A very general de-

scription is that the algorithm searches the neighborhood of feasible well placement co-

ordinates, and alters the location of the wells depending on which changes in trajectories

that increase the pre–defined objective function (e.g., net present value (NPV), or in our

case, field oil production total (FOPT)). The horizontal well trajectories in this applica-

tion are defined by the real–space spatial coordinates corresponding to their heels and

toes. Though the heel and toe coordinates of the horizontal wells are real variables, their

actual representation within the reservoir simulator is as a set of discrete well blocks. As

mentioned in Chapter 2, the discrete location representation of wells within the system of

equations solved by the reservoir simulator causes an immediate lack of objective func-

tion derivatives with respect to well placement variables. For this reason, several key

approaches within the literature focus on obtaining approximate information regarding

well placement gradients.

Gradient–based approaches. In general, these approaches associate small displace-

ments of the well location variables to continuous outputs, e.g., well rates, for which

derivatives may be readily available, e.g., through an adjoint formulation. In this manner,

for example, a chief approach has been to calculate improvement directions from effi-

ciently computed production gradients corresponding to pseudo wells (i.e. wells operated

at a negligible rate) that have been placed around the current well location (Zandvliet,

2008). The main advantage of this approach is that only one (forward) reservoir simu-

lation, and then a (backward) adjoint simulation, of comparable computational cost, are

required to compute improving directions for all wells (Zandvliet et al., 2008; Handels

et al., 2007). Vlemmix et al. (2009) later applied this approach to horizontal well trajecto-

ries. Horizontal well trajectories, in addition to well type, have also been treated in Yeten

et al. (2003).

Also other approaches that focus on converting the discrete well placement problem to

a problem dealing with continuous variables have been presented. For example, in Wang

et al. (2007) the location of a vertical injector is optimized by putting injectors in ev-

ery grid block that does not contain a producer. The optimization procedure optimizes

the rates of the wells, eliminating a well at an iteration if the rate of that well is close

to zero, and using a maximum total injection rate allocated among the remaining in-

jector wells. The implementation of the procedure in that work was seen as inefficient,

though, since only one well could be eliminated at each iteration of the optimization pro-

cess. In Forouzanfar et al. (2010) the well placement problem is also converted into a con-

tinuous optimization problem, while an initialization step is also introduced to determine

total injection and production rates for the problem. Other approaches have mimicked a

more traditional approach of computing finite differences. Bangerth et al. (2006), e.g.,

uses stochastic perturbation of well location variables to obtain derivative information
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that may then be used within a standard solver. Complementary references can be found

in Chapter 2.

Derivative–free approaches. A different approach within the literature is to target the

well placement part using derivative–free methods for optimization. The general advan-

tages of derivative–free methods are that they are non-invasive, that they can use the

subsurface flow simulator as a black box during optimization, and that the global search

characteristics of some of the methods may be well suited for problems with multiple op-

tima, or rough optimization surfaces, such as the well placement problem. Different types

of derivative–free methods have been used to treat the well placement problem, e.g., sim-

ulated annealing by Beckner and Song (1995) and neural networks by Centilmen et al.

(1999). Recently, though, we see a greater use of derivative–free methods based on evolu-

tionary algorithms, e.g., genetic algorithms (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO),

being presented in the literature. See Echeverría Ciaurri et al. (2011b) for a extended com-

parison of gradient-based and derivative–free methods for common optimization prob-

lems in petroleum operations. In that work, the authors show that derivative–free methods,

in particular genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization and pattern search methods,

are viable methodologies for a range of oil field applications.

Pattern search methods. In this work we have chosen to implement derivative–free pat-

tern search methods to solve for the well placement part of the procedure. We use pattern

search procedures because these methods are deterministic and rely on solid convergence

theory developed in the last decades (Torczon, 1997). In particular, we have used gen-

eral pattern search (GPS) in our implementation (Kolda et al., 2003). This particular algo-

rithm is relatively straightforward to implement, and fairly robust, e.g., against possible

crashes of the reservoir simulator for some cost function calls, which is an important char-

acteristic when dealing with a field case application. Moreover, we draw heavily on the

advantage of these algorithms on computing many of the trial solutions in a distributed

manner. A thorough description of the optimization procedure for the GPS algorithms

is given in Echeverría Ciaurri et al. (2011b). Because of the high cost of each objective

function evaluation, in our implementation we have taken particular care that function

calls are only made for unique trial solutions. The reason is that the implementation of

the various non–linear constraints sometimes resulted in identical or very similar trial

solutions during optimization, i.e., a varying number of the vectors in the set of trial solu-

tions during one iteration of the algorithm were sometimes equal, or very similar by some

tolerance. A check was therefore implemented to only compute unique instances of trial

vectors. Also, the implementation relied on the use of a cache of previously computed

function evaluations. Further discussion of derivative–free methodologies can be found

in Conn et al. (2009).

Advanced applications. Significantly more advanced implementations of pattern search

algorithms exist that can be introduced to solve for the well placement part of the frame-

work. One of the main goals of applying more sophisticated pattern search implemen-

tations is to reduce the total number of cost function evaluations, which is particularly

important when dealing with expensive reservoir simulations. For example, interesting

implementations of pattern search algorithms exist that approximate some gradient in-

formation using cost function values evaluated earlier in the procedure (Custodio and

Vicente, 2007). Also, there is further interesting research activity directed at the devel-
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opment and performance analysis of derivative–free algorithms, both model–based and

direct search type of procedures, that use expensive simulation–based objective func-

tions (Wild, 2009). Finally, further work should explore insights from bilevel optimiza-

tion theory. The study of the well placement and control problem from that perspective

could possibly add interesting improvements to how the optimization procedure is solved.

Well control part

Optimization of production strategy has been discussed in Chapter 2, and for this partic-

ular case is further defined in Section 3.4. Here, we will only describe the role of this

optimization part within the optimization framework. The well control optimization part

is represented by the blue box in Figure 3.3. Different from previous work, in this case

we performed the well control optimization using the optimizer module implemented in

the AD–GPRS simulator. As before, though, we used the SNOPT solver, which is the

SQP implementation developed by Gill et al. (2005), this time pre–installed within the

module. An important consideration of launching the control optimization in an embed-

ded manner is to tune the algorithm to keep the number of reservoir simulations required

by the control optimizer as small as possible, while still allowing the SQP solver to yield

a significant increase in cost function during well placement search. Importantly, for our

implementation of the joint approach, this consideration needs to hold for most part of the

procedure, i.e., we need to allocate enough resources to the control optimizer so that an

increase in cost function for very different well configurations is likely. In this implemen-

tation, the main tuning parameters to achieve a sufficient number of SQP steps at various

well locations were the maximum number of major iterations, and the total number of

reservoir simulations. The embedded control optimization was stopped once either one of

these two limits was reached. The final setting of these limits was achieved after exten-

sive testing. The application of other solvers, e.g., IPOPT (Wachter and Biegler, 2006) or

Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA; Svanberg, 2002), which may yield similar cost

function improvements while using fewer calls to the reservoir simulator, is currently

underway.

Enhancements

A guiding principle behind the design of the framework is that each of the constituent

problems is solved using an adequate optimization methodology. Because the subprob-

lems are clearly structured, we might take advantage of the coupling between the differ-

ent solution procedures. In this context, we refer to such a development of the framework

as an enhancement. An enhancement that is currently being worked on is represented by

the orange rectangle in Figure 3.3. In the term Joint+RCO, “RCO” is an abbreviation for

Reduced–Order Control Optimization. Joint+RCO is an enhancement where the control

optimization routine is accelerated through the use of a surrogate. The surrogate is built

based on reduced–order techniques, and is meant to decrease the total number of reser-

voir simulations required by the control routine. We briefly outline the procedure for this

enhancement below. Further details are given in Appendix B (page 218).

Reduced–order control optimization. The procedure aims at maintaining the gain

obtained from the embedded optimization of controls, but to reduce the total number of
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reservoir simulation calls that this approach entails. The GPS algorithm proceeds by solv-

ing for sets of well placement trial solutions (each complete set is hereby referred to as a

poll set, and the computation of the poll set is referred to as the polling procedure). For

the joint approach, the polling procedure entails solving a (full–order) control optimiza-

tion at each well placement trial solution using a relatively high limit of major iterations

in SNOPT. The idea behind the Joint+RCO enhancement is to replace a certain num-

ber of poll sets that use the regular, full–order, optimizations of controls, with poll sets

that instead perform reduced–order control optimizations. Because these optimizations

are performed on a much lower number of control variables, the optimization procedure

is likely to require fewer function evaluations (simulations) than the full–order control

optimizations to achieve an adequate solution for our purposes. The reduced–order vector

of well controls is projected back to full–order space to run the simulations.

Within the optimization framework we are presenting, the enhancement is imple-

mented as follows. Initially, a well placement poll set using full–order control optimiza-

tions is run to yield training data for the surrogate procedure. Once the required data for

the surrogate procedure is assembled, and a projection matrix computed, a number of

subsequent poll sets are then run using reduced–order control optimizations at their well

placement trial solutions. After a number of poll searches, and possibly other criteria,

e.g., change in poll step size, a new poll set using full–order control optimizations is run

to re–train the procedure. The purpose of the enhancement is solving embedded (reduced–

order) control problems between training runs that yield gains in objective function value

that are similar to those from solving the full–order problem. Furthermore, because of

the smaller dimension of the reduced–order problem, the idea is that these problems can

be solved satisfactorily using a lower limit of major iterations in SNOPT (or, some other

finishing criterion, if using another optimizer). Thus, the joint approach is approximated

by performing surrogate control optimizations at intermediate poll sets. These surrogates

provide sufficient improvement over initial controls but are less costly than standard pro-

cedures, and are therefore likely to reduce the total number of reservoir simulation calls

needed for the approach. Below, we provide a general explanation about how the surro-

gates are built.

Overall, the enhancement consists of two main steps. As mentioned, the first step con-

sists of performing a regular polling procedure where a (full–order) control optimization

is launched at each well placement trial solution. Once this polling procedure finishes,

all the control solutions are collected and stored in a “snapshot” matrix U (the process

is somewhat similar to the one in Cardoso and Durlofsky (2010) where saturations and

pressures are collected into snapshot matrices at different times during simulation, though

for a very different implementation). Using this snapshot matrix, we calculate a projection

matrix Φ by performing a singular value decomposition of U.

At a subsequent number of GPS polling procedures, Φ is used to reduce the embed-

ded control problem of each trial solution, i.e., we perform z = ΦTu, where z and u are

the reduced–order and full–order control vectors, respectively (corresponding gradient

vectors are reduced in identical fashion). The control problem within these GPS polling

sets is solved using the same gradient-based solver as before, but the optimization is now

solved in the z–space. As mentioned, the dimension of z is much lower than the dimen-

sion of u, so we are able to run SNOPT on the reduced–order control problem using a
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lower limit of major iterations, and thereby, in the majority of cases, reduce the number

of reservoir simulations required for the embedded control optimization. This enhance-

ment has been implemented on a case similar to the one in Chapter 2 (two injectors and

three producers, though with double the number of control variables) with promising re-

sults. Because the full–order dimension of the control problem is significantly higher in

the new case compared to the original one, there is a greater potential for reducing the

number of cost function calls by making use of the surrogate procedure. In general terms,

the implementation of this enhancement can potentially yield substantial reductions in to-

tal computational cost once more complex control optimization problems are introduced

in the framework. Pseudo–code given in Appendix B (page 218) further describes the im-

plementation of the two steps of the enhancement procedure. We now proceed to describe

how existing functions from the implementation in Chapter 2 have been extended to deal

with the real field application.

Extensions

In the current context of our optimization framework, an extension refers to a develop-

ment that adds to one or several existing capabilities. In this section, we discuss extensions

to capabilities that were already developed in previous work, though in a much simpler

form. In particular, we refer to the calculation of well indices for arbitrary well trajecto-

ries, and to the more extensive application of distributed computing. These two extensions

are discussed in the following.

Horizontal well index calculation. This extension entailed developing auxiliary code

to be able to optimize on the trajectories of horizontal wells. Previous work had only

dealt with vertical wells and used the standard Peaceman relationship that applies to verti-

cal well bores traversing grid blocks perpendicularly (Peaceman, 1978) for the calculation

of the well index (also referred to as connection transmissibility factor, see Schlumberger,

2012b). The well index calculation serves as a proportionality constant relating the fluid

flow entering or leaving the well block, and the pressure differential existing between the

well block and the reservoir. This connection factor depends chiefly on the geometry of

the grid block, the well-bore radius, and the rock permeability (Schlumberger, 2012b).

In the current implementation, Peaceman’s formula is still at the core of our well index

calculation. However, the formula is now applied in piecewise manner to segments of

wells. During optimization, the well heel and toe coordinates given by the well placement

algorithm are converted into well trajectories, where each trajectory traverses a number

of grid blocks. (These traversed grid blocks are hereon referred to as well blocks.) From

here it follows that each well block contains a length segment of the overall well trajec-

tory. In our extension, Peaceman’s formula is applied to each individual well segment

to calculate the connection factor of each well block. Crucially, the formula is modified

by a proportionality constant that relates the length of the well segment to the well block

geometry. Roughly, a short penetrating well segment will produce a low well connection

factor, and vice versa.

Making the necessary geometry calculations, specially when dealing with a corner–

point grid and deviated well trajectories, is not trivial. To implement the extension, the

main functions that needed to be solved were which reservoir model grid blocks that were
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traversed by the deviated well bore, and the length of the well bore actually penetrat-

ing each of these grid blocks. The current implementation is represented by the orange

box labeled “WELL MAPPING MRST” in Figure 3.3. This part of the framework was

developed in close collaboration with SINTEF Applied Mathematics who are the main

developers of the MATLAB Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST; Lie et al., 2012) used

for this implementation. This collaboration work has been important for this application

effort, and is further discussed at the end of this section. The field case Eclipse model

was imported onto MATLAB using the MRST toolbox. The open–source MRST toolbox

allowed us to efficiently treat all necessary grid data, and to develop the different well

mapping functions used by the optimization procedure to make the conversion from opti-

mization variables to well perforations with corresponding well connection factors.

Distributed computing. The computational load of the optimization procedure has in-

creased substantially due to the effort to achieve the targets set forth for this application

work. Broadly, the two targets have been a reasonable field case application, and the pos-

sibility to fully test the developed research approaches even though using a field case

model. To meet these targets, it has been important that we improve the ability of the

framework to efficiently distribute computational load. In fact, meeting the increased de-

mand for calculations by extending the capability for parallelization possessed by several

of the core functions in the procedure is a critical element in both the strategy components

stated before. This means we rely heavily on being able to extend the parallel capabilities

of our previous work to meet the challenges posed by the new application. In the follow-

ing we focus on two main developments aimed at increasing the parallel capability of the

optimization framework.

The first development was to step away from a parallel computation of jobs using the

MATLAB Distributed Computing Toolbox. The main reason was that, due to licensing

constraints, this implementation was too restrictive on the number of function evaluations

that could be performed concurrently. To bypass this constraint, an execution process

was engineered that interfaced directly to the Torque job scheduler on the server. In this

manner, the pattern search poll set can be sent directly to the server as a batch of inde-

pendent jobs, each job representing a different polling point in well coordinate space. A

monitoring function was developed to read and combine state data from the scheduler re-

garding each job with simulation log data, and to manage overall job execution according

to different performance criteria.

The second development involves the implementation of the AD–GPRS simulator it-

self. The advantages of avoiding any licensing limitations by implementing the reservoir

model on a research simulator are discussed elsewhere in this chapter. In this argumenta-

tion we would like to characterize the choice of selecting a research simulator as our main

computational engine as a choice pertaining the further development of the parallel ca-

pabilities of the optimization framework. The reason for this description is to emphasize

that the substantial development in execution and management of cost function evalua-

tions as independent server jobs described above, is only useful if proprietary licenses are

not serving as bottlenecks. That is, we can take full advantage of the first development

described above only if the number of simulation calls that we can make concurrently

is unconstrained. Our overall point is that the strategy element of putting substantial fo-

cus on the development of further parallel capabilities for the optimization framework,
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creates a powerful argument for selecting to perform optimizations using a work model

implemented in a research simulator. Next, we will discuss the contribution of additional

functionalities to the further development of the optimization framework.

Additions

In the current context of our optimization framework, an addition refers to a development

that introduces a new capability into the system. An important addition to this applica-

tion effort has been the introduction of non–linear constraints into the well placement

part of the procedure. A detailed description of the constraints, and the constraint han-

dling procedure in general, is given in Section 3.4. Therefore, only a brief description of

the non–linear constraint handling capability, and its development within the optimization

framework, is given here.

Non–linear constraints for well placement part. A clear new addition to the optimiza-

tion procedure has been the introduction of non–linear constraints to the well placement

part of the framework. These constraints, including bounds, are important because they

define the scope of the well placement search. The implementation of such constraints

may be challenging for reasons like complex grid geometry, irregular reservoir bounds

and a highly intermittent pattern of inactive grid blocks within the grid itself. (Although,

computationally, the introduction of these constraints is relatively cheap since their im-

plementation does not require additional reservoir simulations.)

Constraint development has progressed following feedback from Total E&P Norge

AS. For example, an important consideration within the well placement work task has

been the degree of uncertainty associated with drilling relatively long well bores. The

uncertainty may originate from the actual production from long drains, from concerns

about drilling beyond good reservoir sands, or other field development factors. Once this

consideration was specified by the field development team we proceeded with adding

what eventually became different implementations of the well–length constraint (see Sec-

tion 3.4).

Based on our experience with this field case application effort, we notice that trans-

lating field case understanding into workable constraint definitions can be a challenging

process. For this argumentation, we view this process as an effort in information analysis

and retrieval. We furthermore classify three types of information met during our work as

(1) artifacts, (2) values and rules, and (3) tacit, underlying assumptions. (These distinc-

tions are loosely based on the three types of levels that Schein (1992) defines to analyze

organizational culture. We do not claim any type of analysis power from our distinctions;

rather, we use these here only to help us describe the process of constraint definition from

our point of view.) Artifacts in this context are the documents and data provided and/or

otherwise available to us, e.g., published articles, publicly available documents (e.g., Kon-
sekvensutredning from PUD; see Total E&P Norge AS, 2011), and, most importantly, the

reservoir simulation model. These artifacts are the actual representation of underlying val-

ues and rules about how to develop the reservoir, which rest on engineering knowledge

and assumptions gathered over time about the prospect. Our point is that developing a set

of constraints that answer reasonably well to the information needed by the field devel-

opment team can be challenging for various reasons. First, because we may have to filter
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through a large number of artifacts to both gain a general understanding of the problem,

and then to find specific information regarding the work task that we wish to comple-

ment with our optimization routine. Secondly, we may have to both infer from this data

and, preferably, through a series of constructive dialogues (Isaacs, 1999), an idea about

what kind of solutions that are reasonable with respect to overall values and rules for the

development. Thirdly, through extensive collaboration we might be able to understand

underlying assumptions that will help us create and assess the various constraints needed

for optimization. In summary, in our experience, constraint and problem specification

can be demanding, and may often require an efficient collaborative effort. This type of

effort is further described in our discussion of the IO Center as a platform for collabo-

ration between Research and Industry Partners, in the last part of this section. Next, we

end the description of the framework by discussing how elements of the procedure can be

replaced to attain different functionalities.

Replacements

Lastly, the modularity property of the optimization framework allows us to replace any of

the constituent parts, if necessary. New parts that serve the same function as older ones

may be introduced if they perform the same function more efficiently, or if they possess

additional properties that may make their inclusion advantageous to the overall structure,

or if they constitute a necessary fit for a new case. A development that substitutes a part

of the framework with another part having at least equivalent function, is referred to as

a replacement. Future developments to the framework are likely to focus on replacing

the well mapping module, as well as introducing alternative reservoir simulators, and/or

substituting reservoir models to deal with other cases. We briefly discuss each of these

developments below.

Replacement of well mapping module. As described earlier, the well mapping module

contains important functions that convert well placement variables into well completions

that can be used in the reservoir simulator. The current implementation works appropri-

ately for the current application, but requires substantial redevelopment if it is to oper-

ate robustly across different case models. (The planned rework is significant enough to

warrant this development to be labeled a replacement rather than an extension.) The re-

development would also yield the opportunity to perform comprehensive tests of the well

connection factors produced by the module, e.g., across an extensive suite of different

well trajectories, against well indices computed using standard industry tools, such as

Petrel. An additional benefit is that this would help validate the module for the future

coupling with an industry–standard simulator like Eclipse.

Alternative reservoir simulators. Conceptually, any type of fluid flow predictor (from

full–physics simulators to surrogates) can be introduced into the optimization framework.

Current efforts are focused on introducing the MRST simulator as the main simulator

engine for the framework, and on developing future cases within this platform (more on

this below). However, we also recognize the advantage of achieving optimization results

using the field case model, often implemented in Eclipse, directly in the procedure. We

are therefore also exploring workflows that would permit the use the Eclipse simulator

within the optimization framework. In this respect we believe, given current capability,
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that a reasonable workflow is to use the Eclipse simulator only to solve a problem with

very limited scope. Preferably, this narrow scope would be the end–result of an exten-

sive optimization procedure performed using a work model implemented in a research

simulator.

New models for new cases. We end this part with the straightforward replacement that

entails the introduction of a new model into the framework. A new model may signify

a new case, or it may mean optimizing for the same case but using an alternative, e.g.,

simpler model, or surrogate. At the bottom of Figure 3.3 we show three models repre-

senting three different cases. The rightmost model is the same model as implemented in

Chapter 2, while the leftmost model is the Martin Linge oil reservoir model treated in

this chapter. The center model at the bottom is a horizontal well model currently under

development. This model is mainly meant for research purposes and will ultimately be

implemented on all three simulator platforms (MRST, AD–GPRS and Eclipse).

3.2.2 IO Center resource platform and network
We end this section by describing NTNU’s Center for Integrated Operations in the

Petroleum Industry (NTNU/IO-Center, 2014), as a resource platform, and the activity

of its Research and Industry Partners as an open–source network for collaboration. This

platform has been a crucial source of knowledge with respect to our work, and the col-

laboration with the various partners has been an important drive for the various solutions

developed in this thesis.

Since its start in 2007, the IO Center has delivered noticeable contributions to the

market of ideas and applied research in the Petroleum Industry, with particular relevance

to the Norwegian sector. In the following we will briefly describe the IO Center as a

resource platform for integrated research. This platform (represented in Figure 3.3 as the

large blue square encircling the entire optimization framework) supports the network of

Research and Industry Partners that in turn make collaborative activities possible. This

network has facilitated the different contributions to the work in this thesis. (Notice that

the following description of activities within the IO Center is based on our perspective and

work within, and on topics related to, the center’s IO4 Program: “Production Optimization

and Subsurface IO”.)

Resource platform. One of the main functions of the IO Center is to serve as a plat-

form for Industry Partners (comprising of both petroleum field operators and suppliers)

to expose current industry topics to ongoing research activities. At the same, the platform

allows Research Partners to fully engage current operational problems, and challenges

them to further extend and develop the scope and applicability of their methods. Phase I

of the IO Center emphasized the development of methodologies within several research

topics important to the industry. The focus of Phase II of the IO Center is to apply the

methodologies developed in Phase I on current industry cases. The aim is to provide ben-

efits by improving operations and industry work tasks through research methodology ( i.e.,

industrial applications and innovation enabling; NTNU/IO Center, 2013). To this end, one

general strategy has been to extend and adapt existing methodologies into applications that

may contribute directly to industry work processes. In our case, the developed methodol-

ogy for well placement optimization was coupled with ongoing operational work aimed
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at the development of a North Sea field operated by Industry Partner Total E&P Norge

AS. Furthermore, throughout this work, the IO Center resource platform has allowed us

to draw from and combine technologies between the different Research Partners to solve

the challenges posed by the field case application. We describe the various contributions

as a network of collaboration.

Collaborative network. In Figure 3.3, red arrows represent the various contributions

from Research and Industry Partners to the different parts of the optimization framework

presented in this section. As stated, our main collaboration partner from the industry side

has been Total E&P Norge AS. Total E&P Norge AS has contributed substantially to the

development of this work. One primarily contribution has been the allocation of resources

that enabled ample collaboration between us and the engineering team dealing with the

development of the Martin Linge field. Aspects of this collaboration have already been

described as part of the work process loop in Section 3.1.2. Through this collaboration we

have been able to closely treat and discuss project stages such as problem and constraint

definition, model validation, effective implementation of optimization framework, and to

obtain expert feedback from our solution tests on the field case model.

Furthermore, we need to emphasize the collaborative, open–source, network com-

posed of IO Center Research Partners that has been a main enabler in this application

effort. Our primary research partners have been Stanford University, IBM T.J. Watson Re-

search Center, and SINTEF Applied Mathematics. These partners have each contributed

directly, not only with applications developed within their respective area of expertise,

but also with specific knowledge about how to apply and customize those applications to

devise the extensions, additions and replacements necessary to make possible the appli-

cation of our methodology.

Overall, we have had a case provided by Total E&P Norge AS, which we have solved

using algorithms suggested by IBM research, using simulator and control optimization

software from Stanford, and using SINTEF code to resolve any issue regarding wells

within the reservoir model grid. An example of collaboration has been, e.g, while us-

ing the AD–GPRS reservoir simulator developed by the SUPRI-B group at Stanford. In

this case, we collaborated on how to formulate the control problem within the optimizer

module given the particular model features introduced by the validation work. We also re-

ceived substantial support from the AD–GPRS development team to modify some aspects

of the optimizer module to perform the control optimizations more efficiently within our

application framework. Moreover, all functions within the optimization procedure dealing

with reservoir grid coordinates and well definitions have required substantial customiza-

tion of the MRST software provided by SINTEF.

Framework summary

Finally, one of our main tasks has been to integrate these different contributions into a

framework for well placement optimization that both embodies the original research de-

veloped in Chapter 2, and manages to perform a reasonable optimization using a field

model. We have organized our complete application in terms of a framework that empha-

sizes the coupling between developed procedures and support software that exists with

the IO Center platform. We believe this organization provides a useful flexibility to the
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application effort, allowing it to expand and adapt, and thus to efficiently handle the dif-

ferent challenges posed by a field case application. The next section describes the Martin

Linge field and oil reservoir in detail, and deals with the model validation effort. Subse-

quent sections, Sections 3.4 and 3.5, provide the problem formulation and optimization

results.

3.3 Field case and validation work

3.3.1 Martin Linge field case

Martin Linge field introduction. This section starts with a brief introduction of the

Martin Linge field development project. It then focuses on the Martin Linge oil reservoir,

where we describe, in general terms, those aspects of the reservoir development that have

the greatest impact on our work. In Section 3.3.3 we go through the validation process fol-

lowing the transfer of the reservoir model to our research simulator. (Reasons for transfer

and other issues have previously been discussed in Section 3.2). A comprehensive descrip-

tion of the base case setup for the Martin Linge oil reservoir model, as well as production

strategy and specific model parameters, is given in the beginning of Section 4.1.

Martin Linge field reserves. Martin Linge is an offshore oil and gas field on the Nor-

wegian Continental Shelf. The field is located at North Sea coordinates (E 2◦ 0′ 53.403′′,
N 60◦ 30′ 22.302′′), near the border of the British sector (Total E&P Norge AS, 2011); see

Figure 3.4. Though considered a single asset, the Martin Linge field consists of two inde-

pendent hydrocarbons reserves. The largest of these reserves, Martin Linge East (MLE),

contains mainly gas and is found in the Brent formation at depths between 3700 to

4400 meters (NPD, 2013b). In this work, we consider only the main hydrocarbon ac-

cumulation at the smallest of the Martin Linge reserves, i.e., the Martin Linge oil reser-

voir (MLO). This reservoir is found in the Frigg formation at a depth of 1750 meters (NPD,

2013b). Current plan for field development is to produce both the Brent and Frigg reserves

Figure 3.4: Martin Linge field (Total.com, 2013).
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concurrently. Four horizontal production wells are planned in the base case for the devel-

opment of the Martin Linge oil reservoir. This field case was implemented within the

optimization framework presented in Section 3.2.

Economic basis for development. The Frigg and Brent hydrocarbon reserves were dis-

covered already in the late 1970s. The major reason why these reserves were not consid-

ered for development until now was the high uncertainty associated with the structural

settings in several of the reservoirs (Boutaud de la Combe et al., 2012). Since then, sev-

eral studies of the underground geology, e.g., seismic and extended well tests (Douillard

et al., 2009), have contributed to a better understanding of the structural complexity of

the reserves. The increase in knowledge about the subsurface geology over the last 40
years, and the current availability of efficient production techniques (e.g., horizontal well

drilling) have been important factors in reassessing the likelihood of a successful devel-

opment of the reserves. The field development plan is being assembled by field opera-

tor Total E&P Norge AS. Total E&P Norge AS holds an ownership share of 51% of the

production license. Partners are Petoro AS and Statoil AS, which hold shares of 30%

and 19%, respectively (NPD, 2013a). Field production is planned to start by the end of

2016 (NPD, 2013b). General features of the overall development plan are briefly outlined

below. Following this description, we focus solely on the Martin Linge oil reservoir.

Figure 3.5: Martin Linge field development (TU, 2013).

Overall field development. An illustration of the overall field development plan is shown

in Figure 3.5. The Martin Linge field will be developed using a sub–sea installation and

topside facilities, which will be supplied with electric power from shore (Thibaut and

Leforgeais, 2012). The development comprises a platform with a jackup rig and a Float-

ing Storage Offloading unit (FSO) for oil and condensate storage, where oil, water and

condensates will be stored and processed (Total E&P Norge AS, 2011; NPD, 2013b). Wa-

ter will be separated for re–injection in the FSO. Oil will be exported via shuttle tankers

and processed gas will be exported to St. Fergus (United Kingdom) via a new gas pipe
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link to the existing Frigg UK Pipeline (FUKA) (Thibaut and Leforgeais, 2012). The well

program is to drill six producers to the Brent accumulation, and four producers for the

production of the oil reservoir in the Frigg formation (i.e., MLO). One additional well

will be drilled for injection of produced water (Total E&P Norge AS, 2011).

3.3.2 Martin Linge oil reservoir

Martin Linge oil reservoir introduction. The Martin Linge oil reservoir is a relatively

shallow reservoir containing viscous oil overlaid by a small gas cap. The four horizontal

drains specified in the production base case are set to produce with gas lift. Fluid flow rates

predicted for this case are obtained using lift gas injection rates optimized by the reservoir

simulator. The overall production case is characterized by early water breakthrough due

to a high mobility ratio favoring water and the presence of a strong aquifer. The aquifer is

thought to provide sufficient pressure support during production, so additional measures

for pressure maintenance, e.g., water injection wells, are not included in the current de-

velopment plan. The net–to–gross (NTG) ratio of the sands comprising the Martin Linge

oil reservoir is in the order of 70 to 80%, with a moderate amount of shales thought to be

distributed over the region in an intermittent pattern. Overall, reservoir sands are regarded

as having good porosity and high permeability. Figure 3.6 shows the Martin Linge oil and

gas reservoirs. MLO is the shallow (i.e., topmost) reservoir in the figure.

MARTIN LINGE OIL

Figure 3.6: Martin Linge oil and gas reservoirs. MLO is the shallow reservoir in the figure.

Reservoir structure. MLO is a sandstone reservoir formed on a sedimentary fan. The

sands in this system are considered to be highly permeable, with good vertical and hori-

zontal pressure communication, and limited faulting. However, these sands are reckoned

to be poorly consolidated, and a moderate amount of formation shales is expected to be

found more or less intermittently throughout the reservoir structure4. Moreover, given

the sedimentary structure of the reservoir, the quality of the sands is thought to degrade

toward the outer fan area, i.e., north. The reservoir contains a structural height that stores

the main part of the hydrocarbon accumulation. Locally, the height contains two small
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elevations with a corresponding depression in the middle, creating a central saddle area

in the reservoir. Relatively small amounts of free gas are accumulated at these elevations

points. The oil layer is found below the saddle area, and runs more or less continuous, i.e.,

laterally, throughout the rest of the structure. The oil column for the MLO accumulation

is somewhat around 20-plus meters, while the overlying gas column is considered to be

maximum about 20 meters thick.

Flow properties. The MLO reservoir contains saturated oil with dry gas in its overlying

gas cap. The oil has a relatively high viscosity of around 5 cP at reservoir conditions. The

difference in viscosity results in a high mobility ratio, making water significantly more

mobile than oil. The high mobility ratio, coupled with the existence of a large aquifer

below the oil layer, yields an important flow dynamic in the reservoir. Measurements

suggest the reservoir will receive substantial pressure support from the aquifer. If this is

the case, it is likely the displacement of oil by water coming in from the aquifer becomes

less effective due to water rushing past oil, and we can expect water breakthrough times

and high water production rates early and throughout most of the production time frame

(see also Section 3.3.3 for more discussion about fluid flow topics, e.g., hysteresis). It

is worth mentioning that a possible upside of geological uncertainty, is that the inflow

from the aquifer turns out to be weaker than expected. In this case, the reservoir might

lose some overall pressure support, but the weaker aquifer inflow is likely to make the

displacement of oil more effective, and thus lead to higher recovery.

Production schedule. The field operator has developed a base case reservoir simulation

model for the production of the Martin Linge oil reservoir. The base case model specifies

both the well trajectories and the management of the wells for the entire production time

frame. The model is specified with a production time frame of 5174 days, starting late

2016. Within this time frame, the reservoir simulator operates all wells following a set of

scheduled controls. The control schedule includes well definitions that specify the pre-

ferred phase of the wells, e.g., if wells are mainly expected to produce gas or oil, and their

planned state of operation, e.g., whether they are to be opened or closed at any particular

time during simulation. Three of the four wells in the base case scenario are set to start

producing at the same time (the late–2016 production start date). The fourth well is set to

start producing from the reservoir more than a year after general production start.

Well control. Importantly, the well schedule specifies the main parameter setting for the

operation of each well at any given time during simulation. The setting determines if well

flow is primarily controlled by rate (e.g., gas, oil, water or liquid rate) or pressure (well

tubing head or bottom hole pressure). Wells may switch primary control setting during

simulation, e.g., from rate to pressure control, and vice versa, if limiting pressures or tar-

get rates have been specified for their operation, and if these have been reached during

simulation. Limiting pressures and target rates are commonly specified for both individual

wells and groups of wells. Additionally, general field production constraints, often deter-

mined by overall well design and planned capacity for the field, may be included into

the well control specifications. The more advanced production techniques, e.g., produc-

tion using lift gas injection, and enforcement of group well controls and field constraints,

have their own operational parameters, as well as independent production targets and lim-

its. These techniques also usually have overarching control over individual well pressures

and rates (Schlumberger, 2012b). For the MLO base case, it is particularly important to
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honor the field liquid and gas rate constraints imposed on production, since these originate

directly from the designed fluid and gas handling capacity of the facility. These topics are

also discussed in the Field model transfer and validation section next. In Section 4.1 we

describe in further detail the specific reservoir simulator keywords, and their parametriza-

tion, used for field and well controls in the base case.

Introduction to validation section. In the next section we discuss the validation ef-

fort and present the results from the comparison between the original base case model

Eclipse implementation and our implementation on the AD–GPRS research simulator. We

have previously discussed the reasons for the transfer in Section 3.2: Optimization frame-

work.

3.3.3 Field model transfer and validation

For efficiency reasons, we develop a work model based on the field case simulation model

of the Martin Linge oil reservoir. This work model is involved in all reservoir simulations

launched by the optimization framework presented in Section 3.2. This section explains

the transfer procedure and presents the validation data from the development of the work

model. A general purpose research simulator is used for work model simulations, while

the original field case model is implemented in an industry–standard reservoir simula-

tor. This section is divided into two parts. The first part describes the field case simulation

model and production strategy. This part also introduces the research simulator, and out-

lines the transfer procedure for the development of the work model. Finally, the first part

presents the main validation results and extensive comparisons of the developed work

model configuration against the original field model. Clearly, the extensive transfer and

validation effort has focused on reaching sufficient overlap in production curves from the

original field model and approximated work model. At the same time we have emphasized

developing a work model that is reasonably fast and sufficiently robust during optimiza-

tion. The second part of this section briefly describes those field case model features and

simulator functions that required modification. This part provides rough explanations of

how these modifications were implemented in the different cases. Challenges from this

transfer and validation effort have been discussed in Section 3.2. For overview, the first

part of this section may be read independently of the second.

First part: Model transfer and validation results

Here we present the field case simulation model and production strategy for the develop-

ment of the Martin Linge oil reservoir. We also introduce the general purpose research

simulator used to develop our work model, and briefly describe the model transfer pro-

cedure. The procedure consists of testing different model approximations by running a

progression of simulation cases. At the end we choose which collection of approxima-

tions we think is the best based on simulation performance and accuracy with respect

to the original field model. Validation results with corresponding production profiles are

presented at the end of this section.
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Field case simulation model. IO Center industry partner Total E&P Norge AS has

provided the field case reservoir simulation model used for the development of the Mar-

tin Linge oil reservoir. The field case model is implemented using the industry–standard

Eclipse reservoir simulator (Schlumberger, 2012a). This model consists of approximately

55000 active grid cells. The version of the base case model provided to us, runs a fluid

flow simulation for approximately 14 years, spanning a planned production time frame

set from late 2016 to early 2031.

The base case production strategy for the Martin Linge Oil reservoir is based on

production from four horizontal wells. Three of these wells will be drilled on stream

at start-up. The fourth well will be drilled almost two years after production start. Cur-

rent development strategy builds on natural pressure depletion drive for the wells, gas

injection for artificial lift, and sustained pressure support from a large aquifer flanking the

reservoir. While managing the existing drive energy towards increased oil recovery, the

development strategy for the reservoir needs to operate within individual and group well

rate and pressure constraints. Operational bounds on single wells and groups of wells are

mostly determined by individual well bore configurations (e.g., tubing diameter) and the

fluid–handling capacity allocated to the platform. For this particular development, close

control of individually and collective gas and fluid production well rates is an important

element in the production strategy.

AD–GPRS simulator. The work model is implemented using Stanford’s

Automatic–Differentiation General Purpose Reservoir Simulator (AD–GPRS; Voskov and

Zhou, 2012; Tchelepi and Aziz, 2012). The optimization framework applied in this work

uses the AD–GPRS research simulator to both run simple work model simulations and

to optimize well controls for increased field oil recovery. Optimization problems are han-

dled using the AD–GPRS optimizer module (included in the simulator). The optimizer

module relies on the effective computation of objective function gradients implemented

in the AD–GPRS simulator. This implementation is based on a discrete adjoint formula-

tion using automatic differentiation (Volkov and Kourounis, 2012). The efficient compu-

tation of gradients allows the optimizer module to deal with problems that may require

a large number of simulator runs. Optimization problems may depend on a wide range

of simulator model variables. The objective function gradient with respect to these vari-

ables is supplied to an external solver. Both the IPOPT (Wachter and Biegler, 2006) and

SNOPT (Gill et al., 1997) solvers are implemented within the optimization module in

AD–GPRS. The gradients are used within the solver routines, interior point algorithm for

IPOPT, sequential quadratic programming for SNOPT, to find an optimum.

AD–GPRS is a research simulator that does not require a user license to run it, nor

does it require an additional license to solve the system of equations in parallel. This

means that the well placement algorithm within the optimization framework can launch a

large number of reservoir simulations in a distributed manner without any type of license

limitations. Still, the distributed implementation may be limited by other restrictions, such

as server load, number of processors available, and, particularly in our case dealing with

many reservoir simulations running in parallel, server hardware constraints on read-and-

write access to disk (Chang and Moyer, 2010).
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Table 3.1: Simulation cases used in transfer of model from Eclipse to AD–GPRS simulator. Each

simulation case is described in terms of simulator, and the main approximations to simulation

parameters and functions (these approximations are summarized in Table 3.2).

Case # and label Simulator Comp. Aqu. Gas lift Controls Rel. Perm.

1 ECLak_orig Eclipse Petrel Anl. Yes Orig. Hyst.

2 ECLbk_ovaq Eclipse Petrel Vol. Yes Orig. Hyst.

3 ECLck_rvqw Eclipse Petrel Vol. No Disc. Hyst.

4 ADGa_rqwdom AD–GPRS ExtM Vol. No Disc. Drain.
5 ADGa_rqwdfom AD–GPRS ExtM+ Vol. No Disc. Drain.+

6 ADGc_rqwdfoc AD–GPRS Petrel Vol. No Disc. Drain.

Model transfer and validation procedure. The work model built from, and validated

against, the original Martin Linge oil reservoir model has required several approximations

to important model parameters and simulator functions. The approximations include mod-

ifications to aquifer support, saturation functions (e.g., relative permeability), well group

control handling, gas lift optimization, and calculation of well completions. Roughly, the

model transfer and validation process has consisted of finding suitable approximations

to the effects these parameters and functions have during simulation. Several simula-

tion cases were created to account for the effect these modifications have on final fluid

flow. The configurations of these simulation cases are listed in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 sum-

marizes the model parameters and functions modified in the transfer from Eclipse to AD–

GPRS simulator.

The model transfer process starts from the original Eclipse reservoir model. Grad-

ually, the different approximations are introduced into the field model until reaching a

point where the Eclipse model can be transfered to the AD–GPRS simulator in a straight-

forward manner. The crucial element in the transfer process is the transplant of dis-

cretized well bottom–hole pressures and water production rates from an approximated

Eclipse model to a replicate AD–GPRS model. Once production curves are reproduced in

the AD–GPRS model, the model can be further tuned to produce curves that yield a better

fit against the original fluid flow predictions. In particular, further tuning efforts involve

modifications to relative permeability tables and calculations of well transmissibility fac-

tors. Below we discuss the final results from the validation effort without going into detail

regarding the underlying transfer process. The simulation cases are therefore broadly de-

fined. Further details regarding the different simulation cases, the approximations made

to the original Eclipse reservoir model and other changes required by the transfer can be

found in the next part of this section, Section 3.3.3 on page 75.

Validation results

The original Eclipse model is compared to different work model configurations for var-

ious production quantities. For further reference, mnemonics corresponding to the dif-

ferent quantities are listed in Table 3.3. The comparisons are spread over several fig-
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Table 3.2: Description of model parameters modified in transfer of model from Eclipse to AD–

GPRS simulator.

Parameter Description

Simulator
Eclipse: Model run in Eclipse simulator.

AD–GPRS: Model run in AD–GPRS simulator.

Completions

(Comp.)

Petrel: Well connection factors computed by Petrel.

ExtM: MRST code for well connection factor calculations de-

veloped for horizontal wellbores (see Section 3.2).

ExtM+: ExtM well connection factors multiplied by constant

to approximate Petrel well connection factors.

Aquifer

(Aqu.)

Anl.: Aquifer modelled by Eclipse analytic aquifer functions.

Vol.: Aquifer modelled by pore volume multiplication of

boundary grid cells.

Gas lift
Yes: Lift gas injection is active for production wells. Injection

rate optimized by Eclipse.

No: No injection of lift gas.

Controls
Orig: Original well and well group controls including bottom–

hole pressure and rate constraints (see Figure 6.7).

Disc.: Modified well control setting (see Figure 6.8) using

discretized well bottom–hole and water production rates from

simulation case 2 (ECLbk_ovaq).

Relative

permeability

(Rel. Perm.)

Hyst.: Hysteresis is active in model, i.e. separate saturation

function tables are used for drainage and imbibition.

Drain.: Saturation function tables for drainage (water–oil and

gas–oil) used for both drainage and imbibition.

Drain.+: Irreducible gas saturation from imbibition gas–oil

saturation table replaces irreducible gas saturation in gas–oil

drainage saturation table. Modified gas–oil drainage table used

for drainage and imbibition.

ures. Comparisons of main production quantities such as field reservoir pressure (Fig-

ure 3.7), well bottom–hole pressures (Figure 3.8), field production rates and totals (Fig-

ures 3.9 and 3.10), and well water cuts (Figure 3.11), can be found in this section. Other

quantities secondary to the validation effort, such as well production rates and totals for

gas (Figure 6.1), oil (Figure 6.2), water (Figure 6.3), and liquid (Figure 6.4), can be found

in Appendix A (on page 209).

The primary concern of the validation effort is to obtain a reasonable agreement of to-
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Table 3.3: Mnemonics corresponding to the production quantities used to compare the original

Eclipse model and the different work model configurations.

Mneumonic Description

WGPR / WGPT Well gas production rate / total

FGPR / FGPT Field gas production rate / total

WOPR / WOPT Well oil production rate / total

FOPR / FOPT Field oil production rate / total

WWPR / WWPT Well water production rate / total

FWPR / FWPT Field water production rate / total

WLPR / WLPT Well liquid production rate / total

FLPR / FLPT Field liquid production rate / total

WBHP Well bottom–hole pressure

WWCT Well water cut

FPRH Reservoir pressure weighted by

hydrocarbon pore volume

tal field production values, in particular oil recovery. Table 3.4 shows the normalized total

field production values for gas, oil and water for the various simulation cases, including

the original Eclipse field case model (ECLak_orig). Runtimes for the different simulation

cases are also shown. Broadly, the simulation cases are configured as follows. The origi-

nal Eclipse reservoir model is run in simulation case 1. Simulation case 2 modifies case 1
by adding the numerical aquifer approximation. Still using Eclipse, simulation case 3
tests the discretization of the bottom–hole pressure and water production rates obtained

from simulation case 2. In simulation case 4, we have transfered the Eclipse model ap-

proximated in case 3 to AD–GPRS. Both approximations to saturation functions and our

own calculation for completions with associated well connection factors are introduced

here. Simulation case 5 tunes the relative permeability to better approximate the original

hysteresis. Simulation case 6 tests our well completion calculations by running the AD–

GPRS simulation using the original Eclipse well completion list. Detailed configurations

for the different simulation cases and summaries of the individual approximations are

given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Based on the simulation case results shown in Table 3.4 we

select the work model configuration that offers both the best match in terms of production,

and the best performance considering runtime and robustness.

Table results. The simulation case results presented in Table 3.4 show how the various

model transfer approximations influence total production. From the table and correspond-

ing production profiles, we see a clear advantage in obtaining discretized well pressure

and production rates from an Eclipse simulation that already includes the aquifer ap-

proximation (i.e., from case 2). The interrelated forces from the main drive mechanisms,

i.e., natural depletion, aquifer support and gas lift enhancement, are then all embedded
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Table 3.4: Produced versus in place field volumes (in place volumes obtained from ECLak_orig)

Case # and label Gas [−] Oil [−] Water [−] Time [min]

1 ECLak_orig 1.000 1.000 1.000 302

2 ECLbk_ovaq 0.994 1.002 0.999 280

3 ECLck_rvqw 0.994 1.001 0.994 160

4 ADGa_rqwdom 1.164 0.941 1.001 259

5 ADGa_rqwdfom 1.003 0.989 1.000 338

6 ADGc_rqwdfoc 0.987 0.991 0.948 322

in the discretized quantities transfered to the AD–GPRS model. Due to their combined

influence, it seems reasonable these forces have a dampening effect on the difference

caused by replacing the analytic aquifer with a numerical aquifer approximation (see also

page 76).

Aquifer approximation. In Table 3.4, we notice this dampening effect in that field pro-

duction volumes only vary slightly when the aquifer approximation is added in case 2,

even though the pressure situation in the reservoir has changed significantly, as can be

seen in Figure 3.7 for the field pressure, and in Figure 3.8 for the well bottom–hole pres-

sures.

Discretized pressures and rates. Results from Table 3.4 for simulation case 3 show

that using the final well pressures and water rates after simulating with well and group

control handling and gas lift optimization is a good approximation to these simulator func-

tions (see page 78 for more on the gas lift function). We see that the three Eclipse cases

are in good agreement for all types of production profiles.

Transfer to AD–GPRS. The transfer from Eclipse to AD–GPRS that occurs from case 3
to case 4 yields a marked increase and a noticeable drop in total produced volumes of

gas and oil, respectively. We attribute these changes to only using the drainage relative

permeability curves in our implementation since no hysteresis option is available in AD–

GPRS (see page 76 for more on hysteresis). In Figure 3.10, we see that case 4 has a

substantial gas over–production and a significant reduction in oil recovery.

Hysteresis fix. It is clear that the simpler relative permeability setup in the AD–GPRS

model allows for a greater movement of free gas in the reservoir, than what was originally

intended. We wanted to check whether this movement was the main factor contributing

to the significant decrease in total field oil production. Following advice from the Total

E&P Norge AS reservoir team, we increased the gas irreducible saturation in the drainage

table to its analog value from the imbibition data. This modification was implemented in

case 5. In Figures 3.9 and 3.10 we see that this modification keeps a larger amount of
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previously free gas trapped in the rock, and results in a substantially improved match in

production curves.

Final selection of work model configuration. Among the AD–GPRS cases, simula-

tion case 5 yields the best match against the original field production data. Still, due to

robustness considerations, we have chosen to implement the model configuration from

case 4. The main reason is that the hysteresis fix introduced in simulation case 5 creates

a non-smooth gas relative permeability curve which we observed increased numerical in-

stability in the research simulator. Even for a simulation using base case wells (which

we expect to be computationally less demanding than many trial solutions during well

placement search) we noticed the hysteresis fix produced numerical difficulties that sig-

nificant increased simulator runtime, as can be seen in Table 3.4 for this case (338 versus

259 minutes for case 5 and 4, respectively). Given our well placement and control rou-

tines will launch large numbers of model simulations configured with very different well

trajectories and control schedules, these problems are likely to become worse, and may

even cause simulator crashes. In this situation, we have chosen to prioritize simulation

robustness over prediction accuracy. Thus, our final selection of base case work model

configuration is based on simulation case 4 which has an approximately 6% lower total

oil production and a roughly 16% higher total gas production compared to the original

field model.
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Figure 3.7: Field pressure over time. Suffix “b” on pressure mnemonics signifies values have been

scaled for confidentiality reasons.

Second part: Main approximations to field model

The transfer of the Eclipse model to AD–GPRS implies that we approximate some fea-

tures of the original Eclipse model, and some of the simulator functions used in the pro-

duction strategy. In the following, we briefly describe each of these parameters, and their

modification during model transfer.
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Figure 3.8: Well bottom–hole pressures. Suffix “b” on pressure mnemonics signifies values have

been scaled for confidentiality reasons.

Aquifer. The original Eclipse model is implemented with an analytic aquifer formula-

tion (Schlumberger, 2012b). This formulation calculates how aquifer pressure and influx

varies over time depending on aquifer properties such as porosity, permeability and water

viscosity. In our implementation, the analytic aquifer has been converted into a numerical

aquifer description represented by a one-dimensional row of cells within the simulation

grid (Schlumberger, 2012a). In this approximation, the pore volumes of the boundary row

of cells that represent the aquifer is multiplied by a large constant to simulate constant

pressure support and water influx.

Hysteresis. Fluids will usually have different adherence to the reservoir rock. The wet-

tability of a reservoir rock is a measure that explains the preferential adherence of fluids to

the rock (Dake, 1978). For example, in a water–wet oil reservoir, water will have a pref-

erential adherence to the rock and cover the pore walls in a thin film. Water will then be

termed the wetting phase for this reservoir rock. Drainage or imbibition are the processes

where the saturation of the wetting phase of the rock is either decreased or increased, re-

spectively. Because the rock usually prefers one phase over another, the displacement of

a non–wetting phase, e.g., oil, by the wetting phase, e.g., water, will have different char-

acteristics that when the displacement is in reverse order. This causes a hysteresis of the

saturation functions (i.e., relative permeability and capillary pressure curves). In reser-
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Figure 3.9: Field production rates: gas, oil, water, liquid. Suffix “n” on production mnemonics

signifies values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.

voir simulation, the hysteresis effect for, e.g., oil–gas displacements, is accounted for by

having two sets of oil and gas relative permeability and capillary pressure tables (Schlum-

berger, 2012a), and correspondingly for water–oil displacements. In the original Eclipse

model, hysteresis was only specified for oil–gas displacements. For water–oil displace-

ments, equal sets of saturation function data were specified for drainage and imbibition

processes. In our work, we approximated the oil–gas hysteresis effect by using only the

drainage saturation function data to simulate for both the drainage and imbibition type of

displacements.

Well group controls. Overall production management is usually guided by a set of

constraints that function on groups of wells, on the entire field, or both. These field and

group constraints come in addition to the constraints operating individually on each well,

e.g., water and gas target production (i.e., rate) limits, and minimum bottom and tubing

hole pressures. Specifically, group constraints function by imposing upper limits on field

production quantities or on the total production of a selected group of wells (Schlum-

berger, 2012a). Any group production rate that surpasses the set limit will trigger an

action rule in the simulator. The user selects the type of rules that will be activated if

the group or field constraints are violated. For example, if an upper limit for group water

production rate is exceeded, the simulator may scale back fluid production from wells
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Figure 3.10: Field production totals: gas, oil, water, liquid. Suffix “n” on production mnemonics

signifies values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.

with high water cut, in order to keep group water production at or below the water rate

limit. Other type of heuristics may also apply. Production control of groups of wells is cur-

rently not available in our AD–GPRS implementation. The effect of field–wide production

constraints has been approximated by introducing into our implementation the resulting

well bottom–hole pressures and production rates from the fully–constrained Eclipse sim-

ulation. These quantities were discretized at different intervals for the entire production

time frame. In Appendix A (page 209) we present the different discretization periods

(shown in figures 6.5 and 6.6), and illustrate how the control parametrization changes

from the Eclipse to the AD–GPRS simulator (figures 6.7 and 6.8).

Gas lift. Production from wells for the development of the Martin Linge oil reservoir

will be enhanced by artificial lift. Artificial gas lift is an advanced production technique

that injects gas into production fluids at bottom–hole level. Lift gas will mix and lower

the density of fluids so that a lower pressure differential between surface and reservoir is

needed to bring the fluids to the surface. At each time step during simulation, a gas lift

allocation routine determines an adequate lift gas injection rate for each well. Specifically,

the gas lift routine determines how much lift gas to allocate to each well in order to meet

well, group or field production targets (Schlumberger, 2012b). Among other constraints

(such as compressor capacity), the gas lift allocation procedure is bounded by the mini-
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Figure 3.11: Well water cuts.

mum tubing head pressure that needs to be present for proper operation of the platform

separators. Enhanced production by lift gas injection is not an available production option

in our current AD–GPRS implementation. This production technique, similar to field and

group production controls, has been approximated by bottom–hole pressures and water

production rates taken from an original Eclipse simulation and inserted into our work

model.

Well completions. Base case wells in the original Eclipse model are built using the Pe-

trel E&P Software Platform developed by Schlumberger (2012c). Petrel allows the user

to design arbitrary well trajectories on the grid, and to specify well completions such as

type and diameter of tubing, and perforations. Once well details are specified, Petrel uses

grid information, e.g., block geometry and permeability, to convert the wells into a well

completion list. Importantly, the well completion list is the actual representation of the

wells within the simulator model. Each well is represented by a set of completions with

a corresponding well transmissibility factor (also know as well index, or well connec-

tion factor; Schlumberger, 2012b). The transmissibility factor determines the fluid influx

through the completion and into the well given the existing pressure differential between

reservoir and well-bore. In our implementation, we use an external code developed from

the MRST (Lie et al., 2012) software as an approximation to the Petrel computation of
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well transmissibility factors. This external piece of code uses grid information from the

original Eclipse model read in by MRST functions into the MATLAB platform. During

optimization, this code is called by the well placement algorithm to find the well blocks

and compute the corresponding well transmissibility factors for each of the trial well

placement solutions.

3.4 Optimization work

Section introduction. This section and the next deal with methodology and results. This

section starts with a brief recap of some of the work up to now, and then presents the over-

all problem formulation, and application of methodology. The next section, Section 3.5,

presents the main results from our application, as well as discussions and suggestions for

further work. The solutions developed in Section 3.5 are tested on the original field case

model in the next chapter, Chapter 4. The optimization work presented in this and the

next section is the result of the procedural work conducted in the first three sections of

this chapter. Those sections dealt mostly with work process issues such as strategy and

framework, and model validation work. Here we focus on application and solutions.

3.4.1 Introduction to optimization work

We start this section by giving brief summaries of issues that have particular relevance to

the optimization work that will be presented in this and the next section. These issues have

been treated in Chapter 2 and in the previous three sections in this chapter. We summarize

these topics here with the intention of updating the foundation for the optimization work

ahead. The issues discussed below are: joint versus sequential approach, recap of the

reservoir simulation model, transfer of field case model to research simulator, embedded

control optimization, development of work model for optimization, production time frame

approximation, and finally, challenges and collaboration work.

Joint versus sequential approach. In this work, we wish to realize some of the gain

inherent in the complexity of the well placement decision. To reach this end, our ap-

proach requires the search for optimal well placement to take into account its dependency

on optimal production controls. In Chapter 2 we described a joint approach where the

well placement and control problems are solved in an integrated manner. In that work

we showed that, in terms of cost function value, the joint approach outperformed sequen-

tial approaches by almost 20%. For the optimization work ahead we compare the joint

approach against a sequential procedure when optimizing the location and production of

several horizontal wells using a real field model.

Field case reservoir simulation model. The previous section, Section 3.3, introduced

the field case model and discussed related validation issues at length. Here we show the

initial saturations and recap some of the main features of the simulation case. The initial

gas (red), oil (green) and water (blue) saturations for the particular realization provided

to us are shown in Figure 3.12. We reiterate the model for the Martin Linge oil reservoir

consists of approximately 55000 active grid cells, and has a base case production strategy
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Figure 3.12: Initial saturations of gas (red), oil (green) and water (blue) at the Martin Linge oil

reservoir model.

based on production from four horizontal wells. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 in Chapter 4 provide

specific details about the simulation case.

Transfer of field case model to research simulator. The implementation of the field

case model using the AD–GPRS simulator enables us to take full advantage of the ex-

tensive capacity for parallelization inherent in the pattern search algorithm used in this

work. In this manner, our application can perform a large number of cost function calls

(in the order of 50) in a distributed manner without any type of license limitations usually

imposed on commercial software.

Embedded control optimization. Given the integrated solution setup of the optimiza-

tion framework devised for this work, an efficient optimization of controls is particularly

important. The optimization module included in the AD–GPRS simulator provides an

efficient optimization of well controls through an adjoint–based computation of gradi-

ents. This optimization relies on the effective computation of objective function gradi-

ents using a discrete adjoint formulation relying on automatic differentiation (Volkov and

Kourounis, 2012).

Development of work model for optimization. Simulator functions for well group con-

trol handling and gas lift rate allocation procedure are not currently present in AD–GPRS.

The operation of these functions was approximated by using the well bottom–hole pres-

sures (WBHP) and water production rates (WWPR) from a simulation of the Eclipse

model as initial well controls and target/limit rates in our AD–GPRS implementation. The

work model implementation in AD–GPRS, including all the above–mentioned approxi-

mations, yields about 6% less total oil production and roughly 16% higher total gas pro-
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duction compared to the Eclipse field model5.

Production time frame approximation. For this particular reservoir, the field and well

oil production rates are seen as likely to peak shortly after a couple of years, and are not

expected to have a substantial plateau. Because a large part of the oil production is pre-

dicted to occur in the first few years of production, the work model production horizon

has been reduced to about a fourth of the original production time frame.

Application challenges. The complexity of field development operations, in addition to

the significant computational demand of field models, will often require that the problem

definition and scope exclude various factors otherwise considered important to the overall

development of the field6. From an applied research perspective, to achieve a reason-

able problem definition and scope, it is important to resolve the task of gaining a clear

understanding of which factors that should be taken into account. Resolving this task

is essential because it will ultimately determine how the research methodology is to be

developed towards a field application.

Collaboration work. Through the IO Center research network we established a robust

collaboration with field operator Total E&P Norge AS. Also, working with IO Cen-

ter Academic and Research Partners, we have developed a practical problem definition,

re–implemented the field case reservoir model, and extended the previous implementation

to deal with the significantly more challenging problem of testing our methodology on a

field case.

Next we provide the concrete problem formulation used for optimization, and a de-

scription of the the non–linear constraints implemented for the well placement part of the

procedure.

3.4.2 Problem formulation

In this section we provide the field case well placement and control optimization problem

formulation.

Optimization problem

In this work we apply our optimization procedure to find improved locations and controls

for four production wells. At the time the field case model was provided to us, these wells

corresponded to one base case solution created for the development of the Martin Linge

oil reservoir. The optimization problem presented next treats these wells as horizontal

wells subject to non–linear constraints including maximum well–length and minimum

inter–well distance. The optimization problem studied here is defined as follows:

min
xp∈Rn, xc∈Rm

−FOPT (xp,xc) subject to

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
cwl(xp) ≤ lmax

crb(xp) ≤ 0
cwd(xp) ≥ dmin

xd
c ≤ xc ≤ xu

c

, (3.1)

where xp and xc represent well placement coordinates and well control variables, re-

spectively. Well placement variables are denoted by xp ∈ R
n, where n = 6 ·Nw with Nw
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being the number of horizontal wells in the optimization (for each well we need to deter-

mine six coordinates, three for the heel and three for the toe). Thus, Nw = 4 wells yields

24 well placement variables. cwl(xp), crb(xp), and cwd(xp) are non–linear constraints on

well–length, reservoir bounds, and inter–well distance. The implementation of these con-

straints is fully explained in the next section.

In this work, we optimize the controls for only the second half of the total produc-

tion time frame of 1200 days designated for optimization. Since the volumes of free gas

initially in place for this development are considered to be relatively small, a main target

in the established strategy for this asset is to produce most of the free gas during early

production. In accordance with this field development target, in our application we do

not to optimize for controls during the first 600 days of production, when most of gas

production occurs, but rather implement the well control schedule preset by the operator

(i.e., obtained from the Eclipse model, see Section 3.3) during this time period. At the

same time, this configuration alleviates several computational concerns involving high

gas rates in the first phase of production. For example, during early implementation tests,

we observed that very high gas rates caused difficulties in the convergence of the solutions

for the fluid flow equations, a situation that resulted in substantial simulation runtime in-

creases. At these early production times, this type of behavior was observed already in

the Eclipse reservoir simulations, and was seen to become markedly worse in the AD–

GPRS implementation. From subsequent tests, where optimization of controls was also

performed within this early time period (testing both the base case and other well place-

ment configurations), we furthermore observed several reservoir simulations for various

trial solutions either stagnating due to very short solver time steps or straightaway crash-

ing. Thus, by not optimizing controls at early production times, we also avoided the in-

troduction of this potential instability to the overall optimization process which involves

running simulations for a whole range of different well placement and control trial solu-

tions.

Well control variables are denoted by xc ∈ R
m, where m = 2 · Nt · Nw with Nt

being the number of time intervals in the piecewise constant function over time that rep-

resents the controls for each well. The piecewise constant function for each well between

600 to 1200 days contains Nt = 8 time intervals. As mentioned before, our work model

approximation was validated by implementing the well bottom–hole pressures (WBHPs)

and well water production rates (WWPRs) from an Eclipse field case model simulation as

well pressures/target rate settings in the AD–GPRS work model. This means that, during

simulation, each well in the AD–GPRS work model is operated using either its WBHP or

WWPR control setting. Recall that, from one simulation time step to another, the opera-

tion of a well may switch from WBHP to WWPR control if water production for that well

has reached the water rate limit specified for that well at that time period. Otherwise, the

well will remain under (or possibly switch back to) WBHP control if, and as long as, the

well water rate is below the given limit.

In the well control optimization procedure implemented in this work, both WBHP

and WWPR settings are used as control optimization variables defined over the 600 to

1200 day production horizon. Within this time frame, each well is represented by Nt

control variables corresponding to WBHP, and Nt control variables corresponding to

WWPR. In our implementation, initial WBHP and WWPR values for all wells are the
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same as those used for the validation effort. Using both WBHP and WWPR as variables

for control optimization is an approximate way of optimizing for controls in the pres-

ence of simulator–imposed production constraints. The idea with this treatment is not

to lose any gradient sensitivity whenever the control shifting occurs. During the opti-

mization of controls, xc is therefore only subject to bound constraints. See Kourounis

et al. (2014) for a detailed discussion and comparison of formal and heuristic approaches

for how to impose non–linear constraints on output rates and/or pressures during con-

trol optimization. The heuristic treatment the authors describe in that work could be an

attractive alternative for future optimization of controls in our case. The main reason is

that the heuristic treatment they propose only requires one additional reservoir simulation

to enforce the non–linear constraints after an optimization using only bound constraints

has been performed. Similar treatments have also been tested by Møyner et al. (2014).

Though optimizing for both WBHP and WWPR doubles the number of control variables,

this number is still relatively low (less than 100), and does not incur any significant cost

for the highly efficient, adjoint–based, computation of gradients. Having Nw = 4 wells,

yields a total of m = 2 · 8 · 4 = 64 well control variables.

We define our objective function as the cumulative oil produced (or field oil production

total; FOPT) for the 1200 day production time frame. The FOPT is defined as follows:

FOPT (xp,xc) =
Ns∑
k=1

(
Nw∑
j=1

qj,ko (xp,xc)Δtk

)
, (3.2)

where qj,ko is the oil rate for well j at the output interval k, and Δtk represents the length (in

days) of each of the Ns time steps in the simulation. In the following we describe the

different constraints for the well placement part of the problem.

3.4.3 Methodology
In this section we describe the non–linear constraints implemented for the well placement

part of the optimization. These constraints are based on projecting the well placement co-

ordinate vector onto the feasible space. At the end, we use pseudo–code to offer a concise

description of the implementation of the approaches. We provide two sets of pseudo–code

that explain the progression of the procedure with and without the implementation of the

well placement constraints.

Non–linear constraint handling

In this section we define the projection operator P to describe the handling of non–linear

constraints for well placement coordinates in our application. We first define P and the

constituent non–linear constraints, and then describe how P is approximated as an itera-

tive sequence of projection operators. The different implementations of the well–length

constraint, and the application of the well–distance and reservoir–bound constraints are

then described in detail.

Projection operator P. Below we introduce the operator P(·) that includes all projec-

tions performed on well placement coordinates during optimization. P applies to well
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heel and toe coordinates that are out of specified bounds, and enforces inter–well distance

and well–length constraints. The projections are applied to each well coordinate vector

x0
p generated by the well placement part of the optimization procedure. Resulting feasible

well heel and toe coordinates are presented by xp. We reiterate that the computation of

P (x0
p) does not require a reservoir simulation, and has negligible cost when compared to

the evaluation of the cost function. Other constraints of this type (i.e., not involving reser-

voir flow simulation) may be added to P though solving for feasible well configurations

may be more demanding. P (x0
p) is given as:

P (x0
p) = argmin

xp∈Rn

‖xp − x0
p‖2 (3.3)

subject to

cwl(xp) ≤ lmax

crb(xp) ≤ 0
cwd(xp) ≥ dmin ,

where cwl(xp) ∈ R
Nw and crb(xp) ∈ R

2·Nw represent the well–length constraint and the

heel–toe bound constraint, respectively. The heel–toe bound constraint defines a feasible

area for each heel and toe independently. These areas are shown in Figure 3.13; red and

blue areas bound heel and toes, respectively. Together, these bounds ensure that wells

have a reasonable alignment with respect to the platform. The inter–well distance con-

straint is given by cwd(xp) ∈ R
Nw . Here lmax ∈ R

Nw refers to the maximum lengths

for each horizontal well, and dmin specifies the minimum distance between any two well

trajectories.

Iterative sequence ofprojection operators. In this work, the projection operator P is

implemented as an iteratively sequence of three projection operators, each of them related

to the three types of constraints in (3.3). The iterative implementation of constraints is

partly a by–product of the collaboration work with the industry operator. In this regard,

code development progressed in stages. At each stage, we would present preliminary re-

sults and obtain feedback, in this particular case during problem definition, with respect to

which constraints that were important to implement within the optimization. For example,

the well–length projection was added to an existing implementation that only included the

projections associated with the heel and toe bounds, and the minimum distance between

wells. Subsequent code development, such as the addition of the well–length constraint,

was then built on top of the existing implementation. Here we denote the projections as-

sociated with cwl(xp), crb(xp), and cwd(xp), as Pwl, Prb and Pwd, respectively. In our

implementation, Pwl is solved first, then Prb and Pwd. This sequence of operators is re-

peated if the projected coordinates for all wells violate any of the constraints (although

the iterative process is not guaranteed to yield a feasible solution, in our application, con-

straint satisfaction was achieved in all cases).

Implementations of well–length constraint. Additionally, we have applied three dif-

ferent implementations of Pwl that account for reasonable engineering techniques to deal

with the maximum well–length constraint. These implementations are denoted here by
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Figure 3.13: Heel and toe circular constraint regions implemented for each of the four wells in

this work.

PA
wl, P

B
wl and PC

wl. Our first implementation, PA
wl, solves for Pwl using the norm of xp −x0

p

as cost function. PA
wl is given by:

PA
wl(x

0
p) = argmin

xp∈Rn

‖xp − x0
p‖ s.t. lw(xp) ≤ lmax , (3.4)

where lw(xp) ∈ R
Nw refers to the length of each horizontal well. The second implemen-

tation, PB
wl, approximates Pwl by finding feasible well configurations within the subspace

of well lengths. PB
wl is given as:

PB
wl(x

0
p) = argmin

xp∈Rn

‖lw(xp)− lw(x
0
p)‖ s.t. lw(xp) ≤ lmax . (3.5)

The third implementation, PC
wl, is an approximation of Pwl where the maximum well

length constraint from (3.4) and (3.5) is applied in a straightforward manner. In the im-

plementation of PC
wl, any wells longer than the maximum length are set equal to lmax by

moving the toes closer to the heels while keeping the heel positions fixed. As with the

other projections, the PC
wl implementation is applied iteratively together with the well–

distance and bound constraints.

In a special configuration, no well length implementation is applied during the op-

timization procedure. Rather, for this particular configuration, PC
wl is applied once after
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the optimization routine has arrived at a solution, i.e., maximum well lengths are en-

forced only on the final well configuration, such that x∗
p = PC

wl(x
∗
p). (When using this

configuration, the a posteriori enforcement of the well–length constraint did not affect the

satisfaction of the other constraints in our implementation.)

Well–distance constraint. We approximate the distance between any two wells by

computing the minimum distance between a well heel or toe, and the other well tra-

jectory. (Future code development will compute the minimum distance between any two

points along each of the well trajectories.) The implemented projection Pwd is illustrated

in Figure 3.14 as follows. If the distance from the toe/heel to a neighboring trajectory is

smaller than the minimum inter-well distance dmin, then the toe is perpendicularly moved

away from that other trajectory (i.e., along the red line in Figure 3.14) until the distance

becomes equal to dmin. This operation is performed iteratively for all wells. The iterative

process continues until all inter–well distances are larger or equal to dmin. (This process is

set to stop after a maximum number of iterations. Again, this procedure is not guaranteed

to converge, though, in our implementation, all well coordinates achieved feasibility be-

fore the given number of maximum iterations was reached, i.e., all solutions are feasible.)

dmin

well A

well B

toeheel

toe

heel

Figure 3.14: Example of Pwd applied to toe of well B. Pwd moves the toe along the direction

perpendicular to the well A trajectory (red line), until the distance between toe and trajectory is

equal to dmin.

Reservoir–bound constraint. The third projection approximation, Prb, is based on not

allowing the heel and toe to move outside given circular regions (not necessarily centered

at the heel and toe) which contain the heel and toe coordinates for the initial configura-

tion x0
p. If a given solution for the heel and toe coordinates lies outside the circular region,

the operator projects heel and toe coordinates onto their respective bounds. This opera-

tion is exemplified in Figure 3.15 for an infeasible well toe. The actual heel and toe bound

areas for each of the four wells in our implementation are shown in Figure 3.13. These

bounds were designed in collaboration with the field operator such that the optimization

routine would generate solutions with a realistic heel–toe orientation with respect to the

planned location of the platform. In our model, the reservoir characteristics and shale

distribution yield an irregular reservoir boundary with many grid blocks inactive. The

projection shown in Figure 3.15 takes this into account and only projects infeasible heels

or toes onto active grid blocks inside the corresponding bound area.
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heel

toefeasible toeinfeasible

Figure 3.15: Example of projection of infeasible well toe coordinate onto corresponding feasible

bound area.

Pseudo–code for optimization procedure. This section describes the optimization pro-

cedure applied in this work using pseudo–code presentations. In Algorithm 2 we describe

the implementation of the joint and sequential fixed approaches without non–linear con-

straint handling. Algorithm 3 expands the routine presented in Algorithm 2 by adding the

sequence of projection operators that handle non–linear constraints on the well placement

variables. Recall that the addition of non–linear constraints to treat well coordinates is

computationally inexpensive since the enforcement of these constraints does not require

any reservoir flow simulations. For computationally expensive constraints one can use ap-

proaches such as the filter method (Echeverría Ciaurri et al., 2011a). For clarity, on some

occasions, the well position and control variables xp and xc are denoted together as x in

algorithms 2 and 3. We end this section with brief descriptions of the solution processes

represented by these two algorithms.

As mentioned before, Algorithm 2 describes the overall solution procedure of the joint

and sequential fixed approaches without the non–linear constraint implementation. As

such, the differences between Algorithm 2 and 3 represent the algorithmic development

of the work from Chapter 2 to the current Chapter 3 implementation. In Algorithm 2, the

well placement part of the procedure is represented by the while loop operating between

lines 1 and 7. The body of this while loop contains the conditional statement that either

performs a control optimization at the given well placement iterate xi
p, i.e., solves for

x∗
c = argmin

xc∈Rm

− FOPT
(
xi
p,xc

)
,

or uses the fixed control settings x0
c to compute FOPT

(
xi
p,x

0
c

)
. Obviously, actuating the

first alternative of this statement means we are implementing the joint approach, while en-

gaging the second alternative during the well placement search constitutes the implemen-

tation of the sequential approach. (The conditional treatment when using a reactive control

strategy is homologous to the one described here for fixed controls.) For the sequential

approach, lines 8 to 9 describe the additional optimization of controls performed after a

solution has been obtained from the well placement routine.

Algorithm 3 details the progression of the optimization procedure subject to the well–
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length, well–distance and reservoir–bounds constraints. Recall that in this algorithm, the

iterative sequence of projection operators is represented by P (xi
p). Which implementation

of the well–length constraint that is applied during optimization is given before the pro-

cedure starts. In Algorithm 3, the conditional statement previously given in lines 1 to 7 in

Algorithm 2 is now present between lines 6 and 10. Now, before entering this statement,

we have our projection operator P acting upon the well placement iterate xi
p. This activity

is described by line 3 of Algorithm 3,

xi
p = P (xi

p),

which represents the iterative sequence of projection operators applied onto the well coor-

dinates in xi
p advanced by the well placement procedure (functioning from line 1). Line 3

is applied to each well coordinate iterate xi
p until all constraints are satisfied, or a maxi-

mum number of loops has been reached.

Next, in Section 3.5, we present the results obtained from the application of Algo-

rithm 3 when using the work model developed for the Martin Linge oil reservoir.

Algorithm 2 Optimization procedure for both joint and sequential approach. Well posi-

tion and control parts of iterative trial solution given as xi
p and xi

c, respectively.

Require: Specify whether running joint or sequential approach, provide initial well po-

sition and controls: x0 = (x0
p,x

0
c).

Ensure: Improved solution for well position and control: x∗ = (x∗
p,x

∗
c).

{Optimal controls at position iterate xi
p obtained by solving

x∗
c = argmin

xc∈Rm

− FOPT
(
xi
p,xc

)
using the SNOPT solver.}

{Embedded optimization:}

1: while searching for x∗ do
2: if joint approach then
3: solve for x∗

c at xi
p, use FOPT

(
xi
p,x

∗
c

)
4: else if sequential approach then
5: compute FOPT

(
xi
p,x

0
c

)
6: end if
7: end while

{Additional optimization of controls:}

8: if sequential approach then
9: solve for x∗

c at x∗
p, use FOPT

(
x∗
p,x

∗
c

)
10: end if
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Algorithm 3 Optimization procedure for both joint and sequential approach subject to

non–linear constraints on well placement variables. Well position and control parts of it-

erative trial solution given as xi
p and xi

c, respectively. The iterative sequence of projection

operators for non–linear constraint handling is represented by P (xi
p).

Require: Specify whether running joint or sequential approach, provide initial well po-

sition and controls: x0 = (x0
p,x

0
c), specify choice of well–length constraint during

optimization: Pwl ∈ {PA
wl, P

B
wl, P

C
wl}, or only PC

wl applied at end of procedure.

Ensure: Improved solution for well position and control: x∗ = (x∗
p,x

∗
c), x

∗
p satisfies all

non–linear constraints given in (3.3).

{Optimal controls at position iterate xi
p obtained by solving

x∗
c = argmin

xc∈Rm

− FOPT
(
xi
p,xc

)
using the SNOPT solver.}

{Embedded optimization with non–linear constraints:}

1: while searching for x∗ do
2: for well coordinate iterate xi

p do
3: xi

p = P (xi
p)

4: until all constraints satisfied or maximum number of loops reached

5: end for

6: if joint approach then
7: solve for x∗

c at xi
p, use FOPT

(
xi
p,x

∗
c

)
8: else if sequential approach then
9: compute FOPT

(
xi
p,x

0
c

)
10: end if
11: end while

{Additional optimization of controls:}

12: if sequential approach then
13: solve for x∗

c at x∗
p, use FOPT

(
x∗
p,x

∗
c

)
14: end if
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3.5 Optimization results

This section describes the results obtained from the application of the optimization proce-

dure. It starts with a description of the different optimization runs performed with the AD–

GPRS work model (recall this model uses the 1200 day production time frame). In total,

nine different joint and sequential optimization runs have been performed using different

configurations for the well–length constraint. One table and two sets of function evolution

graphs are used to present the main results from these optimization runs. The solutions

are described in terms of their final objective function value and performance. Further-

more, comparisons are made between the results obtained using the joint and the sequen-

tial approaches. We then implement the solutions obtained using the work model on the

Eclipse field case model. The results from this transfer of solutions are presented in a ta-

ble where both the entire solution (x∗), i.e., the well placement (x∗
p) and the well control

part (x∗
c), and then only the well placement part, are tested on the field case model. We

select the best–performing solution from the transfer table, in terms of final objective

function value, and plot the saturation maps for this solution at different times using the

commercial simulator.

3.5.1 Optimization runs

Our optimization procedure has developed a total of nine well placement and control so-

lutions using the AD–GPRS work model. Table 3.5 shows the final objective function

values for these solutions, in addition to the corresponding well lengths. Function evolu-

tion graphs for sequential and joint solutions are presented in figures 3.16 and 3.17 (these

figures will be described in further detail at a later point). The graphs presented in these

figures correspond to joint and sequential optimization runs using different configurations

of projection operators. That is, these runs are the result of launching different config-

urations of the optimization procedure described in Algorithm 3 (page 90). Of the nine

solutions, four are obtained using the sequential approach, while five solutions were devel-

oped using the joint approach. Joint and sequential runs are denoted by names "JNT" and

"FXD", respectively. Additionally, the name for each individual solution indicates which

configuration of projection operators (see Section 3.4.3: Non–linear constraint handling,

page 84) that was applied during the optimization. While the use of well–bound and inter–

well distance operators Prb and Pwd is the same for all solutions, there are four possible

implementations for the well–length operator Pwl: "OPT2", "OPT", and "CUT" corre-

spond to PA
wl, P

B
wl, and PC

wl being applied during the optimization procedure, respectively,

while "M1" means that a PC
wl projection (with an added lower bound) is applied only once,

at the end of the optimization iteration.

Description of results shown in Table 3.5. Table 3.5 shows the final objective func-

tion values (FOPT), total number of reservoir simulations (nsims), and corresponding

well lengths for each of the nine solutions. Well lengths for all solutions are shown in

columns 4 to 7. Solution values associated with the sequential and joint approaches are

shown in the upper and lower half of the table, respectively. For comparison, values as-

sociated with the initial well configuration, referred to as “BASECASE”, are given in

the first row in Table 3.5. All objective function values in this table are normalized rel-
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Table 3.5: FOPT and well lengths corresponding to the well placement solutions for joint and

sequential runs. The total number of reservoir simulations run by at each optimization is also

given. The upper level title “AD–GPRS1200” refers to the fact that the results in this table are

obtained using the AD–GPRS work model approximation, run using the 1200 day production

time frame. Initial base case values for FOPT and well lengths are provided for comparison.

Solution AD–GPRS1200

FOPT Well lengths [m](
x∗
p,x

0
c

) (
x∗
p,x

∗
c

)
nsims WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

BASECASE 1.000 1.011 - 1439 1247 1409 0874

FXD1M1 1.193 1.208 0708 1500 1500 1500 1200

FXD2OPT 1.298 1.315 1144 1364 1139 1299 1358

FXD2OPT2 1.268 1.272 1343 1129 1202 1295 1362

FXD2CUT 1.225 1.234 0905 1129 1202 1373 1069

JNT2M1 - 1.334 5692 1500 1500 1500 1200

JNT1M1 - 1.308 2873 1500 1500 1500 1200

JNT2OPT - 1.329 9727 1088 1474 1299 1316

JNT2OPT2 - 1.307 9633 1129 1142 1302 1155

JNT2CUT - 1.294 6798 1129 1034 1299 1271
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ative to the initial FOPT value for BASECASE, i.e., FOPT(x0
p,x

0
c). For the sequential

approach, we also provide the objective function values before the final optimization of

well controls, i.e., FOPT(x∗
p,x

0
c), and after control optimization, i.e., FOPT(x∗

p,x
∗
c). Note

that runs JNT2M1, JNT1M1 and FXD1M1 were developed without restrictions on well

length during optimization. However, once these iterations finished, the well lengths cor-

responding to these solutions were projected onto upper and lower bounds of 1500 and

1200 meters. The objective function values for these solutions were then recalculated us-

ing the new well lengths. In the following, we will compare the joint and sequential runs.

(The JNT1M1 run is not included in this comparison because this solution is an alternative

version of the JNT2M1 run, which will be discussed separately at a later point.)

Joint vs. sequential approach: Comparison of mean FOPT values from Table 3.5.
For the sequential runs, the second column values, i.e., FOPT(x∗

p,x
∗
c), in the upper half of

Table 3.5, result from an optimization of controls performed after a well placement con-

figuration has been found using fixed controls. Taking the mean of these values, and com-

paring them to the initial well placement and control configuration (first–column FOPT

value corresponding to BASECASE), we obtain a mean increase in FOPT of almost 26%

for the sequential runs. Continuing towards the bottom half of Table 3.5, we see that the

corresponding joint solutions have higher FOPT increases than their sequential counter-

parts. The FOPT(x∗
p,x

∗
c) values for the joint solutions result in a mean increase in FOPT

of close to 33% over the initial configuration. In summary, we have that for this particu-

lar problem case, the solutions obtained using the joint approach yield, on average, a 7%

higher FOPT increase compared to the solutions obtained using the sequential approach.

Influence of control optimization in each approach. For each of the sequential opti-

mization runs, the increase due to the final optimization of controls is found by compar-

ing the values in the FOPT(x∗
p,x

0
c) column against those in the FOPT(x∗

p,x
∗
c) column.

From Table 3.5 we have that the mean increase these runs receive due to their sole opti-

mization of controls at the end is somewhat above 1% (Roughly, the increases are 1.5%

for FXD1M1, 1.7% for FXD2OPT, 0.4% for FXD2OPT2 and 0.9% for FXD2CUT.)

These increases are comparable to the increase obtained when optimizing the controls us-

ing the initial well configuration (which is 1.1%, see first row). For this particular problem

case then, we have that the yields from control optimization when using the initial well

configuration, or any of the final well configurations obtained from the sequential runs,

are modest. Interestingly, from function evolution data for the joint runs, we observe that

the control routine when embedded within the well placement search, yields, on average,

considerable higher increases when applied over whole ranges of different well place-

ment trial solutions. For all the trial solutions in each of the joint runs, Table 3.6 shows

the mean increases in FOPT associated with the control optimization part only. Corre-

sponding standard deviations are also given. Roughly, the data show that when using the

joint approach, each well placement trial solution obtains a general improvement in ob-

jective function value due to the inner–loop control procedure of, on average, 7.5%. This

could be an indication that the control routine is compensating for less promising well

locations, as also noted for the much simpler case in Section 2.4.1 (page 26). A final note

is that the mean FOPT increase due to the embedded optimization of controls is main-

tained throughout the entire well placement search for all joint runs. However, we see

from the relatively large standard deviations for all runs in Table 3.6 that the magnitude
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of the contributions is unevenly distributed among the trial solutions.

Table 3.6: Mean increases in FOPT resulting from embedded control optimization during joint

runs. 〈ΔFOPT〉tsolnscntrl represents the mean FOPT increase associated with the control optimization

part only, averaged over all trial solutions (tsolns) that are performed during a joint run.

Solution 〈ΔFOPT〉tsolnscntrl

[%] σ

JNT2M1 7.6 3.8

JNT2OPT 7.6 3.2

JNT2OPT2 8.5 4.0

JNT2CUT 6.2 3.7

Mean 7.5 3.7

Cost of joint vs. sequential approach. The gains obtained from the implementation of

the joint approach must be balanced against the computational cost involved in performing

the additional control optimizations. Due to the embedded control routines, the joint ap-

proach is significantly more costly in terms of total number of reservoir simulations that

need to be performed during the optimization procedure. From Table 3.5 we have that the

mean total number of reservoir simulations required by the joint runs is almost 7 times

higher than the mean number of reservoir simulations required by the sequential runs.

This is an important factor for real field applications where reservoir simulations are very

time consuming. In such a case, a sequential approach might be a better choice to optimize

for well locations.

Influence of different well–length constraint implementations. Different implementa-

tions of the well–length constraint have been used in this work (see Section 3.4.3: Non–

linear constraint handling, page 84). A pair of joint and sequential optimization runs have

each been launched using one of four possible implementations for the well–length op-

erator Pwl. Using Table 3.5, we confirm that, as expected, the joint solutions are higher

than their sequential counterparts within each of these joint–sequential pairs of runs. This

result is interesting because, in practical applications, users may launch the optimization

procedure using very different well–length constraint formulations.

Trade–off between constraints and approaches. For expensive problems, an attractive

option to accelerate the optimization process might be to launch an optimization run using

the configuration that only imposes the well–length constraint at the end of the iteration,

i.e., the “M1” implementation. From Table 3.5 we see that the M1 solutions require the

least number of reservoir simulations for each type of approach, i.e., 5692 and 708 for

the joint and sequential M1 solutions, respectively. However, while the joint M1 solution

yields the highest FOPT among all solutions in our case, the M1 solution corresponding

to the sequential approach yields the lowest final objective function value. Not enough

data is available to support a choice, but based only on the two current data points, it

appears the simpler implementation of the well–length constraint is more amenable for
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use when performing an optimization using the joint approach. Alternatively, the more

sophisticated well–length constraint implementations (e.g., “OPT2” or “OPT”) could be

chosen using either approach. From a practical point of view, even though using either one

of these constraint implementations increases the cost of the optimization, there seems to

be no major difficulty in applying them with the less costly sequential approach to achieve

acceptable results.

Function evolution graphs. The trade–off between greater FOPT and computational

cost is apparent when comparing the function evolution graphs for both approaches. Fig-

ures 3.16 and 3.17 both show the objective function evolution graphs for all the joint and

sequential runs. In each figure, the joint and sequential function evolution curves are plot-

ted in separate graphs (curves corresponding to the sequential solutions are plotted on

the left graphs while curves from the joint runs are plotted on the graphs to the right). In

Figure 3.16, all function evolution curves are plotted with respect to the number of objec-

tive function evaluation calls. In Figure 3.17, the same function evolution data is plotted

but this time with respect to the cumulative number of reservoir simulations performed

during the optimization procedure (recall that in the joint approach an objective function

evaluation is equal to a control optimization that typically requires several reservoir sim-

ulations). Consequently, Figure 3.16(a) is equal to Figure 3.17(a), since a cost function

evaluation for the sequential approach only requires one reservoir simulation. (Though

equal, we plot both graphs to complement the joint–sequential figure array.) Taking par-

ticular note of the x–axis scaling in these figures, we confirm the substantially higher cost

of the optimization procedure, in terms of total number of reservoir simulations, when the

procedure uses the joint approach compared to when it uses the sequential approach.
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Figure 3.16: Function evolution as a function of number of function calls for 3.16(a) sequential

and 3.16(b) joint runs.

Performance cost function evolution graphs. From the graphs in Figure 3.16 we can

compare the function evolutions curves corresponding to the sequential solutions, shown

in Figure 3.16(a), with the function evolution curves for the joint solutions, shown in

Figure 3.16(b). These curves are plotted with respect to the number of objective func-

tion evaluations performed by the well placement optimization part of the procedure. The

comparison is then made in terms of cost function calls for each of the two approaches.
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Figure 3.17: Function evolution as a function of total number of reservoir simulations for 3.17(a)

sequential and 3.17(b) joint runs.

Comparing these graphs we notice each joint solution displays a better–performing func-

tion evolution curve, in terms of quicker progression and higher final FOPT, than their

corresponding sequential cost function curve.

Decrease in FOPT drop due to M1 well–length constraint implementation. From

figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) we can also observe the drop in final FOPT caused by imposing

the well–length restriction after the optimization iteration has ended (as mentioned, this

is the “M1” enforcement of the maximum well–length). The M1 configuration is applied

in optimization run FXD2M1 in Figure 3.16(a), and in run JNT2M1 in Figure 3.16(b).

(Since run JNT1M1 is a different version of JNT2M1, the general discussion regarding

the latter also applies to the former. However, the JNT1M1 run is discussed separately

below). Notice that a new optimization of controls is performed using the projected well

configuration with shorter well lengths. From the application of “M1” we notice the close

link between well length and oil recovery, in that the reduction in well lengths causes a

significant drop in FOPT for both solutions. Interestingly, the drop in FOPT is less for the

joint JNT2M1 run than for the sequential FXD2M1 run. (Several more data points would

be needed to further extrapolate based on these results7.)

Comparison of runs JNT2M1 and JNT1M1. Among the joint runs, JNT1M1 is a spe-

cial run in that it was launched using a setting of only 3 major iterations in the SNOPT

solver used to perform the embedded control optimization. All other joint runs, on the

other hand, were run using 6 major iterations in the embedded control routine. By com-

paring the JNT1M1 and JNT2M1 curves in Figure 3.16(b), we confirm that the two runs

require close to the same number of objective function evaluations. Moreover, we have

from Table 3.5 that the JNT2M1 solution, as expected, requires almost twice as many

reservoir simulations, 5692 in total, as the JNT1M1 run, which performs 2873 reservoir

simulations. This relationship is clearly seen in Figure 3.17(b).

The JNT1M1 run was launched to test whether a setting of only 3 major iterations

in SNOPT was enough to optimize for controls at various well configurations. (Control

optimizations embedded within the well placement search usually stop due to the tight

major iteration limit imposed on the SQP implementation.) In this regard, we see the
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Table 3.7: Performance, in terms of normalized FOPT, of solutions obtained using the AD–

GPRS work model (column one) when transferred to the Eclipse field case model (columns

two and three). Columns two and three result from the first and second type of transfer, respec-

tively. The first type of transfer refers to the implementation of both optimized well placement and

controls, while the second refers to the implementation of only the solution well configurations

alongside original field case simulator settings (xS
c ). Results in the second and third column are

normalized with respect to the FOPT obtained when running the BASECASE well configuration

using field case simulator settings for controls (this value is found in the first row in column three

of that table). The upper level title “FOPT1200” refers to the fact that the results in this table show

the FOPT obtained using the AD–GPRS work model approximation and the Eclipse field case

model, both run for the 1200 day production time frame.

Solution FOPT1200

AD–GPRS ECLIPSE(
x∗
p,x

∗
c

) (
x∗
p,x

∗
c

) (
x∗
p,x

S
c

)
BASECASE 1.011 0.984 1.000

FXD1M1 1.208 1.125 1.133

FXD2OPT 1.315 1.229 1.235

FXD2OPT2 1.272 1.195 1.219

FXD2CUT 1.234 1.156 1.176

JNT2M1 1.334 1.249 1.255

JNT2OPT 1.329 1.243 1.249

JNT2OPT2 1.307 1.230 1.233

JNT2CUT 1.294 1.215 1.215

lower setting performs sufficiently well to yield a function evolution curve comparable to

the one from JNT2M1. However, the decrease in FOPT after the well–length constraint is

imposed, is significantly larger for the JNT1M1 run than for the JNT2M1 solution. More

data would be needed from this test case to make further associations regarding how this

setting may affect joint runs with different constraint implementations. Notice, however,

that this discussion is related to our previous observation in Section 2.4.2 (page 34), re-

garding how an insufficient maximum number of major iterations may yield suboptimal

solutions. Finally, a setting of 6 major iterations was chosen for the application of the joint

approach because this setting was considered more stable with respect to the different im-

plementations of the well–length constraint and the range of different well placement trial

solutions.
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Transfer of results to Eclipse field case model

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, Section 3.1: Targets and strategy for application

development (page 42), one of the main targets for this optimization effort has been to

test the application of our methodology on a real field case. At this point, we therefore

shift our attention to focus on transferring the solutions obtained using the work model

on to the original Eclipse field case model. As treated previously in Section 3.3.3: Field

model transfer and validation (page 69), various approximations to original simulator

functions and model properties have been introduced into the work model. Consequently,

these approximations are an inherent part of the different solutions obtained using the

optimization framework. Due to the differences in the work model, a general decrease in

gains might be expected once the solutions are tested on the more complex, original field

case model running on the commercial simulator.

On a separate note, we have up to now described the results obtained from the opti-

mization procedure only in terms of performance, but have not yet treated the work model

solutions in reservoir engineering terms. Rather, in this work we perform this type of anal-

ysis (e.g., presentation of solution well trajectories with relevant production profiles) only

after the different solutions have been implemented on the original field case model. On

this point, we have decided based on our second strategy component that emphasizes

making as much of the current application effort as possible, accessible to the field devel-

opment work process of the operator. For this purpose, we devote the entire next chapter,

Chapter 4, to testing and analyzing all solutions subject to various considerations impor-

tant within the perspective of field development operations. In the following, we present

test results from the transfer of solutions on to the original Eclipse field case model. As

a prelude to the next chapter, at the end of this section we also present saturation maps

corresponding to the best–performing solution from the transfer process.

Description of transfer table. In Table 3.7 we compare how solutions obtained using

the AD–GPRS work model perform when transfered to the Eclipse field case model,

again validated for the 1200 day production scenario. As briefly commented, it is im-

portant to note that because the AD–GPRS work model is an approximation to the field

case model, some of the gains achieved by the optimization procedure using the work

model, are likely to decrease once the solutions are transferred to the Eclipse model. For

reference, in column one of Table 3.7, we again show the cost function values obtained

using the optimization procedure (these values have previously been presented in column

two of Table 3.5). The solutions obtained from the optimization procedure are imple-

mented in the field case model in two ways, or in two different types of transfer. In the

first type of transfer, both the well placement part of the solution, i.e., x∗
p, and the op-

timized well control settings, i.e., x∗
c , are implemented in the Eclipse field case model.

In a second type of transfer, only the well placement part of the solution is implemented

in the field case model. For both types of transfers, to implement the well placement

part of the solutions, we used the Petrel software to rebuild the well trajectories, i.e., to

find the completions that correspond to the solution well coordinates, and to compute

the associated well transmissibility factors. For the control part in the second type of

transfer, the Eclipse test simulations were run using the same simulator settings, i.e., no

approximations, as those used for the original field case model. These simulator settings
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are hereby referred to as xS
c . Specifically, implementing the original setting means man-

aging the production from the new well trajectories using the same standard simulator

well and group control functions as the original field case model, including the exact

same liquid and gas target/limit rates as before. Moreover, among other parameters that

were modified but are now in their original state, the implementation of original settings

also means that no modifications to aquifer pressure support are present, and that the

simulator gas rate allocation routine for artificial lift is used. Normalized FOPT values

resulting from the first and second type of transfer are shown in columns two and three

in Table 3.7, respectively. In Table 3.7, all results in the second column are normalized

with respect to the FOPT obtained when running the BASECASE well configuration us-

ing xS
c for controls (this value is found in the first row in column three of that table). All

results are obtained using the same 1200 day production time frame that was used in the

optimization procedure. In the following, we describe these results in detail.

Overall transfer of solutions. In Table 3.7, we see a general decrease in cost function

values once the solutions are transfered to the Eclipse field case model. Comparing the

first AD–GPRS column with the second Eclipse column, we notice that in this appli-

cation, the solutions obtained through the optimization procedure using the work model

yield lower field oil production totals once these solutions are implemented within the

field case model. As previously noted, the work model approximations introduced during

the validation process are likely the main reason why optimization gains are not fully

transferred from the work model solutions to the field case application.

An additional note is that, for the BASECASE well configuration in column two,

the application of optimized controls x∗
c yields an almost 2% drop in FOPT compared

to if we run the Eclipse simulation using original simulator settings, i.e., xS
c . (Observe

that column two values in Table 3.7 are normalized with respect to this latter value.) On

the other hand, we see from Table 3.7 that x∗
c , which was obtained from the gradient-

based routine, originally yields about a 1% increase in FOPT when using the work model.

Recall also that the work model prediction for total oil production using the equivalent

simulator settings, validated using the 5174 day time frame, differs with the field case

model prediction by about 6%. Overall, these values give a measure of the discrepancy

that can occur when using an approximation during optimization, and then utilizing the

obtained solutions on the original model.

Second column values in transfer table. Notably, we see that joint runs still out–

perform sequential runs after the transfers of solutions to the field case model. From

column two, the joint solutions yield a mean increase in FOPT of slightly more than 25%.

In comparison, the sequential solutions yield, on average, an increase in FOPT of some-

what less than 20%. (Note mean increases of values within each column are computed

relative to their respective BASECASE values, e.g., for the means above the BASECASE

value of 0.984 is used.) Compared to the results obtained using the work model, the mean

FOPT gain associated with the joint solutions has dropped by 8%, from 33% to 25%, for

the first type of transfer to the Eclipse field case model. Similarly, for the same transfer

process, the mean FOPT gain associated with the sequential solutions has dropped by

about 6%, from 26% to 20%.

Third column values in transfer table. FOPT values presented in the third column are

obtained using only the well placement part of each solution, i.e., x∗
p. Joint solutions in
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this column yield a mean increase in FOPT of about 24%, while sequential runs yield a

mean FOPT increase of 19%. An important point to consider for further testing is that the

joint solutions in this column, even tough for this type of transfer only the well placement

part of the solutions is implemented, still out–perform their sequential counterparts by, on

average, 5% higher FOPT. The best joint and sequential solutions from this column yield

increases in FOPT of 25.5% and 23.5%, respectively.

Further testing of solutions. At this point, our second strategy component encourages

us to move forward with the testing of the obtained solutions on the field model to further

examine the applicability of the results. Additionally, an important goal is to assess how

the solutions perform once tested for a greater set of field development considerations be-

sides those specified in the optimization scope. These issues will be explored extensively

in the next chapter.

Here we take a first step in this direction by further examining the results from column

three of Table 3.7 (in addition to the best solution from this set). At this point, and for fur-

ther testing, we choose to use the type two transfer solutions, i.e., those that only include

the implementation of x∗
p. Two main reasons for this choice are that results from these

solutions are higher when considering the original field case implementation, as seen in

Table 3.7, and that this testing setup uses the production schedule (Eclipse terminology

for well control strategy) originally devised for the Martin Linge field development. Im-

portantly, we consider this latter point a strong argument for achieving the main second

target (Section 3.1.1) of this entire application effort. (Also, keep in mind that the joint

runs in this set of test solutions is still significantly higher than the sequential runs, so

arguably some optimality from the embedded nature of the approach is still retained even

for this partial transfer.)

Extension of column three results from Table 3.7. In Table 3.8, the FOPT results from

the third column in Table 3.7 are presented along with the differences in well oil produc-

tion total (WOPT) compared to the production from the wells in the initial configuration.

Table 3.8 is here reproduced from Chapter 4 because we wanted to connect the treatment

of optimization solutions in this chapter to the further testing of these solutions in Chap-

ter 4. The same applies for the associated saturation maps presented next. Results from

Table 3.8 and associated maps are therefore only commented briefly here, and will be

further described in Chapter 4.

Though field–wise increases for the different runs in Table 3.8 are similar, the con-

tributions from each of the wells varies substantially between solutions. In general, the

four solutions with the highest FOPT value (in decreasing order: JNT2M1, JNT2OPT,

FXD2OPT and JNT2OPT2), include relative WOPT increases of more than 50% and

150% at both their B and D wells (compared to corresponding BASECASE wells). From

Table 3.8 we see that, overall, the increases from the B wells do not, to any large degree,

diminish the production from their neighboring A wells. The increases from the D wells,

on the other hand, do significantly influence the production of their adjacent C wells. The

different well trajectories, as well as their relative positioning, are shown in Figure 3.18.

Introduction to saturation maps. In Figure 3.18 we present the saturation maps at

different times that correspond to the best solution from Table 3.8, i.e., JNT2M1. These

saturation data are obtained from the field case Eclipse model, and plotted using Petrel.

The saturation maps shown in Figure 4.2 are contour–height maps created by multiplying
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3.5 Optimization results

Table 3.8: Transfer results given as percentage increases in field and well oil production total for

the field case model, ΔFOPT and ΔWOPT, respectively. Values correspond to the 1200 day pro-

duction horizon used for optimization. Field increases and well changes are given for all solutions

relative to corresponding base case total oil production values.

Solution ECLIPSE1200

(
x∗
p,x

S
c

)
ΔFOPT ΔWOPT

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

FXD1M1 13.3 2.4 56.6 1.2 44.5

FXD2OPT 23.5 4.5 57.9 -16.7 171.4

FXD2OPT2 21.9 0.9 46.6 -16.9 177.2
FXD2CUT 17.6 0.9 44.0 -12.5 133.7

JNT2M1 25.5 -0.1 99.8 -12.5 150.6

JNT2OPT 24.9 3.2 67.1 -13.5 167.5

JNT2OPT2 23.3 3.0 63.1 -12.7 156.0

JNT2CUT 21.5 0.9 47.6 -13.6 162.1

porosity with oil saturation at a given time t. (This representation is further explained in

Chapter 4.) Notice that for this figure, we also let the simulation run for the entire pro-

duction time frame of 5174 days, which is the time horizon originally planned for the

field case development. Oil saturations are therefore given at times t = 0, 1200 and 5174
days. In total, we then have six oil saturation maps, three that correspond to recovery using

the wells from the initial configuration (top row), and three maps that show production

using the wells from the JNT2M1 solution (bottom row).

Saturation maps for best solution: JNT2M1. In Figure 3.18, well trajectories cor-

responding to the JNT2M1 solution are shown in red, while initial well trajectories are

shown in black. In Figure 3.18 we see how the B well from the JNT2M1 solution targets

a somewhat isolated oil accumulation in the eastern part of the reservoir. The increased

recovery produced by this re–positioning is a significant factor contributing to the overall

increase in FOPT for this solution. We also see that the D well in this solution is longer

and has a trajectory that is much closer to the C well. The greater drainage area now avail-

able to the solution D well accounts for much of its significant increase in oil production.

However, its new location causes a decrease in oil production from the C well.

Before we proceed to the further testing of solutions in Chapter 4, we discuss some

particular topics arising from this work.
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Chapter 3. Joint Optimization Applied to a Real Field Case

Figure 3.18: Oil saturation maps (HuPhiSo) at 0, 1200 and 5174 days of production. Above:

Base case wells; below: JNT2M1 solution wells. Scales have been normalized for confidentiality

reasons.
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3.6 Discussion and suggestions for further work

In this final section of this chapter, we treat some of the topics arising from the optimiza-

tion work and application process. The following topics are discussed: role of embed-

ded control routine during well placement search; role of non–linear constraints during

well placement optimization; critique of sequential constraint handling; and collaboration

work.

Role of embedded control routine during well placement search

Results from embedded optimization. We have seen that the mean difference between

final cost function values obtained using the joint and sequential approaches is of about

7% (see page 93). Furthermore, we have that embedded control optimization provides

each well placement iterate an average increase in cost function of somewhat more than

7% (see page 93). A question that will be treated in further work is whether the differ-

ence between joint and sequential final cost function values will increase if the embedded

control optimization problem is of a more complex nature than the ones dealt with in this

work. If the embedded problem is more complex, we might expect a greater gain at each

well placement trial solution due to the embedded optimization compared to using fixed

controls or a reactive control strategy. Below we briefly discuss the topic of more com-

plex formulations for the control optimization problem, and a possible implementation of

inflow control valves for the development of the Martin Linge oil reservoir.

Increased gain from embedded control routine due to greater problem complexity.
The topic to be explored in the future is whether there will be a greater benefit from

solving the embedded problem through optimization, if the problem involved is more

complex. The idea is that the added complexity is likely to make fixed–control settings,

or the use of heuristic control strategies, much less effective at a greater number of well

placement trial solutions. The most obvious source for increased complexity to the type

of continuous control optimization problems treated in this work is the inclusion of non–

linear production constraints. Dealing with a more complex problem is not a point in

itself, but rather, it is the result of more interesting, i.e, realistic, production scenarios

often requiring more advanced configurations. A single aspect of problem configuration

that may become more advanced and require the use of optimization techniques is the

formulation of the objective function. For instance, the control problem formulation used

in the latter work in this thesis is relatively straightforward, aimed at increasing cumulative

oil production only. More interesting problem formulations could simply mean replacing

the cost function definition from FOPT to net present value (NPV) as the objective for

control optimization. NPV formulations involve computing revenue from total oil pro-

duction (often with a discount factor), and may include one or several cost parameters as-

sociated with facilities and the production (and injection, if present) of water. As discussed

in Chapter 2, these problem configurations are harder to solve for optimally using reactive

control procedures. Overall, production problems that involve complex formulations are

likely to decrease the effectiveness of simpler, e.g, heuristic, techniques, and this may

increase the advantage of implementing a joint approach for well placement and control

optimization.
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Role of non–linear constraints during well placement optimization

Different well–length constraint implementations. The solutions from this chapter

have been developed using different configurations of the well–length constraint. Most

of these configurations have implemented the well–length constraint during the optimiza-

tion procedure, while an additional configuration imposes the maximum well–length con-

straint only after the optimization procedure is completed. The different implementations

of the constraint have been applied for both the joint and sequential approaches. From the

function evolution curves (see figures 3.16 and 3.17 on page 95), we noticed that the de-

crease due to the a posteriori well–length constraint enforcement is somewhat less severe

for the two joint runs (runs JNT2M1 and JNT1M1) compared to the drop observed for

the sequential solution (FXD1M1). (Note that a new control optimization is performed

after the well lengths in these runs are reduced. However, for each graph in question,

the increase due to this new control optimization is small compared to the drop in cost

function.)

At this point it is important to note that we do not consider the above results to be in

any sense sufficient to make any further claims regarding the different constraint imple-

mentations. However, these results give us an idea for further work, which we describe

below. It could be these results are an indication that cost function values obtained using

the joint approach are less susceptible to certain changes in only one type of variable,

in this case, changes corresponding to well length. This apparent robustness may be the

result of joint solutions effectively integrating well trajectories with individual well con-

trol settings. As discussed in Chapter 2, page 15, the joint approach searches the space

of control–optimized well locations, and a joint solution can therefore claim (local) op-

timality with respect to both types of variables. Consequently, the optimal control part

of a joint solution may help mitigate a drop in the final cost function value, if this drop

is primarily caused by only a relatively minor change in the well placement part of the

solution, i.e., a decrease in well length. The above discussion is solely based on a few data

points. Further work is necessary to properly test whether this property is present.

Critique of sequential constraint handling

In this work, the series of projections dealing with non–linear constraints on well place-

ment variables has been implemented as a sequence of projection operators (see Sec-

tion 3.4.3: Methodology, page 84). Handling projection operators in this manner may not

be efficient since a sequential handling of constraints cannot ensure the final projection is

orthogonal to the common solution space. An alternative way is to handle the feasibility

constraints concurrently. If we treated all constraints associated with well placement co-

ordinates, i.e., bounds, well–distance and well–length constraints, as one projection task,

we could possibly improve the performance of the constraint–handling procedure. In our

case, this would mean including all constraints into a single problem formulation that

solved for the minimum distance to the feasibility bound. This reformulation will be the

subject for further work.
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Collaboration work

Problem translation. To achieve the stated goals for this application (see Section 3.1:

Targets and strategy for application development, page 42), an effective collaboration

between research partner and industry operator is key. During the course of this work

we established a close collaboration with the group of engineers from Total E&P Norge

AS assigned with planning the development of the Martin Linge oil reservoir. This collab-

oration enabled us to have ample access to the reservoir model (e.g., both as Eclipse model

and as numerous Petrel projects), and facilitated information transfer and quality feed-

back. Moreover, the open–ended interaction was important to efficiently set up and treat

specific design issues, e.g., we held various meetings and received clear information about

the type of constraints that should be applied to the well placement coordinates. Further-

more, input from the group was instrumental for the work model validation process. How-

ever, despite the steadfast commitment to collaboration work from the operator team, the

process of settling on various specific parameters that ultimately define the optimization

problem was challenging. The challenges, from our research point of view, were often

linked to not having sufficient understanding about the reservoir and/or knowledge about

underlying assumptions and motivations regarding the development of the asset8. In the

following we offer a broad outline of the tasks of problem definition and knowledge trans-

lation, based on the accomplishment of these tasks in this work, and then propose a collab-

oration procedure that may improve the performance of these tasks in future applications.

A very broad background for the application work conducted in this thesis is that,

to foster innovation within the petroleum industry, research work needs to be challenged

with realistic definitions of operation (i.e., real–life) problems (Lægreid, 2001). The gen-

eral issue we focus on here is that these operation problems need to be specified as pre-

cisely as possible for the application of research to be effective. Based on this background,

and our experience during the course of this work, we argue that obtaining a useful so-

lution from the application of research on such a problem, requires that we perform a

functional translation of the operation problem and the knowledge embedded in it. Im-

portantly, with a functional translation we mean a work process that not only transfers

the technical description, but also attempts to incorporate the intent and purpose of the

operation problem into the end–formulation of the application problem. A primary goal

of any collaboration work then, should be that this end–formulation of the application

problem, stated using standard notation for mathematical programming, embodies those

fundamental aspects mentioned for the operation problem. In our opinion, to achieve this

end, a perceptive collaboration effort is required that combines specialized knowledge

contributions from both the operator and research side, and that can also facilitate the

flow of expert knowledge from one side to the other.

Further work in this regard could be the development of a test procedure where the

research and reservoir team would work together on a rough visualization of the (well

placement) problem search space. The idea is that over several work iterations the vi-

sualization will become a customized problem formulation. We end this section with a

suggestion for such an iterative test procedure.

Test procedure for problem definition. The test procedure we are suggesting targets the

translation process. The overriding motive is to meet the reservoir team halfway and to
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enable them to re–express their conceptualizations within an optimization context. The

visual representation is a simple way to make the end–formulation accessible to the engi-

neers. For example, for the well placement problem, the visualization would show bounds

and non–linear constraints. Importantly, through a graphical user interface, for example,

it would enable the engineering team to directly manipulate the shape and parameters of

these end–formulation concepts. Using the visualization, well placement constraint pa-

rameters, in this example, can then be overlapped with operation problem specifications.

The procedure is thought to be applied in a stepwise manner. Again for the well place-

ment problem, once search regions, individual well and inter–well length and distance

relationships, in addition to feasible depth intervals, have all been manipulated graphi-

cally by the reservoir team, trial optimization runs using the specified constraints would

be performed. These runs would not run reservoir simulations. Rather, the optimization

algorithm would use random number generators as cost functions, or possibly an analytic

function based on the particular problem (without the ambition of being a surrogate). At

this point, the idea is to launch a large number of trial optimization runs to resolve any

issues that may be linked to the feasible space currently defined, and if possible, make the

optimization process more effective, e.g., by tuning. Importantly, the very quick turn–over

for each trial runs allows for several instances of the configuration–test cycle to be per-

formed, which enables the developing problem formulation to be re–assessed and updated

after each instance. This means one testing phase of the procedure would be followed by

a new work iteration with the operator team where the current problem formulation would

be evaluated. After each instance, the reservoir team would provide feedback, add to and

further tune the visualized problem formulation following their own technical specifica-

tions, until the knowledge that they consider the most important about the operation prob-

lem, including some of the original intent and purpose, are sufficiently represented. At

this point we would launch the optimization proper using reservoir simulations. A dedi-

cated collaboration test procedure as the one described above could be a way to develop

end–formulations that are highly tuned to the business needs of the operator.

The next chapter deals with the testing of obtained solutions on the real field case

model.
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Chapter 4
Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

This chapter tests the well placement solutions developed in the previous chapter on the

original base case Eclipse model for the Martin Linge oil reservoir. We start by intro-

ducing the eight solution cases that have resulted from implementing various solutions

within the field case model. Each simulation case is then studied individually. For each

case, we plot the corresponding well placement configuration against the base case wells.

Oil recovery at the different time horizons used in this work (i.e., 1200 and 5174 days) are

presented using saturation maps. Also, for the different configurations, production pro-

files are given to study the performance of each well. Results from the simulation cases

are then studied collectively. For the two production time frames, we provide tables pre-

senting field and well oil production totals for each case. We then plot the increases in

field oil production totals, and the changes in well oil production totals, corresponding to

each of the solution cases, against the sum and individual well lengths associated with

each well configuration, respectively. Finally, all solution cases are tested over a multi-

ple realization scenario. From these tests, we provide tables presenting expected values

(represented by 〈 〉 delimiters), along with associated standard deviations, of field and

well oil production totals for each case. We end this chapter with trying the application of

simple heuristic rules to modify the well configurations obtained using the optimization

procedure. In this context, the application of heuristic rules (thought to be created using

expert knowledge about the development) is seen as a way to modify and/or adapt the

obtained solutions according to engineering considerations that were not part of the opti-

mization process. In the following section we start our treatment of the individual solution

cases.

4.1 Test results from solution cases
Results from eight simulation cases are presented. Importantly, the results from these so-

lution cases are obtained using the exact model and simulation parameters (including well

control settings) as those applied in the original base case model used for validation (see

Section 3.3.3: Field model transfer and validation, page 69). This means that for the eight

solution cases, the only parameters that are different from the base case settings are the

well names and the well connection factors associated with the new well grid blocks (i.e.,
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only the WELSPECS and COMPDAT Eclipse keywords are modified).

Each simulation case has a well configuration that corresponds to one of the well

placement solutions from the optimization effort (Section 3.5, page 91). More specifi-

cally, each well placement solution obtained from our methodology provides all the heel

and toe coordinates needed to make the well configuration for a simulation case. To cre-

ate the actual well trajectories for the new configuration, we transfer the coordinates to

Petrel (Schlumberger, 2012c). Petrel is an industry–standard software platform used for

regular petroleum engineering tasks such as grid parameter visualization and well design.

Once heel and toe coordinates are defined within the reservoir grid specified by Petrel,

we are able to design the well bore, determine which grid cells are traversed by the well

trajectories, and to calculate the well connection factors associated with each of the well

grid blocks. Finally, the entire reservoir model with the new well configuration is exported

from Petrel as an Eclipse reservoir simulation case.

Tables presenting simulation case parameters. Eight well placement solution have

been adapted to Eclipse simulation cases. The parametrization of some of the Eclipse key-

words used in these cases is shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2. We have selected these keywords

for presentation because they have the greatest relevance to the simulation cases and re-

sults presented in this section. The specificity of some of the data shown in the tables is

meant to help calibrate the results from this section to other simulations that may have

been run by Total E&P Norge AS with different model parameters. We reiterate that the

parameters shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2 are the original parameters without any of the

approximations introduced from the validation effort, and that all the results presented in

this section are based on reservoir simulations using these parameters.

Table 4.1 shows the main grid, simulation and fluid properties for the simulation runs.

The table presents production times, grid dimensions, number of active grid cells, and

the general dimension and set of keywords used in the configuration of the aquifer. We

notice that production from the B well starts 584 days after production start from the re-

maining A, C and D wells, and that the hysteresis option is on, which requires separate

tables for drainage and imbibition processes for both the water–oil and gas–oil saturation

functions (SWOF and SGOF, respectively).

Importantly, in this and subsequent sections, we consider two production time frames

when analyzing and comparing the results both between simulation cases and against

the base case. The first production time frame is the 1200 day production horizon used

for the optimization effort in Section 3.5, while the second production time frame is the

planned field model production horizon of 5174 days. Both these production horizons are

introduced in Table 4.1. During our discussion we should be aware that, when testing a

solution from the optimization effort in a field model simulation case, the well placement

configuration developed for this case is optimal with respect to the 1200 day production

time frame, and that some of this optimality is necessarily lost when testing the same case

for the larger production horizon. (During problem design, we attempted to reduce this

expected loss by selecting an optimization time frame that contained most of the reservoir

dynamics, e.g., a time after which production rates were observed to be near constant

when using the base case configuration; see Section 3.1, page 42, for further discussion

on this topic; and gas, oil and water well production rates for peak values in figures 6.1, 6.2
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and 6.3 in Appendix A, page 209.) Through the analyses in this and subsequent sections

we want to obtain a proper measure of the different increases achieved from the optimiza-

tion effort, while also find how well the production time frame approximation performs

on the intended field scale. For this reason, in the following we treat all simulation results

using both the reduced production time frame of 1200 days, and the planned field model

production horizon of 5174 days.

Table 4.2 shows the main Eclipse keyword parameters for well description and pro-

duction strategy. WELSPECS and COMPDAT are the main keywords used to define a

well. The first keyword specifies the preferred phase for the well and which well block

that should be used for bottom–hole pressure measurement. The second keyword specifies

which grid blocks the wells have perforated, and the well connection factors associated

with each of the perforations. A well definition is realized by specifying the state of the

well (OPEN or SHUT) using the WCONPROD keyword. If OPEN, this keyword furthermore

specifies the main control parameter for the well, e.g., gas, oil, water, liquid, bottom–

hole or tubing–head pressure, or if the well is to be subordinated to the controls of the

group the well belongs to (GRAT, ORAT, WRAT, BHP, THP, LRAT or GRUP control set-

tings, respectively). The control of wells as groups or subgroups, each with specific target

rates that also function as constraints for fluid production, is an important feature of the

original base case production strategy represented in Table 4.2. The grouping of wells

is specified in the GRUPTREE keyword, while the definition and enforcement of group

controls is handled by the GCONPROD keyword. We note that the information specified in

WELSPECS regarding the preferred phase of a well is used by the GCONPROD keyword

for well–group control handling during simulation (e.g., determining worst offending well

once a group production rate limit is exceeded; Schlumberger, 2012a). Furthermore, the

keywords LIFTOPT and WLIFTOPT are used to tune the rate of lift gas injected to boost

production from the individual wells. Resulting flow rates due to lift gas injection are cal-

culated using VFP tables (which VFP table is used at a well is given by the number in curly

parenthesis in the WCONPROD parameter specification). Further detailed descriptions of

keyword function and settings can be found in the Eclipse reference manual (Schlum-

berger, 2012a).

Section structure, individual and collective treatment of results. The first part of

this section, Section 4.1.1, treats the results from each of the simulation cases indepen-

dently. In this segment, the well placement configuration and production profiles for each

simulation case are compared against the well trajectories and production rate profiles

from the base case (see below). We refer to each simulation case using the name of

its corresponding well placement solution. Also, from hereon, the terms "solution" and

"simulation case" are used interchangeably. Solution results are analyzed using saturation

maps given at start of production (i.e., saturation data at 0 days), and after 1200 and 5174
days of production. Production profiles from the individual wells are plotted against base

case production curves. For confidentiality reasons, each of these performance profiles is

normalized with respect to the peak value of its corresponding base case profile. The solu-

tions covered are JNT2M1, FXD1M1, JNT2OPT, FXD2OPT, JNT2OPT2, FXD2OPT2,

JNT2CUT and FXD2CUT. (We cover the JNT1M1 solution within the discussion of the

JNT2M1 solution, since, except for only minor variations, the JNT1M1 and JNT2M1
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Table 4.1: The table shows main parameters for grid, simulation and fluid properties used for

all field test solution results in this work. The specificity of the data shown in the table is inten-

tional. This table, and Table 4.2, are meant to help compare the results from this work with other

simulation results that may have been obtained using different simulator settings.

ECLIPSE model simulations parameters

Grid properties
Grid dimensions (DIMENS) [ 59, 82, 76 ]

Number of active grid cells (ACTNUM) 51486

Analytic aquifer function Use of AQUCT, AQUANCON

Aquifer dimensions (AQUDIMS) [ 1, 1, 1, 36, 1, 9652, 1, 1 ]

Simulation setup
Production start (A, C, D wells) [date, days] [ 01 NOV 2016, 0000 ]

Production start (B well) [date, days] [ 01 JUN 2018, 0584 ]

Production end, optimization case [date, days] [ 14 FEB 2020, 1200 ]

Production end, field case [date, days] [ 31 JAN 2031, 5174 ]

Fluid properties
PVT functions

PVTO table (first line) [ 0, 1.0000, 1.0175, 5.652 ]

PVDG table (first line) [ 1, 1.1784, 0.0131 ]

Relative permeability

SATOPTS (RUNSPEC option) HYSTER

SWOF SGOF tables (first and last two lines):

SWOF Drainage table SWOF Imbibition table

[ 0.0800 0.0000 1.0000 10 ] [ 0.0800 0.0000 1.0000 1E-5 ]

[ 0.1830 0.0046 0.7228 03 ] [ 0.1830 0.0046 0.7228 3E-6 ]
...

...

[ 0.8090 0.2300 0.0000 1∗ ] [ 0.8090 0.2300 0.0000 7E-7 ]

[ 1.0000 0.2300 0.0000 00 ] [ 1.0000 0.2300 0.0000 E-00 ]

SGOF Drainage table SGOF Imbibition table

[ 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 00 ] [ 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 E-00 ]

[ 0.0300 0.0000 0.8900 00 ] [ 0.2440 0.5800 1.0000 E-00 ]
...

...

[ 0.8320 0.8020 0.0003 00 ] [ 0.7658 0.5362 0.0000 E-00 ]

[ 0.9200 0.9200 0.0000 00 ] [ 0.9200 0.9200 0.0000 E-00 ]
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Table 4.2: The table shows main parameters for Eclipse keywords related to well description

and production strategy (i.e., group and individual well controls and gas lift settings). VFP table

numbers are given in curly brackets in WCONPROD keyword settings.

ECLIPSE model simulations parameters

Well descriptions
Well specification (WELSPECS)

A and D wells (prefered phase) [ GASPROD (GAS) ]

B and C wells (prefered phase) [ OILPROD (OIL) ]

B well (prefered phase, from 01 AUG 2018) [ OILPROD (LIQ) ]

Completion data (COMPDAT)

Well connection factor, skin factor [ By Petrel, 15 ]

Well groups (GRUPTREE)

[ 1 : FIELD(2GROUPS) ] [ 3 : DUMMY2(GASPROD) ]

[ 2 : 2GROUPS(DUMMY2)) ] [ 4 : 2GROUPS(OILPROD)) ]

Production strategy
Group well–controls (GCONPROD)

For wells in group OILPROD:

[ ORAT, 05500, 1∗, 1.0E6, 05500 ] [ RATE, 4∗, RATE, RATE ]

For wells in group GASPROD:

[ GRAT, 10600, 1∗, 2.0E6, 10600 ] [ RATE, 4∗, RATE, RATE ]

For wells in group 2GROUPS:

[ ORAT, 10600, 1∗, 2.1E6, 10600 ] [ RATE, 4∗, RATE, RATE ]

Well–controls (WCONPROD)

For wells A, C, and D:

[ OPEN, GRUP, 1∗, 1∗, 1.5E6 ] [ 5500, 1∗, 70, 30, {3, 2, 4}, 4∗ ]

For B well:

[ OPEN, LRAT, 1∗, 1∗, 1.5E6 ] [ 5500, 1∗, 70, 30, {1}, 4∗ ]

WECON (all wells, from 01 NOV 2019) [ 2∗, 0.9800, 2∗, WELL ]

Gas lift

LIFTOPT [ 1000, 0.0, 0.0 ]

WLIFTOPT (all wells) [ YES, 500000, 1∗, −1.0 ]

Other runtime parameters
DRSDT [ 0.0001 ]

GEFAC [ FIELD, 0.92 ]
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solutions are very similar to one another.)

The second part of this section, Section 4.1.2, treats the results from the solutions in a

collective manner. Tables are given that present the relative increases in field and well oil

production totals at both the reduced production time frame of 1200 days, and at the field

model production time frame of 5174 days. Also in this segment, total field and well oil

production curves are compared to base case field cumulative profiles. In Section 4.1.3,

we plot the increases in field oil production total corresponding to each of the solutions,

against the difference in total production drains length between the given solution and

the base case well configuration. This final analysis represents the important trade–off

between higher recovery against the increased uncertainty associated with drilling longer

wells.

Presentation of results. Results are presented both in the form of saturation maps and

in terms of selected production profiles (see below for further description of oil saturation

HuPhiSo maps and selection of production curves). Both the configuration of the oil sat-

uration maps and the selection of production profiles presented in this section are based

on general guidelines from Total E&P Norge AS about what types of information content

are common and useful from an industry perspective. Emphasis has been put on making

the results from this work in general, and the results from the field testing of solutions

in particular, into pieces of information that can be readily accessed by an industry work

process. Our ultimate communication goal has been to effectively shape and channel the

information contained in our optimization results such that they can easily be studied and

further analyzed within the development process of the reservoir management plan.

Well placement solutions and oil saturation maps. Here we briefly explain the gen-

eral characteristics of the saturations maps and the display of well configurations within

these maps. To make a HuPhiSo saturation map we take the oil saturation (So) at a given

time t, i.e., St
o, multiply it with the porosity (Φ), and then sum the product over all reser-

voir layers in order to create a map of total oil in place. The result is a map with depth–

contours showing the spatial distribution of oil volumes at time t. For all maps, base case

well trajectories and name labels are plotted in black, while solution wells and labels are

drawn in dark red color.

Production profiles (WOPR, WGOR, WCUT) and tables of well length and depth.
For all wells in each solution, we plot production profiles for well oil production rates

(WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT). The curves for the

solutions are drawn as thick lines while the corresponding base case profiles are drawn as

thin lines in the same graphs. WOPR and WGOR profiles from solutions are normalized

using the maximum values from the WOPR and WGOR base case profiles, respectively.

Production profiles are shown over the production time frame used in our optimization,

i.e., the 1200 day production horizon. The main reason for selecting this time window in

our graphs is that, since tail-production has already ensued before 1200 days have passed

in practically all cases, the more interesting comparisons in rate and ratio changes to

document are those that occur in the first few years of production. Consequently, our de-

scription of dynamic well performance for the different well placement configurations has
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

Table 4.3: Final well lengths for base case and solutions. Notice these well lengths have previ-

ously been introduced together with their corresponding (work model) FOPT values in Table 3.5.

Solution Well lengths [m]

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

BASECASE 1439 1247 1409 874

FXD1M1 1500 1500 1500 1200

FXD2OPT 1364 1139 1299 1358

FXD2OPT2 1129 1202 1295 1362

FXD2CUT 1129 1202 1373 1069

JNT2M1 1500 1500 1500 1200

JNT1M1 1500 1500 1500 1200

JNT2OPT 1088 1474 1299 1316

JNT2OPT2 1129 1142 1302 1155

JNT2CUT 1129 1034 1299 1271

a perspective based on this time horizon. Still, saturation maps are shown and commented

at both 1200 and 5174 days. Furthermore, we will consistently use both time frames in

all well and field analyzes in Section 4.1.2. In that section we will compare all of the

solutions against the base case in terms of increases in total cumulative oil produced for

the whole field and for individual wells.

In the following section, Section 4.1.1, we will start our individual treatment of the

base case and the different simulation cases. Since these descriptions readily use final base

case and solution well length and depth information, we choose to already here present

this information in tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.

4.1.1 Individual analysis: Final well configurations

BASECASE solution

A general strategy for base case well design is to seek maximum recovery while minimiz-

ing drilling risks related to uncertainties in both reservoir structure and extent of hydrocar-

bon accumulation1. The base case well design for the Martin Linge oil reservoir consists

of four horizontal production wells (WELL-A, WELL-B, WELL-C, and WELL-D – these

wells will commonly be referred to as base case A, B, C and D wells, respectively) with

lengths of around 900 to 1450 meters (see Table 4.3). Current operational strategy is to

drill and initiate production from wells A, C and D in a concurrent manner, while delay-

ing production from the B well until about a year and a half after production start. This

operational sequence is part of the production strategy and has been implemented in all

simulation cases (see Table 4.1 for details regarding production start for each well).
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

Table 4.4: Final well depths for base case and solutions.

Solution Well depths [m]

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

BASECASE 1742 1739 1740 1740

FXD1M1 1744 1739 1740 1740

FXD2OPT 1744 1739 1740 1744

FXD2OPT2 1742 1739 1740 1744

FXD2CUT 1742 1739 1740 1744

JNT2M1 1746 1739 1740 1744

JNT1M1 1746 1739 1740 1744

JNT2OPT 1742 1739 1740 1742

JNT2OPT2 1742 1739 1740 1740

JNT2CUT 1742 1739 1740 1744

The Martin Linge oil reservoir has a relatively thin oil column of about 20 meters

which causes the development of the reservoir to have a high probability of early water

breakthrough. Well depth–positioning is therefore a significant concern for the develop-

ment of the reservoir. To delay water breakthrough as much as possible, the reservoir

development plan places current base case wells close or right below the gas–oil con-

tact (GOC)2. However, these base case wells are still expected to experience a rapid water

breakthrough due to the strong aquifer support and high mobility of water with respect

to oil (reservoir flow properties were introduced in Section 3.1, page 68). Well water cut

profiles are therefore an important measure of performance when considering production

from optimized well positions for this particular development case. In particular, when

considering the performance of well placement solutions in the following segments, we

will focus on whether the new locations show delayed water breakthrough while at least

producing the same amount of hydrocarbon volumes (though oil production is our main

concern).

The development plan for the Martin Linge oil reservoir accounts for the presence of

a relatively small accumulation of free gas in the reservoir. The planned depth–locations

for the base case wells in this development are expected to yield high gas production

rates (also compared to oil rate, leading to a high gas–oil ratio; GOR) during the first

months of production. We see this trend in the GOR for the base case A, C and D wells in

Figure 4.3 (thin purple line). For each of these wells, the GOR peaks within six months

of production, and then drops to about or less than a third of its peak value after 300 days.

Well lengths and depth–positioning are fundamental design parameters for overall

drainage strategy and have direct influence on drilling cost, production efficiency and ul-

timate recovery3. In an operational context, decisions regarding well lengths and depth

are constantly being checked against reservoir uncertainties, e.g., uncertainties associated
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

(a) HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(c) HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.1: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE solution.

Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.

with the curvature and depth of the top reservoir surface. For this type of uncertainty,

a decision may be included in the field development plan to drill pilot holes before the

actual base case production wells. For the current development plan for the Martin Linge

oil reservoir a choice has been taken to drill pilot holes for each well in order to increase

the probability that the horizontal well bores both hit their determined reservoir entry

points and are drilled within the specified depths4. Another way to deal with this general

uncertainty is to plan for a sequential drilling and operation of wells. For the Martin Linge

base case, performance information from the first batch of wells will help de–risk the

drilling and ultimate placement of the base case B well. Topics such as pilot well drilling

and sequential operation of wells are not treated in our optimization routine. However,
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

these topics are still commented here because they show the larger industry context within

which the original base case configuration will be compared against the solutions found

by the optimization procedure. Similar contextual topics and considerations related to the

drilling of the individual base case wells are briefly discussed below.

WELL-A. The pilot well planned for the WELL-A well has a significant influence on

the reservoir entry point of the WELL-A horizontal well-bore. At one point during plan-

ning, it was considered that a neighboring Brent well trajectory passing by the oil reservoir

could serve as a pilot hole. Current plan, however, is to drill a dedicated pilot hole for this

well.

WELL-C. The current placement of WELL-C and its pilot well are expected to produce

information to significantly reduce the uncertainty around the top structure saddle area in

the central part of the reservoir (see topic on reservoir structure, see Section 3.1, page 67).

WELL-D. Current base case trajectory specifies the drilling of a pilot hole for this well.

However, for some time during planning, an option was considered where the trajectory

was thought to be shifted counter–clockwise facing the eastern part of the reservoir. The

advantage of such a configuration would have been that an existing discovery hole could

then be used for calibration purposes. This option would have saved a pilot hole but lost

the additional appraisal information regarding the reservoir saddle point that is likely to

be gained from the original pilot well position. Eventually, it was decided a dedicated

pilot hole would be drilled for this well, as for the other wells.

We end here our discussion of the general development context behind the base case,

and start the descriptions of each of the simulation case results. Notice that each descrip-

tion is placed in a text–saturation map–production profiles arrangement, which leaves

some blank spaces on some of the pages, but allows us to present the results in an ordered

fashion. We start by describing the JNT2M1 solution.

JNT2M1 solution

Compared to base case results, the JNT2M1 solution yields increases in field oil pro-

duction total of 26% and 13% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respec-

tively (see tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative

oil production are 0%, 100%, −13% and 151% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At

5174 days, increases in well cumulative oil production are −5%, 61%, −21% and 86%

for the same wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production

times 1200 and 5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions

of location and performance for the wells in the JNT2M1 solution.

A-J2M1 and C-J2M1 wells. The general trajectories of the A-J2M1 and C-J2M1 wells

closely resemble those of the base case A and C wells. However, the lengths of A-J2M1

and C-J2M1 are somewhat longer, by 61 and 91 meters, respectively, and their heel po-

sitions are significantly shifted westward. Moreover, the C-J2M1 trajectory is somewhat

rotated counter–clockwise relative to its base case counterpart, while the A-J2M1 well
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

has a slight clockwise rotation and a heel shifted toward the northern border of the accu-

mulation. The A-J2M1 well lies at a depth of 1746 meters, four meters deeper than the

base case A well (see Table 4.4). This heel shift and depth change may impact pilot well

decision making.

In terms of performance we observe the shift and rotation have removed the peak gas

production for this well (see GOR at upper left graph, Figure 4.3). It is also worth noting

that water breakthrough for this well starts at a significantly earlier time. Finally, while

the A-J2M1 well toe is moved away from the border towards the interior of the reservoir,

the heel is brought closer to the flank on the other side. The former movement may possi-

bly reduce some risk of drilling beyond good reservoir sands, but it is clearly counteracted

by the latter repositioning which brings the well heel dangerously close to the structural

flank with more risk to enter into a non–reservoir zone.

B-J2M1 and D-J2M1 wells. Both the B-J2M1 and D-J2M1 well trajectories are signif-

icantly different than their base case counterparts. Importantly, the B-J2M1 well stretches

over to a small pocket at the eastern part of the reservoir. While production rates (see Fig-

ure 4.3) for the A and C wells in the JNT2M1 solution are comparable to those from the

base case wells, the B and D wells show substantial oil rate increases compared to their

base case counterparts. The oil rate increase from the B-J2M1 well may be attributed to

its longer well bore (this well is 1500 meters long, 253 meter longer that its base case

counterpart), and to its position tapping the small height at the eastern lobe.

The D-J2M1 well is 326 meters longer than the D base case well, and has an eastward

direction that intrudes into a reservoir area drained exclusively by the C well in the base

case. The JNT2M1 solution accommodates the C-J2M1 and D-J2M1 wells in a close–to

parallel array, with the C-J2M1 well somewhat shifted to the north (thus honoring in-

ter–well distance constraint). Even though the drainage areas of the C-J2M1 and D-J2M1

wells both cover the same eastern area of the reservoir, the individual rates from these

wells are equal to or greater than the rates from their base case counterparts. The depth of

the D-J2M1 well is 1744 meters, compared to 1740 meters for its base case well analog.

Interestingly, water cuts for both the B-J2M1 and D-J2M1 wells increase at a significantly

lower pace and are markedly delayed.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) JNT2M1 HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) JNT2M1 HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) JNT2M1 HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.2: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and JNT2M1 solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 4.3: Production profiles for JNT2M1 solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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FXD1M1 solution

Compared to base case results, the FXD1M1 solution yields increases in field oil produc-

tion total of 13% and 8% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respectively (see

tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative oil produc-

tion are 2%, 57%, 1% and 45% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At 5174 days,

increases in well cumulative oil production are 3%, 18%, 4% and 17% for the same wells,

respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production times 1200 and 5174
days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions of location and per-

formance for the wells in the FXD1M1 solution.

A-F1M1 and B-F1M1 wells. A and B wells in the FXD1M1 solution, named A-F1M1

and B-F1M1, are 61 and 253 meters longer than their analog A and B base case wells. More-

over, the trajectories for both these wells have a substantial clockwise rotation compared

to their base case counterparts. Their depths are 1744 and 1739 meters, which means that

A-F1M1 lies four meters deeper and B-F1M1 lies one meter shallower than the base case

A and B wells, respectively. Also, the reservoir entry points for the A-F1M1 and B-F1M1

wells, i.e., their heel positions, are moved substantially from their original location. For

the A-F1M1 well, the new entry point is significantly shifted north, while the entry point

for the B-F1M1 well is moved westward. However, production profiles for the A-F1M1

well roughly match those for the base case A well, while, compared to the base case B

well, production profiles for the B-F1M1 well show a similar but higher oil production

rate and a delayed water breakthrough.

C-F1M1 and D-F1M1 wells. The C-F1M1 well trajectory resembles the base case

C well trajectory, but is 91 meters longer and its entire well bore is shifted west. The

production profiles for the C-F1M1 well closely match those from its base case ana-

log. The depths for both the C-F1M1 and D-F1M1 wells remain unchanged from base

case depths. The D-F1M1 well is positioned in the south-west flank of the reservoir, and

is 326 meters longer5 than the base case D well. This well has a substantially larger oil

production rate, and even though water breakthrough time is the same, the water cut has

a slower increase than that of the base case D well.
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) FXD1M1 HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) FXD1M1 HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) FXD1M1 HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.4: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and FXD1M1 solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 4.5: Production profiles for FXD1M1 solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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JNT2OPT solution

Compared to base case results, the JNT2OPT solution yields increases in field oil pro-

duction total of 25% and 13% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respec-

tively (see tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative

oil production are 3%, 67%, −14% and 168% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At

5174 days, increases in well cumulative oil production are 9%, 28%, −26% and 104% for

the same wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production times

1200 and 5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions of

location and performance for the wells in the JNT2OPT solution.

A-J2OT well. All trajectories in this solution, except the one of the A-J2OT well, vary

sharply from the base case configuration. The A-J2OT well trajectory closely matches the

A well base case trajectory, and the depth is an exact match. Interestingly, the production

profiles for the A-J2OT well and the base case A well are almost the same, even though

the length of A-J2OT is only 1088 meters, compared to 1439 for the base case A well, a

351 meters difference (or almost 25% decrease in well length).

B-J2OT well. The heel of the B-J2OT well is considerably further south compared to

the heel of the base case B well. And with a length of 1474 meters, compared to 1247 me-

ters for the base case B well, the B-J2OT well yields an effective sweep of both the

north–central area and the east lobe accumulation. Furthermore, this well offers a robust

increase in oil production rate and a modest delay in water breakthrough time.

C-J2OT well. At 1299 meters, the C-J2OT well is 110 meters shorter than its base case

analog. In particular, the C-J2OT well heel is moved close to the west boundary of the

accumulation, while the toe of the well is pulled away from the east boundary towards the

central region of the reservoir. Despite the dissimilarities, the C-J2OT well has production

profiles that roughly resemble those of its base case well analog.

D-J2OT well. Similarly to the D well in the JNT2M1 solution, the D-J2OT well is

positioned in a close to parallel trajectory relative to the C-J2OT well. This positioning

avoids most of the south–east area targeted by the original base case D well. Still, the

D-J2OT well yields a substantial increase in oil production, a somewhat delayed water

breakthrough time and a gradual rise of the water cut.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) JNT2OPT HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) JNT2OPT HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) JNT2OPT HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.6: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and JNT2OPT solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 4.7: Production profiles for JNT2OPT solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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FXD2OPT solution

Compared to base case results, the FXD2OPT solution yields increases in field oil pro-

duction total of 24% and 10% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respec-

tively (see tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative

oil production are 5%, 58%, −17% and 171% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At

5174 days, increases in well cumulative oil production are 0%, 30%, −28% and 103% for

the same wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production times

1200 and 5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions of

location and performance for the wells in the FXD2OPT solution.

A-F2OPT well. Unlike any of the A wells in the previous solutions, the A-F2OPT well

has a counter–clockwise rotation compared its base case equivalent. This well is 75 me-

ters shorter that its base case equivalent, and has a reservoir entry point positioned close

to the west side of the accumulation boundary, and a heel moved north. The A-F2OPT

well has the same peak oil production as its base case analog, but reaches this rate, and

starts water production, at an earlier time.

B-F2OPT well. The B-F2OPT well does not reach the east accumulation lobe, but

rather attains a trajectory that is shifted southward, parallel to the base case B well. This

well is 108 meters shorter than that base case B well, but yields a substantially larger oil

production rate and high GOR (the latter somewhat compensating for the diminished gas

production from the A-F2OPT well).

C-F2OPT and D-F2OPT wells. Entry points for the C-F2OPT and D-F2OPT wells

are moved eastward and positioned along the eastern accumulation border. The C-F2OPT

well is 110 meters shorter while the D-F2OPT well is 484 meters longer than the corre-

sponding C and D base case wells, respectively. Again we see the D-F2OPT well move

away from the south-eastern region toward the central part of the accumulation, and a

realignment of the C-F2OPT and D-F2OPT wells in a parallel manner. It is important to

notice that while production profiles from the C-F2OPT well are similar to those of the

base case C well, the oil production from the D-F2OPT well is substantially higher than

its base case counterpart, and its water cut profile shows only a gradual increase.
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) FXD2OPT HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) FXD2OPT HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) FXD2OPT HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.8: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and FXD2OPT solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model
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Figure 4.9: Production profiles for FXD2OPT solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

JNT2OPT2 solution

Compared to base case results, the JNT2OPT2 solution yields increases in field oil pro-

duction total of 23% and 13% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respec-

tively (see tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative

oil production are 3%, 63%, −13% and 156% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At

5174 days, increases in well cumulative oil production are 10%, 25%, −24% and 101%

for the same wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production

times 1200 and 5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions

of location and performance for the wells in the JNT2OPT2 solution.

A-J2OT2 and B-J2OT2 wells. The A well in the JNT2OPT2 solution, i.e., A-J2OT2,

resembles the A well in previous joint solutions in that its trajectory is similar but shorter

than its base case analog (1129 meters compared to 1439 meters for the base case A

well). As the B wells in solution JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT, the toe of B-J2OT2 is also

prominently placed on the eastern lobe of the reservoir.

In this case though, B-J2OT2 is shorter6 than other B wells from other solutions

that also produce from the eastern lobe area, e.g., B-J2OT2 is 1142 meters compared

to 1474 meters for B-J2OT in the JNT2OPT solution. The difference is length allows this

well to have a reservoir entry point that is significantly more south, and to the center of

the reservoir, compared to the base case B well. It also means production from this well is

more focused on the eastern accumulation. Even though shorter that its base case analog,

the B-J2OT2 well has a higher oil rate and a delayed water breakthrough. The A-J2OT2

well shows practically the same profiles as its base case counterpart.

C-J2OT2 and D-J2OT2 wells. Production profiles for the C-J2OT2 well are very sim-

ilar to production profiles from its base case counterpart, even though this well has a

substantial counter–clockwise rotation, and is 107 meters shorter. The D-J2OT2 well is

281 meters longer that the base case D well, and has a trajectory pointing south–east. This

new orientation yields both a significant increase in oil rate production and substantial

delay in water breakthrough.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) JNT2OPT2 HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) JNT2OPT2 HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) JNT2OPT2 HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.10: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and JNT2OPT2 solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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4.1 Test results from solution cases
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Figure 4.11: Production profiles for JNT2OPT2 solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

FXD2OPT2 solution

Compared to base case results, the FXD2OPT2 solution yields increases in field oil pro-

duction total of 22% and 10% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respec-

tively (see tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative

oil production are 1%, 47%, −17% and 177% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At

5174 days, increases in well cumulative oil production are 3%, 21%, −28% and 107% for

the same wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production times

1200 and 5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions of

location and performance for the wells in the FXD2OPT2 solution.

A-F2OPT2 and B-F2OPT2 wells. We see that this solution, together with the other

sequential solutions (FXD1M1, FXD2OPT, and FXD2CUT), and JNT2CUT, keep away

from production of the somewhat isolated eastern lobe of the reservoir. For this solution

we have that both the A-F2OPT2 and B-F2OPT2 wells have a similar configuration as

in the FXD2OPT solutions. The A-F2OPT2 and B-F2OPT2 wells are 310 and 45 meters

shorter than their base case counterparts, and we observe once again that a shorter A-

F2OPT2 well yields similar production profiles as the longer base case A well.

C-F2OPT2 a nd D-F2OPT2 wells. As in the FXD2OPT solution, the C-F2OPT2 and

D-F2OPT2 wells are aligned parallel to each other, though at a greater distance. In this

configuration, the oil production rate from the C-F2OPT2 well is slightly lower compared

to its base case analog. However, we see a substantial increase in oil rate and decrease in

water cut for the D-F2OPT2 well, similar to the one observed in the production profiles

for the F2OPT well in the FXD2OPT solution.
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) FXD2OPT2 HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) FXD2OPT2 HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) FXD2OPT2 HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.12: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and FXD2OPT2 solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model
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Figure 4.13: Production profiles for FXD2OPT2 solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

JNT2CUT solution

Compared to base case results, the JNT2CUT solution yields increases in field oil produc-

tion total of 22% and 9% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respectively (see

tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative oil produc-

tion are 1%, 48%, −14% and 162% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At 5174 days,

increases in well cumulative oil production are 3%, 19%, −25% and 96% for the same

wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production times 1200 and

5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions of location and

performance for the wells in the JNT2CUT solution.

A-J2CT and B-J2CT wells. Overall, there are only minor differences between the

JNT2CUT and the previous FXD2OPT2 solution (see page 4.1.1). Since production

profiles from this solution are similar to those from the FXD2OPT2 solution, we refer

to the general descriptions given for the FXD2OPT2 solution (see page 132). As in the

FXD2OPT2 solution, the A-J2CT well in the JNT2CUT solution is also 1129 meters, i.e.,

significantly shorter than its base case analog, by 310 meters. Still, the production profiles

for this well closely match those from the base case well. Compared to the FXD2OPT2

solution, the B-J2CT well is 168 meters shorter (reduced at its heel–end), and slightly

shifted southward, though with similar production profiles.

C-J2CT and D-J2CT wells. Compared to the FXD2OPT2 solution, both the C-J2CT

and D-J2CT wells have a slight counter–clockwise rotation, and the heel of the C-J2CT

well is positioned close to the eastern accumulation border. Compared to the C and D

wells in the FXD2OPT2 solution, the heel of the D-J2CT well is moved slightly south-

ward, while its toe is close to the area where the heel of the base case C well is lo-

cated. Production profiles for this well, and the C-J2CT well, are similar to those for the

FXD2OPT2 solution.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) JNT2CUT HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) JNT2CUT HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) JNT2CUT HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.14: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and JNT2CUT solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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4.1 Test results from solution cases
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Figure 4.15: Production profiles for JNT2CUT solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model

FXD2CUT solution

Compared to base case results, the FXD2CUT solution yields increases in field oil produc-

tion total of 18% and 8% at 1200 days and after 5174 days of production, respectively (see

tables 4.5 and 4.6 for full details). At 1200 days, increases in well cumulative oil produc-

tion are 1%, 44%, −13% and 134% for wells A, B, C and D, respectively. At 5174 days,

increases in well cumulative oil production are 3%, 20%, −22% and 82% for the same

wells, respectively. HuPhiSo saturation maps at 0 days and at production times 1200 and

5174 days are given next. Following this we given individual descriptions of location and

performance for the wells in the FXD2CUT solution.

A-F2CUT and B-F2CUT wells. As in the JNT2CUT solution, the A-F2CUT and B-

F2CUT well trajectories and production profiles for the FXD2CUT solution are similar

to those of the A and B wells in the FXD2OPT2 solution.

C-F2CUT well. The trajectory of the C-F2CUT well is almost the same as the trajec-

tory of the base case C well, though with a 36 meter shorter well bore, and with the well

slightly moved in the north–west direction. Production profiles for this well, compared

to profiles for its base case analog, show similar evolutions, but with a slightly lower oil

production rate, and a small increase in water cut.

D-F2CUT well. Compared to its base case analog, the D-F2CUT well is rotated counter–

clockwise and forms a close to parallel configuration with the C-F2CUT well. The D-

F2CUT well is 195 meters longer, and has a heel positioned slightly northward, compared

to its base case analog. Its production profiles are roughly similar to those of the D well in

the JNT2CUT solution, i.e., we observe a large increase in oil production rate in addition

to a delayed water breakthrough time and a gradual, rather than a steep, increase in water

cut.
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

(a) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 0 days. (b) FXD2CUT HuPhiSo map, 0 days.

(c) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 1200 days. (d) FXD2CUT HuPhiSo map, 1200 days.

(e) BASECASE HuPhiSo map, 5174 days. (f) FXD2CUT HuPhiSo map, 5174 days.

Figure 4.16: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps at three production times for BASECASE (left column)

and FXD2CUT solution (right column). Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Chapter 4. Testing of Solutions on Field Case Model
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Figure 4.17: Production profiles for FXD2CUT solution and base case wells: Well oil production

rates (WOPR), well gas–oil ratios (WGOR) and well water cuts (WWCT).
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4.1 Test results from solution cases

Summary of individual analysis of final well configurations

We have presented oil saturation maps and production profiles for eight different well

configurations developed using our optimization framework. The results may be viewed

from different perspectives, e.g., the results can be analyzed in terms of whole configu-

rations, or particular wells can be singled out for individual treatment. In this summary

we compare the individual well trajectories and production profiles across the different

configurations and summarize the most interesting features.

• Several solutions (i.e., JNT2OPT, JNT2OPT2 and FXD2OPT2, JNT2CUT and

FXD2CUT) arrive at A wells that have close to, or practically the same, positioning

as the base case A well, but with a much shorter well bore. Still, these shorter wells

have production profiles that closely match those of the base case A well.

• Those configurations that yield the greatest increases in field oil production total

for both the 1200 day and the 5174 day time frames (i.e., JNT2M1, JNT2OPT and

JNT2OPT2) have B wells that aggressively target the eastern lobe oil accumulation.

• Most configurations have only slight variations of the base case C well trajectory. In

most cases the variations consist of modest rotations and/or shifts in position. Over-

all, these changes seem to have little effect on performance, and production profiles

from the different solution C wells closely match those of the base case C well.

• In all solutions, except one (FXD1M1) where the increase is moderate, the oil pro-

duction rates obtained from solution D wells are significantly larger than the oil

production rate from the base case D well.

• Except for the FXD1M1 solution, all other solutions have arrived at D well trajec-

tories that are significantly rotated counter–clockwise compared to the original base

case D well trajectory, and that align the D well bore pointing toward the south–east

direction.

• In all cases, we confirm an expected increase in base case D well length since this

well has a particularly short initial length of 874 meters. Overall, the lengths of the

solution D wells are 200 − 300 meters longer than the length of the base case D

well. For the remaining wells, the proposed trajectories have many different lengths

compared to base case well lengths, with no clear pattern (see Table 4.3).

• Well depths show very little variation from base case values, except for the D well

position, where most of the solution D wells suggest a deeper positioning of the

well by up to 4 meters (see Table 4.4).

The next section presents the increases in cumulative oil production from all the well

placement solutions for both the entire reservoir and for the individual wells. Results are

presented for both the 1200 day and the 5174 day production time frame.
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4.1.2 Collective analysis: Total field and well oil production values
In this section we give a collective presentation of the total field and well oil production

values for the various well placement solutions. We present these results at both the re-

duced production time frame of 1200 days, and at the field model production time frame

of 5174 days.

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the changes in cumulative oil production for each solu-

tion at 1200 and after 5174 days of production, respectively. The tables show the percent-

age changes in total oil production for each well and for the entire field (our optimization

objective has been to maximize total field oil production). The main percentage change

in total oil production for each well is given relative to the cumulative oil produced by its

counterpart base case well. Next to this value, an additional percentage change in cumu-

lative oil production is given in parenthesis. This change is equal to the main percentage

value, but normalized with respect to the increase in total field oil production, i.e., the per-

centage values in parenthesis show how much each well contributes to the total increase

in cumulative field oil production.

Profiles for field and well oil production totals are also plotted for each of the two

production time frames. Field and well oil production profiles for the 1200 day time frame

are given in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, respectively. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show field and well

oil production profiles for the time period between 1200 and 5174 days. As discussed in

the beginning of Section 4.1, the results shown in this section are obtained using the orig-

inal control strategy (see Section3.5 for further discussion of other control strategies). In

tables 4.5 and 4.6 we refer to the original production strategy as xS
c .

We present the results for the 1200 day production time frame first. A discussion of

the results for the 5174 day production time frame starts on page 145. In Section 4.1.3 we

present further analysis treating the trade–off between increased oil recovery and changes

in total well drain length.

Field and well recovery: 1200 days production time frame

Table 4.5 shows the differences in final field and well cumulative oil production for each

solution compared to base case values after a 1200 day production time frame. Fig-

ures 4.18 and 4.19 show the corresponding field and well cumulative oil profiles, re-

spectively. These results have been discussed previously in terms of performance, e.g.,

between joint and sequential solutions and for different non–linear constraint handling

techniques (see Section 3.5, page 91). Here we limit our discussion to the obtained differ-

ences in both field and well cumulative results relative to base case values.

Field–wise comparison of cumulative oil after 1200 days. At this time frame, we

see from Table 4.5 that the highest increase in field oil production (ΔFOPT), is 25.5%

obtained by the JNT2M1 solution, closely followed by the JNT2OPT solution with an in-

crease of 24.9%. The JNT1M1 and FXD2OPT solutions are close behind with increases

of 23.6% and 23.5%, respectively. The FXD2M1 and FXD2CUT solutions offer relatively

poor increases with 13.3% and 17.6%, respectively.

The total field oil production profiles for this time frame (normalized by base case

FOPT) are shown in Figures 4.18. In this figure we observe the increases are realized
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Table 4.5: Percentage increases in field and well oil production total for a 1200 day production

horizon, ΔFOPT and ΔWOPT, respectively. Field increases and well changes are given for all

solutions relative to base case total oil production values. Two values are given for each well. The

main value for a well is the percentage change in cumulative oil production relative to its base case

counterpart well. The second value in parenthesis is the same value but in addition normalized

with respect to the field increase in total oil production. The value in parenthesis thus shows the

individual well contribution to the overall field increase. Notice a simpler table (Table 3.8) showing

only the main values in this table was given as a prelude at the end of Section 3.5.

Solution ECLIPSE1200

(
x∗
p,x

S
c

)
ΔFOPT ΔWOPT

(
ΔWOPT · (WOPT

FOPT

)
Solution

)
WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

FXD1M1 13.3 2.4 (0.8) 56.6 (5.9) 1.2 (0.5) 44.5 (6.1)

FXD2OPT 23.5 4.5 (1.4) 57.9 (6.1) -16.7 (-7.5) 171.4 (23.5)

FXD2OPT2 21.9 0.9 (0.3) 46.6 (4.9) -16.9 (-7.6) 177.2 (24.3)

FXD2CUT 17.6 0.9 (0.3) 44.0 (4.6) -12.5 (-5.6) 133.7 (18.4)

JNT2M1 25.5 -0.1 (-0.0) 99.8 (10.5) -12.5 (-5.6) 150.6 (20.7)

JNT1M1 23.6 -3.0 (-0.9) 89.5 (9.4) -12.3 (-5.6) 150.5 (20.7)

JNT2OPT 24.9 3.2 (1.0) 67.1 (7.0) -13.5 (-6.1) 167.5 (23.0)

JNT2OPT2 23.3 3.0 (0.9) 63.1 (6.6) -12.7 (-5.7) 156.0 (21.4)

JNT2CUT 21.5 0.9 (0.3) 47.6 (5.0) -13.6 (-6.1) 162.1 (22.3)

throughout the span of the time frame. In particular, we see that two of the best solutions,

JNT2M1 and FXD2OPT, show substantial increase in FOPT already early in produc-

tion (the JNT2M1 curve somewhat overlaps the curve of the FXD2OPT solution during

these early production times).

Well–wise comparison of cumulative oil after 1200 days. Though several final results

are similar when seen field–wise, how much each well contributes to the total increase

varies substantially between solutions. In general, we have that field results from the four

best solutions (in decreasing order: JNT2M1, JNT2OPT, JNT1M1 and FXD2OPT), have

substantial contributions from both the B and D wells.

The contributions from the B and D wells in these solutions have ranges of

(min = 57.9,max = 99.8)%, and (150.6, 177.2)%, respectively. Whenever the increases
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Figure 4.18: FOPT for all solutions, 1200 days production time.

from either the B or D wells, or both, fall short, we obtain solutions with a significantly

lower FOPT increase, e.g., FXD2CUT and FXD2M1. This is evident when we observe the

columns for the A and C wells. For all solutions, increases from the A wells are in the low

range of (−3.0, 4.5)%, while, except for the FXD2M1 solution, all C well contributions

are negative within a range of (−16.9,−12.3)%.

From the results in parenthesis in Table 4.5, we see that the most substantial contri-

butions to the total FOPT increase come from the D wells. We stipulate that the general

increase from the D wells is derived, up to a point, from the repositioning of most of the

solution D wells within the original drainage area of the C well (as can be seen in several

of the maps in Section 4.1.1, the solution D wells often intrude on the drainage area of

the base case C well). If true, this overtake could possibly be one of the main reasons

behind the negative contributions from the C wells (though further analyzes that detail

specific fluid flow patterns would be required to determine this effect). After the D wells,

the most important contributions come from the B wells, while the A wells have marginal

contributions to overall FOPT. We discuss the B and D well contributions in further detail

below.

For the B wells, it is important to notice that the substantial increases attained by

these wells do not, to any large degree, diminish the production from their neighboring

A wells. This appears to be the case for all B well trajectories, even those that do not

specifically target the eastern oil accumulation (and that are generally closer to the A well

trajectories). As mentioned, this cannot be said about the D wells, which do appear to

significantly influence the production of their adjacent C wells. Based on our results, it

appears the D well contributions to overall increase in recovery, though substantial (in the

order of 20%; see parenthesis column for D wells in Table 4.5), is partly based on a dimin-

ished production from the C wells (somewhat below 10%). In the end, one has to choose

a configuration of C and D wells that combined yields an increase in oil production. But

which configuration of well trajectories to choose, i.e., how the total increase should be

distributed between the wells is a decision that would have to be made at the well strategy
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Figure 4.19: WOPT for all solutions, from 0 to 1200 days production time.

level (taking into account other factors such as the level of uncertainty surrounding the

individual drainage areas of the wells, e.g., with respect to structural uncertainty).

Figure 4.19 shows the total oil production for each well (WOPT; all solution well

profiles are normalized relative to their corresponding base case well). For nearly all solu-

tions, we observe the substantial increase in recovery from the B and D wells. In particular,

we notice these wells start producing more oil right from their start of operation. It is worth

noting that for the A well, FXD2OPT is the only solution that holds a larger WOPT for

the entire time frame (for this solution, this well produces 4.5% more oil than its base

case counterpart).

Field and well recovery: 5174 days production time frame

Table 4.6 shows simulation case results for each solution using a 5174 day production

horizon. As for the 1200 day time frame, both field and well–wise results are presented.

Figure 4.20 shows the field oil production total (FOPT) for all solutions against base

case results. Similarly, for all solutions, Figure 4.21 presents the oil production total cor-

responding to each well (WOPT). To accentuate the difference between oil production
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Table 4.6: Percentage increases in field and well oil production total for a 5174 day production

horizon, ΔFOPT and ΔWOPT, respectively. Field increases and well changes are given for all

solutions relative to base case total oil production values. As before, two values are given for each

well. The main value for a well is the percentage change in cumulative oil production relative to

its base case counterpart well. The second value in parenthesis is the same value but in addition

normalized with respect to the field increase in total oil production. The value in parenthesis thus

shows the individual well contribution to the overall field increase.

Solution ECLIPSE5174

(
x∗
p,x

S
c

)
ΔFOPT ΔWOPT

(
ΔWOPT · (WOPT

FOPT

)
Solution

)
WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

FXD1M1 8.3 3.0 (0.9) 18.4 (2.9) 4.4 (1.8) 17.4 (2.7)

FXD2OPT 9.7 -0.2 (-0.1) 29.7 (4.7) -27.5 (-11.2) 103.2 (16.3)

FXD2OPT2 9.6 3.2 (0.9) 20.7 (3.2) -28.1 (-11.4) 106.7 (16.9)

FXD2CUT 8.2 3.3 (0.9) 19.5 (3.1) -21.5 (-8.7) 81.8 (12.9)

JNT2M1 13.0 -5.4 (-1.5) 61.3 (9.6) -21.4 (-8.7) 85.9 (13.6)

JNT1M1 10.8 -13.0 (-3.6) 60.6 (9.5) -21.4 (-8.7) 85.9 (13.6)

JNT2OPT 13.0 9.2 (2.6) 28.1 (4.4) -25.6 (-10.4) 103.9 (16.4)

JNT2OPT2 12.8 10.3 (2.9) 24.6 (3.9) -24.3 (-9.8) 100.5 (15.9)

JNT2CUT 8.9 2.9 (0.8) 18.8 (2.9) -24.5 (-9.9) 95.7 (15.1)

profiles, we plot all graphs in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 from 1200 to 5174 days only, instead

of for the complete 5174 day horizon. (Notice also that we have normalized all FOPT and

WOPT solution graphs with respect to the corresponding final FOPT and WOPT values

from the base case.)

Field–wise comparison of cumulative oil after 5174 days. For the 5174 day time

frame, we see from Table 4.6 that both the JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT solutions yield the

highest increases in field oil production (ΔFOPT) at 13% over base case. A close second

is the JNT2OPT2 solution with an increase in FOPT of 12.8%. We also notice that, in

general, the joint solutions yield higher FOPT increases than the sequential solutions.

Testing the solutions for the 5174 day production horizon gives us an indication about

how fruitful the time–frame design decision has been, i.e., the decision of approximating

the original time frame with a much smaller production horizon of 1200 days for opti-
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Figure 4.20: FOPT for all solutions, 5174 days production time.

mization purposes. The basis for the approximation was that the majority of oil, for this

case, is produced mainly during the first few years of production (the motivation for the

approximation itself was to reduce simulation runtime to allow for hundreds or thousands

of simulations to be launched during optimization). Because of the approximation, solu-

tions from the optimization routine that are optimal with respect to the shorter horizon, are

expected to be suboptimal for the larger time frame. This is in agreement with the general

decline seen in FOPT values when going from the 1200 day results, shown in Table 4.5,

to the results obtained using the 5174 day time frame, shown in Table 4.6. Our purpose

here is to report on the overall magnitude of this general decline, and to document those

cases, both field and well–wise, that still retain a significant part of the gain achieved in

the 1200 day horizon when tested on the field case production scenario.

Overall, we observe that for the different solutions, the increase in FOPT at 5174 days

is roughly 50% of what it was at 1200 days. However, the 5174 day increases are still

significant, in the order of 10%, which suggests the approximation has been successful in

focusing on main oil production7. A secondary point in this regard is that, even for the

larger horizon, all of the joint solutions still outperform their sequential counterparts. A

more detailed discussion of table results is given below.

Final FOPT increases for the different solutions shown in Table 4.6 range from 8.2% to

13%, with the best solutions being JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT (both with FOPT increases of

13%). Interestingly, even though these two solutions achieve the same increase in FOPT,

there are clear differences in their individual well contributions. (The discussion also ap-

plies to JNT1M1 since its well configuration is very similar to the JNT2M1 solution.) For

example, in Table 4.6 we see that the A well in the JNT2M1 solution has a decrease

in WOPT of about 5%, while the A well in the JNT2OPT solution has an increase in

WOPT of about 9%. Furthermore, the JNT2M1 solution B well has an increase in WOPT

of about 61%, while the B well in the JNT2OPT solution only achieves an increase in

WOPT of 28%. This is noteworthy because both these solutions have B wells that target

the relatively isolated eastern lobe area of the reservoir, and their A well trajectories are
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Figure 4.21: WOPT for all solutions, from 1200 to 5174 days production time.

quite similar (see Figure 4.2 on page 118 and Figure 4.6 on page 124 for JNT2M1 and

JNT2OPT well configurations, respectively).

Taken together, the contributions from the A and B wells to the overall FOPT increase

are about 8% and 7% for the JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT solutions, respectively. Similarly,

the sum of the contributions from the C and D wells to the overall FOPT are close to

5% and 6%, respectively. Thus, even though the A and B wells for the JNT2M1 and

JNT2OPT solutions have the same target regions, and the sum of their contributions is

about the same, their relative positioning and length yield different individual perfor-

mances. In terms of applicability of solutions, it is advantageous to have a set of solutions

with varying configurations that all still achieve the same, or around the same, high FOPT

increase in objective. This variation gives the operator the opportunity to select the config-

uration that best suits a broader well strategy that may include other considerations than

those taken into account during the optimization process.

In Figure 4.20 we notice that at about 2000 days the cumulative oil curves for the

three best solutions (JNT2M1, JNT2OPT and JNT2OPT2) continue their gradual increase

while the increases for the remaining curves drop slightly. A continuous FOPT increase

is an important trait given the final production time frame is not necessarily fixed, and
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Figure 4.22: WBHP for all solutions, from 0 to 5174 days production time.

a production scenario with a shorter horizon (though still several times larger than 1200
days) may eventually be designed by the operator.

Figure 4.21 shows the oil production totals for each of the wells. Throughout the

discussion of the 5174 day data, it is important to remember that our main focus is on the

effect of applying solutions created for a 1200 day production time horizon on a larger

time frame. We are therefore focused on topics such as whether there is degradation in

cumulative increases, and how the general production curves develop over the larger time

frame.

In the following we compare the 5174 day total oil production curves shown in Fig-

ure 4.21, with the total oil production curves for the 1200 day horizon shown in Fig-

ure 4.19. (In comparing the two figures notice that the scales of the individual graphs

are often different.) For the A wells, we notice a significant divergence in curves in the

5174 day data in Figure 4.21. From the individual production profiles shown for each sim-

ulation case in Section 4.1.1, we remember that most of the solution A wells give oil rates

and production ratios very similar to those of the base case A well over a 1200 day pro-

duction horizon. In Figure 4.21(a) we see that after 1200 days the total production curves

for some of these solutions (notably FXD1M1 and JNT2M1) fall below base case values,
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i.e., tail–production oil rates for the A well in these solutions go from being similar to be-

coming lower than their base case counterparts over the 5174 day time frame. However,

the opposite is true for the A well in the JNT2OPT2 and the JNT2OPT solutions. For

these A wells, total oil production increase is of about 10% over the 5174 day produc-

tion horizon, even though these wells are at least 300 meters shorter than the base case A

well. (Recall these increases are presented as final well production values in Table 4.6.) In

summary, well A results shown in Figure 4.21(a) exemplify the difficulty in efficiently

scaling optimization gains. These results show how well performance profiles that largely

converge within a short range when tested over the intended time horizon (from −3 to

4.5% compared to base case), can significantly diverge when implemented in a produc-

tion scenario using a larger time frame (from −13 to 10.5% compared to base case). Still,

within this spread of solutions, we have several A well trajectories that yield substantial

increases in performance over their base case counterpart (as mentioned, the JNT2OPT2

and JNT2OPT A well trajectories). Moreover, we will see below that other wells in the

configuration do retain a significant portion of their increases over the extended time

frame.

One of the main assumptions for using a reduced–time–frame approximation in our

optimization was that the production curves for the 1200 day production scenario would

largely continue their increase (regardless of whether they are lower or higher than their

base case counterparts) over the extended production horizon. For the B wells the as-

sumption holds for most of the curves, with the exception of FXD1M1 that decreases, and

JNT2M1 (and JNT1M1) that yield positive increases. Furthermore, while C well curves

show clear decreases in rates, total oil production curves for solution D wells have a much

more gradual progression throughout the greater time horizon.

In summary, the discussion in this section has sought to analyze the performance of

solution well configurations on the 5174 day field case production scenario. Collectively,

we see scattering of oil production totals for the solutions A wells, a decrease for most

solution C wells, and a significant retainment of optimization gains for the B and the

D wells. Finally, interesting well trajectories or whole configurations may be selected

for further study based on individual and case performance data presented in previous

sections.

Corresponding well bottom–hole pressures. In Figure 4.22 we present the bottom–

hole pressures for all wells in each of the simulation cases presented in this section. These

pressures are presented to confirm that all solution wells for each simulation case ul-

timately operate within specified bounds. In this respect, we remind the reader that all

simulation cases in this section have been run using the original production parameters

summarized in tables 4.1 and 4.2. Bottom–hole pressures presented in Figure 4.22 are

thus the result of solution well trajectories running base case operational parameters (e.g.,

minimum tubing–head pressures) and well–control targets/limits. As in the base case,

specific lift gas and group control settings are determined by the simulator during runtime,

following the parametrization given in Table 4.2. Solution C well pressures deviate by less

than a few bars above or below the bottom–hole pressure of the base case C well. For the

remaining A, B and D wells, all solution bottom–hole pressures are, at a maximum, either

above or below the base case pressure by roughly 5 bars. We note, however, that even rel-
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atively small–to–moderate variations in bottom–hole pressure can have significant impact

on well production rates, e.g., in wells with high production index.

Summary of collective analysis for total field oil production values
A collective presentation of the total field and well oil production values for the vari-

ous well placement solutions has been given in this section. Results at both the reduced

production time frame of 1200 days, and at the field model production time frame of

5174 days have been presented. Below we summarize the main findings from this analy-

sis and discussion.

• For the 1200 day production time frame, the JNT2M1 well placement solution

yields the greatest increase in field oil production with a 25.5% increase in FOPT

over base case.

• For the same time frame, solutions JNT2OPT, JNT1M1 and FXD2OPT are close

behind with increases in FOPT of 24.9%, 23.6% and 23.5%, respectively.

• Though developed using the reduced time frame, solution well configurations still

yield significant increases when tested on simulation cases running the substantially

larger field case production horizon of 5174 days.

• For the 5174 day production time frame, both the JNT2M1 and the JNT2OPT so-

lutions yield the highest increases in field oil production at 13% over base case. A

close second is the JNT2OPT2 solution with an increase in FOPT of 12.8%.

• Several of the well placement solutions have increases in FOPT close to the highest

achieved value, even though the individual contributions from the wells in these

solutions vary substantially due to different trajectories and lengths. A greater set

of high–performance solutions allows the operator to choose the well configuration

that best fits the broader well strategy of the development plan.
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4.1.3 Increases in FOPT versus changes in well length

In this section we study the correlation between well length changes due to new well

trajectories, and the increases in total oil production obtained from these solutions. For

the development of the Martin Linge oil reservoir we expect longer well bores to yield

higher oil production rates. However, longer well bores are often more challenging to

drill because of the uncertainty in reservoir knowledge, e.g., with respect to the extent

of reservoir sands and the existence and layout of faults, and, they can be more difficult

to operate due to well–performance issues such as well bore pressure losses caused by

fluid flow friction. Taken together, these type of factors restrict how long wells can be

within a planned well configuration, and are the main motivation behind our well–length

constraint definition (see Section 3.5). In this section our concern is solely on the rela-

tionship between the well length parameter and production, even though other parameters

e.g., inter–well distance and general well orientation towards platform location also have

significant influence on final well configuration and ultimate recovery (and have been

taken into account during the well placement optimization procedure). In the following,

we discuss how the different solution well lengths vary relative to base case well lengths,

and how these well–length differences correlate to the increases in total oil production

achieved by the solution wells. We begin by describing the compromise between well–

length and production, and which data we plot to study this trade–off.

Trade-off between well length changes and oil production totals. The general well–

length versus production trade–off arises when we try to make wells longer, to increase

drainage area and maximize recovery, but we also require well configurations to be prac-

tical. By practical we mean well configurations that have various design features that

make them less likely to encounter problems during drilling and operation. For reference

purposes, we consider the base case well configuration for the development of the Mar-

tin Linge oil reservoir to be a practical configuration consisting of wells with reasonable

lengths. The proposal of new well trajectories establishes a trade–off between the poten-

tial increment in total oil production and the changes to base case well lengths required to

realize this increment. In this section we study this trade-off based on the relationship be-

tween the following two points of information. The first point of information regards the

lengths of the wells at each of the solutions and the base case. The second point regards

the increases in well and field oil production total obtained from the different solutions

compared to base case values. Information for the first point is obtained by simply com-

puting the length difference between each solution well and its corresponding base case

well. Additionally, for each solution, we also find the difference between the sum of all

well lengths in that solution, and the total length of all base case wells. The second infor-

mation point consists of the changes (relative to base case) in total oil production for each

well, and collectively for each solution, as presented in tables 4.5 and 4.6, in Section 4.1.2.

Field and well-wise results. We present both field and well–wise results for the well–

length versus production trade–off. For both the field and well–wise results, we present

data for the 1200 day and the 5174 day production horizons (see page 108). For the field–

wise results, we plot the production increases against the sum of all well lengths in a
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Figure 4.23: Increase in field oil recovery compared to base case values (ΔFOPT), plotted against

the difference in total drainage length (wells A, B, C, and D) computed between each solution and

corresponding base case wells.

solution, i.e., we add together the lengths that correspond to wells A, B, C, and D, respec-

tively.

Field results: FOPT increase vs. total well length increase

Figure 4.23 shows the increase in field oil recovery (FOPT) against the difference in total

drainage length (using wells A, B, C, and D) for all solutions. Regular markers corre-

spond to FOPT increases after 1200 days of production, while markers with crosses cor-

respond to FOPT increases after 5174 days of production. The red line and arrow signify

the trend of FOPT increases decreasing when going from the 1200 day to the 5174 day

production horizon, as discussed in Section 4.1.2. The vertical black line represents the

break–even point where the sum of base case well lengths is equal to the sum of solution

well lengths. (Notice joint and sequential solutions are no longer grouped together, rather,

solutions are now organized as joint–sequential pairs.)

We see from Figure 4.23 that solutions JNT2CUT and FXD2CUT are the only solu-

tions with total drainage length less than base case (−4.7% and −4% for JNT2CUT and

FXD2CUT, respectively). After 5174 days, these solutions yield roughly a 10% FOPT in-

crease (see tables 4.5 and 4.6 for exact values). The FXD2OPT2 solution has only a .4%

increase in total drainage length compared to base case, while yielding FOPT increases

of more than 20% and 10% for the 1200 day and the 5174 day production time frames, re-

spectively. Solutions JNT2OPT2, JNT2OPT and FXD2OPT yield FOPT increases in the

neighborhood of 25% after 1200 days of production, and of around 12% for the 5174 day

production horizon. These substantial FOPT increases are obtained by the solutions using

only a roughly 4% longer total well bore drain length than the base case. This is about the

same as drilling 200 meters more drain in the reservoir, distributed over four wells.
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Finally, solutions JNT2M1, JNT1M1 and FXD1M1 in Figure 4.23 yield FOPT in-

creases of roughly 25% and 10% for the 1200 day and 5174 day production horizons. How-

ever, these increases require a roughly 15% increase in total drainage lengths compared to

the base case solution. (Recall that these solutions enforce well–length projections at the

end of the optimization, and not during the routine as the other well–length constraint im-

plementations; see Section 3.5 for further details.) For further reference, we notice, based

on the individual well lengths for all solutions presented in Table 4.3, that the B and D

wells have the greatest increases in well length across most solutions.

Well results: WOPT increase vs. individual well length increase
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Figure 4.24: WOPT increases versus well length increases relative to base case values and length,

respectively, for wells A, B, C, and D.

We now turn our attention to well–wise analysis. Figure 4.24 shows the change in well

oil production total (WOPT) versus the increase (or decrease) in well length. This relation-

ship is plotted for each solution well relative to the corresponding base case well WOPT

values and lengths. As in previous figures, regular markers and markers with crosses cor-

respond to 1200 day and 5174 day data, respectively. The vertical black line represents

the well–length break–even point, while the horizontal black line represents the break–
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even point for WOPT (since individual wells may have lower WOPT than their base case

counterparts).

A well. Based on the A well graph in the upper left corner of Figure 4.24, we can

distinguish between solution A wells that are significantly shorter (these are JNT2OPT,

JNT2OPT2, FXD2OPT2, JNT2CUT and FXD2CUT), and wells that are close to or

longer (namely FXD2OPT, JNT2M1, JNT1M1 and FXD1M1), than the base case A

well. Interestingly, the shorter solution A wells increase their relative WOPT increases

when operating in the 5174 day production horizon rather than in the 1200 day produc-

tion time frame. The longer wells, on the other hand, have lower relative WOPT increases

in the longer production time frame than in the shorter time horizon. These results indi-

cate that shorter A well lengths are to be preferred if production is planned for a time

frame comparable to the 5174 day production horizon, while longer well drains are rec-

ommended if the alternative is to achieve the greatest recovery within a short–term per-

spective.

B well. The graph in the upper right corner in Figure 4.24 shows WOPT versus well–

length changes for the solution B wells. The two red ellipses with arrows show the general

trend of WOPT decrease when we extend the production time frame from 1200 to 5174
days. At 5174 days, we have on the left side of the graph a group of B wells with WOPT

increases ranging from 20% to 30%. These wells also have from about 5% to almost 20%

shorter well bore lengths than the base case B well. The second group of B wells on the

right hand side achieves similar or larger WOPT increases but with well bores that are

almost 20% larger than the base case B well. One would expect that a significant part

of the WOPT increases for the short wells in the first group (i.e., JNT2CUT, FXD2CUT,

JNT2OPT2, FXD2OPT, and FXD2OPT2) comes from these well bores being placed at

or close to the oil accumulation located in the eastern lobe of the reservoir. However, only

two (JNT2OPT2 and FXD2OPT2) out of the five wells in this group actually reach into

this area (see corresponding well configurations in figures 4.10 and 4.12, on pages 130

and 133, respectively). This is an important distinction because, even though produc-

tion from the eastern lobe area using the B well is an important feature in several of the

best–performing solutions (e.g., JNT2M1, JNT2OPT, JNT2OPT2; see sections 4.1.2 and

4.1.2), we see that this feature is not crucial either for an entire well configuration to do

well (say, get an FOPT increase in the neighborhood of 10%, as seen e.g., in Table 4.6), or,

as seen here, for the B well to achieve a significant increase in WOPT using a shorter well

bore length.

C well. The bottom left graph in Figure 4.24 shows WOPT against well–length changes

for the solution C wells. The red ellipse and arrow show the general trend of decreasing

WOPT for increasing production time. As seen in the graph, this trend applies to all so-

lution C wells (notice that to keep a reasonable shape, the ellipse does not extend over to

the rightmost markers). From the graph we see that the solution C wells do not vary much

in length, only between −8% and 6%, compared to the base case C well. Practically all

solution C wells experience significant drops in WOPT of about −15% and of roughly
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−25% for the 1200 day and the 5174 day production time frames, respectively. In Sec-

tion 4.1.1 we saw that most of the solution C wells have well bore trajectories and lengths

similar to that of the base case C well, and that the corresponding solution D wells are

placed closer and often parallel to these trajectories. It is therefore likely that a subtan-

tial part of the WOPT drops seen for the solution C wells are caused by their respective

solution D wells producing from close–by within the same reservoir area. We see some

support for this interpretation based on the results from the FXD1M1 D well. This well

is the only solution well placed west of the original base case D well location (the other

solution D wells are placed east, or to the right, of this well), and can thus be said to have

the least influence on its corresponding C well. In our graph we observe that this is the

only well that obtains a positive WOPT difference compared to base case, which supports

the reasoning of solution D wells overtaking solution C well drainage area.

D well. Finally, the bottom right graph in Figure 4.24 shows WOPT versus well–length

changes for the solution D wells. As before, the straight red line and arrow indicate the

general decrease in WOPT caused by increasing the production time frame from 1200
to 5174 days. All solutions wells (except one, discussed below) have large increases in

WOPT in the range of 130% to 170% for the 1200 day production scenario. This range

drops to between roughly 70% and 110% when using the 5174 production time frame. We

see these results correlate with the previous description of the C well performances, in that

the decreases observed for the C wells are here balanced by the increases in production

from the D wells. Obviously, our general argument is that the solutions from the opti-

mization procedure yield a combined improvement over the base case C and D wells, but,

moreover our purpose here has been to discuss the difference in flow distributions between

the solution wells compared to their base case counterparts. In the discussion for the C

well, we contrasted these differences with the FXD1M1 solution that, as the base case, is

single solution where the C and D wells far apart. Here we round off that discussion by

pointing out that that single positive WOPT difference achieved by the FXD1M1 C well

among all other solution C wells complements the relatively low increase in WOPT for

the FXD1M1 D well. In summary, most solution C and D wells are placed closer to each

other, compared to the base case configuration, and the solution D well trajectories are

significantly longer than the base case D well. Combined, they yield higher recovery than

their corresponding base case wells, but with different distributions of their individual

productions.

Summary of FOPT increases versus changes in well length

In this section, we have plotted increases in field oil production against total drainage

length differences to study the trade–off between longer well bore lengths and increased

recovery. We have also shown how cumulative oil production for individual solution wells

vary according to their relative well–length changes. We have provided these relationships

so that they may be used to weight the recovery increases achieved through our optimiza-

tion procedure against the uncertainties (outside of the optimization scope) associated

with possibly drilling longer well drains. This allows the field operator to ultimately select

a well configuration that balances recovery and drilling–risk according to the company’s
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risk attitude. We summarize the results from this section below.

• At total drainage lengths (for all wells) more than 4% shorter than base case, the

JNT2CUT and the FXD2CUT solutions yield roughly a 10% increase in FOPT after

5174 days.

• At about the same total drainage length as the base case, the FXD2OPT2 solution

yields FOPT increases of more than 20% and 10% for the 1200 day and the 5174 day

production time frames, respectively.

• With only a 4% increase in total well drain length, the JNT2OPT2, JNT2OPT and

FXD2OPT solutions yield FOPT increases of about 25% and 12% for the 1200 day

and 5174 day production horizons, respectively.

• Well–wise results indicate that A wells with shorter well–lengths achieve greater

relative oil recovery when applied within the longer 5174 day production hori-

zon. On the other hand, longer well drains yield greater recovery if production is

set for the shorter 1200 day production time frame.

• For the 5174 day time frame, solution B wells with about 5% to almost 20%

shorter well bore lengths than the base case B well yield WOPT increases rang-

ing from 20% to 30%.

• Overall, solution D well trajectories are significantly longer than the base case D

well. Moreover, almost all solution C and D wells are placed closer to each other,

and yield higher recovery than their corresponding base case wells, but with differ-

ent distributions of their individual productions.
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4.2 Field model tests on multiple realizations

In the previous section we tested all solution well configurations on a single base case

model realization. In this section we expand this work and test each of the well placement

solutions on a set of 10 realizations built around the base case model (these realizations

were also provided by Total E&P Norge AS). The testing for the multiple realization

case involves implementing each of the solutions on both the original base case model

realization and on the 10 model realizations together, i.e., we test each solution on a total

of 10+1 model realizations. By a model realization we refer to an instance of the reservoir

model that is associated with a unique set of reservoir data, e.g., porosity and permeability

distribution. In addition to porosity and permeability, the multiple realization data set also

accounts for changes in reservoir structure by having different distributions of active grid

cells for the various realizations. Taken together, the set of model realizations serves as a

rough representation of the geological uncertainty inherent in the description of the Martin

Linge oil reservoir.

For each well configuration, we present the mean field oil production total (〈FOPT〉)
with standard deviation (σ) and compare it to the mean FOPT and standard deviation

obtained when using the base case well configuration on the set of 10 + 1 model real-

izations. We perform this comparison for both the 1200 day and the 5174 day production

horizon.

Analog to testing well placement solutions for production time frames other than the

one used during optimization, well placement solutions developed using only a single

model realization are unlikely to yield optimal results when tested over a wide range of

model realizations. Still, within a field development work process, information regarding

solution robustness against reservoir uncertainty is important for the operator to decide if

and how to further treat solutions obtained from the optimization procedure.

In the second part of this section we suggest a basic procedure the operator may ap-

ply to further treat solution data. The procedure consists of developing heuristic rules

that work on the multiple realization solution data. For example, based on the obtained

data (and possibly other criteria), rules could be developed that combine wells from the

different solution well configurations, and also the base case, to produce hybrid well con-

figurations. As an example in this work, we have applied a simple rule that replaces low–

performing wells with high–performing wells from other solutions, and if necessary also

reintroduces wells from the base case configuration. The main idea is to fuse current reser-

voir knowledge with the information obtained through the optimization procedure. We

apply this rule on one out of the eight solution well configurations to obtain a small set

of modified, or hybrid, well configurations. These hybrid well configurations have also

been tested on the 11 model realizations. As for the original solutions, we also present the

mean FOPT and standard deviations resulting from each of the hybrid solution tests, both

for the 1200 day and for the 5174 day production horizons.

Hybrid cases are explored in Section 4.2.3. In the following we introduce the results

from the multiple realization case using the original solutions. As in Section 4.1, we

present results for the 1200 day and for the 5174 day production time frame separately. We

introduce the results for the 1200 day production horizon first. Results for the 5174 day

production time frame are presented in Section 4.2.2, on page 163. A summary of the
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results presented in these first two sections is given in Section 4.2.3, on page 173.

4.2.1 Solution tests on multiple realizations: 1200 day production
time frame

In this section we present results from each of the well placement solutions tested on the

set of 11 realizations using the 1200 day production time frame. Results corresponding to

the 5174 day production horizon are discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Table 4.7: Mean FOPT increase (Δ〈FOPT〉) and well mean WOPT increases (Δ〈WOPT〉) for all

solutions tested over the multiple realization set. Each of the increases has a corresponding stan-

dard deviation from the mean (σ). Production data is obtained from Eclipse simulations running

original base case production strategy (xS
c ) over a 1200 day production horizon.

Solution ECLIPSE1200

(
x∗
p,x

S
c

)
Δ〈FOPT〉 Δ〈WOPT〉

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ]

BASECASE 0.0 0.119 0.0 0.215 0.0 0.284 0.0 0.298 0.0 0.255

FXD1M1 1.9 0.183 -0.3 0.222 19.2 0.374 0.4 0.338 -3.3 0.164

FXD2OPT 1.9 0.226 -0.2 0.264 10.6 0.466 -11.5 0.233 16.9 0.343

FXD2OPT2 0.4 0.214 -2.2 0.247 5.2 0.437 -15.0 0.304 20.7 0.349

FXD2CUT 1.7 0.190 -4.3 0.242 -0.8 0.428 -2.9 0.250 16.1 0.223

JNT2M1 6.7 0.215 5.3 0.172 32.2 0.449 -3.2 0.233 6.8 0.313

JNT1M1 6.3 0.213 4.2 0.171 31.1 0.442 -3.0 0.231 6.6 0.315

JNT2OPT 2.9 0.208 -2.4 0.236 15.7 0.337 -9.2 0.239 17.7 0.333

JNT2OPT2 0.9 0.222 -1.6 0.246 5.0 0.443 -8.8 0.254 14.2 0.339

JNT2CUT 0.1 0.215 -2.3 0.237 -0.4 0.430 -7.7 0.235 13.2 0.354

Mean FOPT increase (Δ〈FOPT〉) and standard deviation data (σ) corresponding to

each solution tested on the multiple realization set are given in Table 4.7. Well mean

WOPT increases (Δ〈WOPT〉) with associated standard deviations are also given. As

expected, we see that for each solution in this time frame, the mean FOPT increase over

all realizations is significantly lower than the FOPT increase using only the single base

case realization.
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(It should be noted that, when using the base case well configuration, the FOPT curve

corresponding to the original base case model realization clearly outperforms the FOPT

curves corresponding to all the other realizations. I.e., when using base case wells on

the original base case model realization we obtain the FOPT profile corresponding to the

dashed line, upper–most gray curve in Figure 4.25. Also we see that for each solution

well configuration tested over the set of multiple realizations, the best–performing FOPT

curve is the one obtained when using the solution wells on the original base case model

realization. This observation holds for all the multiple realization field production curves

presented in this work, but not for the cumulative oil production profiles of the individual

wells.)

Comparing the results in Table 4.7 with their counterpart single realization results

shown in Table 4.5 (page 143), we see that the two best solutions from the single realiza-

tion data, solutions JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT, decrease from 25.5% and 24.9% to 6.7% and

2.9%, respectively, when tested over multiple realizations (since JNT1M1 is a slight vari-

ation of JNT2M1, in this section the discussion of the JNT2M1 solution also applies to

the JNT1M1 solution). The other solutions have steeper decreases, and are all below 2%

for the multiple realizations case. Standard deviations corresponding to the mean FOPT

of each solution are on average 1.8 times higher than the standard deviation for the base

case. (Standard deviation tells us something about the spread of the data that make up

the mean. In this context, it provides us with a measure of how robust a solution is with

respect to the uncertainty represented by the multiple realization set.)

We notice the standard deviations corresponding to the solution A wells do not differ

much from the standard deviation for the base case A well. Also, the standard deviations

for all the solution C wells (except for the FXDM1 C well) are lower than the standard

deviation for the base case C well. However, the standard deviations for the solution B

and D wells show greater variation and are, on average, 1.5 and 1.2 times higher, than the

standard deviations for their corresponding base case wells, respectively.

As discussed in the previous section, high increases in FOPT for several of the solu-

tions are due to significant contributions from both the B and D wells. This is particularly

the case for the JNT2M1 and the JNT2OPT solutions, which as mentioned, are the two

solutions that have the highest FOPT increase in both the single and multiple realizations

case. From the multiple realization data shown in Table 4.7, we see that the B well in these

solutions has lost almost three–quarters of its gain compared to the single realization case

(see Table 4.5). The decrease for the B wells in these solutions is due to the fact that in the

base case map, these wells are draining an additional culmination to the south–east which

may not be as high in other realization maps. Similarly, in the single realization case, the

D well in these two solutions more than doubled its total production compared to base

case, while in the multiple realization case, the increase in D well oil production for these

two solutions is much less than 20%. For the JNT2M1 solution, standard deviations for

these wells are close to average, i.e., B and D well standard deviations are 1.6 and 1.2
times higher, respectively, than their counterpart base case wells. For the JNT2OPT solu-

tion B well, standard deviation is lower than average at 1.2 times higher than base case B

well, while D well standard deviation is 1.3 times higher than its base case analog.

Overall, both the JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT solutions show significant decreases when

implemented over multiple realizations. In the multiple realization case, the mean well oil
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production increases obtained from the B and D wells in the JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT solu-

tions are much lower than the analog WOPT increases in the single realization case. How-

ever, in both the single and multiple realization case, these wells still drive much of the

FOPT increases for these solutions.

In the following we plot the field and well cumulative oil profiles when using the

JNT2M1 wells for each realization. For comparison, we also plot the production pro-

files obtained when using the base case wells over the same realizations. We choose the

JNT2M1 solution because it is the solution with highest mean oil production total in Ta-

ble 4.7.

Field and well oil production profiles for JNT2M1 solution

In figures 4.25 and 4.26 we plot the field and well cumulative oil production profiles

for the JNT2M1 solution over the 1200 day production time frame. Production profiles

corresponding to the solution are plotted as dark red curves, while base case production

plots are drawn in gray. Curves representing average FOPT and WOPT production profiles

for the solution and base case are plotted as thick red and gray lines, respectively.
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Figure 4.25: Field oil production totals for multiple realization case using the JNT2M1 so-

lution (red) and base case well configuration (gray) over a production time frame of 1200
days. Dashed lines correspond to the original base case realization. Thin lines correspond to FOPT

curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average FOPT over all realiza-

tions.

Field oil production total plots. Figure 4.25 shows the field oil production total for

each model realization running with the JNT2M1 solution. It also shows the field oil

production totals for the same realizations when using the base case well configuration. In

this figure we see that the mean FOPT curve for the JNT2M1 solution stays above the

base case average for the entire 1200 day production time frame. As seen in Table 4.7,
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Figure 4.26: Well oil production totals for multiple realization case using the JNT2M1 solu-

tion (red) and base case wells (gray) over a production time frame of 1200 days. Dashed lines

correspond to the original base case realization. For each well graph, thin lines correspond to

WOPT curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average WOPT over all

realizations. Upper left and right graphs correspond to wells A and B, while production profiles

for wells C and D are shown in the lower left and right graphs, respectively.

after 1200 days of production, the mean FOPT increase from the JNT2M1 solution is

6.7% larger than mean FOPT using the base case wells. For about the first 300 days of

production, all FOPT curves for the JNT2M1 solution outperform their corresponding

base case FOPT curves. From this point on, at least three solution FOPT curves veer

off the general trend of the average FOPT curve. Covering the complete 1200 day period,

two FOPT curves from the JNT2M1 solution (including the one corresponding to the base

case model realization) greatly outperform their average.

Well oil production total plots. Figure 4.26 presents four separate graphs showing the

cumulative oil profiles for each of the JNT2M1 wells over all model realizations. The

graphs also show the oil production totals for the corresponding base case wells. In addi-

tion, for each of the four graphs, we can compare the mean production from each of the

JNT2M1 solution wells to the mean performance of their corresponding base case wells.

Here we focus on comparing the performances for the multiple realization case against

the well increases achieved in the single realization case. (Recall that single realization
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4.2 Field model tests on multiple realizations

WOPT plots for all solutions are shown in Figure 4.24, with detailed values given in Ta-

ble 4.5.) In the single realization case, we have seen that the A well for the JNT2M1

solution shows no WOPT increase while its C well has a 13% decrease in WOPT com-

pared to their respective base case wells. However, in the multiple realization case, we

see from the upper left graph in Figure 4.26, that the A well for the JNT2M1 solution

has a slight increase in mean WOPT compared to the base case mean, and from the lower

left graph we notice that its C well mean WOPT is now only a few percent below its

corresponding base case mean. Thus, relatively, the contributions from the A and C wells

for this time frame increase in the multiple realization case. At the same time though, as

we have noted before, the significant gains in mean total oil production achieved by the

B and D wells in the single realization case are comparably much lower in the multiple

realization case. Comparing the mean increases in the upper and lower right graphs in Fig-

ure 4.26 with the WOPT increases shown in Figure 4.24, we see how the gains achieved

for these wells are significantly reduced once they are tested over the multiple realization

set. In the following section we see these gains are harder to retain when solutions are

tested over the larger field production horizon.

4.2.2 Solution tests on multiple realizations: 5174 day production
time frame

In this section we present results from each of the well placement solutions tested on the

set of 11 realizations using the 5174 day production time frame. The description of the

5174 day data, including how it is presented and treated, e.g., the layout of tables and

graphs, is analogous to the description of the 1200 day data given in the previous sec-

tion. This means that results in this section are organized into tables and figures in the

same manner as in the preceding section, except that the tables and graphs in this sec-

tion now present the production data obtained using the 5174 day , and not the 1200 day

, production time frame. General descriptions of tables and graphs are therefore not re-

peated. Mainly, in this section, we will discuss results from the multiple realization case,

and in particular, we will focus on comparing 5174 day results with results obtained using

the 1200 day production time frame. We will begin the dicussion with a description of

main results given in Table 4.8, and finish with selecting the best solution from the result

table and plotting its field and well cumulative oil profiles for each realization, and their

corresponding means, against base case production profiles.

Table 4.8 shows a further overall reduction in mean FOPT results (Δ〈FOPT〉) when

running all solutions over the set of multiple realizations using the 5174 day production

horizon. At this production time frame, more than half of the solutions yield mean FOPT

results lower than those achieved by the base case well configuration. Still, the JNT2M1

solution manages to retain a 2.9% increase in mean FOPT, and several wells show robust

production increases in their individual performances (discussed further below).

On average, solution FOPT means have 1.5 times higher standard deviations than the

standard deviation for the base case FOPT mean. While A wells for all solutions have,

on average, about the same standard deviation as the base case A well, solution B, C and

D wells have standard deviations that are, on average, roughly 1.2, .9 and 1.3 times the

magnitude of their corresponding base case WOPT mean standard deviations.
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Table 4.8: Mean FOPT increase (Δ〈FOPT〉) and well mean WOPT increases (Δ〈WOPT〉) for all

solutions tested over the multiple realization set. Each of the increases has a corresponding stan-

dard deviation from the mean (σ). Production data is obtained from Eclipse simulations running

original base case production strategy (xS
c ) over a 5174 day production horizon.

Solution ECLIPSE5174

(
x∗
p,x

S
c

)
Δ〈FOPT〉 Δ〈WOPT〉

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ]

BASECASE 0.0 0.110 0.0 0.235 0.0 0.313 0.0 0.258 0.0 0.213

FXD1M1 -1.8 0.160 -0.6 0.266 7.4 0.404 -0.9 0.343 -11.6 0.168

FXD2OPT -1.0 0.168 13.8 0.258 -3.0 0.428 -20.0 0.203 10.1 0.294

FXD2OPT2 -1.5 0.162 13.7 0.245 -1.7 0.386 -25.8 0.242 14.3 0.325

FXD2CUT -0.3 0.153 11.2 0.250 -8.9 0.376 -10.6 0.190 8.7 0.221

JNT2M1 2.9 0.163 9.8 0.191 16.5 0.408 -12.0 0.202 3.8 0.251

JNT1M1 2.5 0.158 7.1 0.178 17.2 0.398 -11.5 0.199 3.7 0.253

JNT2OPT 0.5 0.161 15.7 0.245 -0.8 0.323 -18.4 0.206 10.6 0.317

JNT2OPT2 0.2 0.171 20.8 0.273 -9.2 0.420 -15.7 0.215 8.1 0.298

JNT2CUT -2.0 0.164 13.6 0.239 -8.4 0.375 -16.4 0.214 6.3 0.329

In the following we compare results between the 5174 day and 1200 day production

horizons, both within the multiple realization case. In Table 4.8 we see that for all solu-

tions, the A well yields larger relative WOPT mean increases for the 5174 day horizon

than when using the 1200 day production time frame. Conversely, for most of the solutions

tested over the larger production horizon, the contribution from the B wells is now below

the base case WOPT mean. For the B well, most gains in the shorter horizon are positive,

while for the longer horizon they are mostly negative, except for two solutions (solutions

FXD1M1 and JNT2M1). We also notice that the solution with the highest FOPT increase,

the JNT2M1 solution, is the only solution where both the B and D wells have increases

over base case. As in the results for the shorter production time frame, the C well in all

solutions performs poorly when tested over multiple realizations.

Next we plot the field and well cumulative oil profiles for the solution with the highest

FOPT increase, i.e., the JNT2M1 solution.
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4.2 Field model tests on multiple realizations

Field and well oil production profiles for JNT2M1 solution

In figures 4.27 and 4.28 we plot the field and well cumulative oil production profiles for

the JNT2M1 solution over the 5174 day production time frame. As before, dark red and

gray curves represent solution and base case profiles, respectively. Dashed lines represent

those FOPT and WOPT profiles that correspond to the original base case realization. Av-

erage FOPT and WOPT production profiles are plotted as thick lines.
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Figure 4.27: Field oil production totals for multiple realization case using the JNT2M1 so-

lution (red) and base case well configuration (gray) over a production time frame of 5174
days. Dashed lines correspond to the original base case realization. Thin lines correspond to FOPT

curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average FOPT over all realiza-

tions.

Field oil production total plots. Figure 4.27 shows the field oil production total for

each model realization running with the JNT2M1 and base case wells over a production

time frame of 5174 days. We know from Table 4.8 that, after 5174 days of production, the

JNT2M1 average FOPT curve yields a 2.9% increase over average base case FOPT. In

Figure 4.27 we see this curve has a somewhat greater increase compared to the base case

mean FOPT curve in the time period betwen 1000 and 2500 days. From the figure it

appears that the drop from this high–value period is related to production profiles from

at least two different realizations. At about 1500 days these total oil production profiles

veer off the general trend of the mean (see e.g., second red curve from the top), and

significantly underperform with respect to the rest of the FOPT curves for the solution. For

the longer field production horizon, low–performances on some realizations have a large

effect on ultimate mean recovery. In the following we explore the performance of each of

the wells over the various realizations.

Well oil production total plots. Figure 4.28 presents the four graphs that show the

cumulative oil profiles for each of the JNT2M1 wells over all model realizations. These
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Figure 4.28: Well oil production totals for multiple realization case using the JNT2M1 solu-

tion (red) and base case wells (gray) over a production time frame of 5174 days. Dashed lines

correspond to the original base case realization. For each well graph, thin lines correspond to

WOPT curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average WOPT over all

realizations. Upper left and right graphs correspond to wells A and B, while production profiles

for wells C and D are shown in the lower left and right graphs, respectively.

graphs finally demonstrate how solutions developed without taking into account the entire

realization set can form low–performing WOPT curves that, from early on, and particu-

larly when implemented over the larger production time frame, effectively reduce op-

timization gains, as seen both in Table 4.7, and Table 4.8. For the A, B and D wells,

several high–performing WOPT curves, among them the ones corresponding to the orig-

inal base case realization (dashed line), balance several low–performing curves to yield

higher WOPT means than their respective base case wells. Still, among these wells, only

the A well manages to increase its mean WOPT over the greater time horizon. The B well

manages to keep its mean WOPT increase somewhat constant over the extended horizon,

even though several of its individual realization curves start performing poorly after about

1000 and 1500 days of production.

The C well production curves shown in the lower left graph in Figure 4.28 confirm

the negative contributions from this well seen in tables 4.7 and 4.8. In this graph we see

the solution and base case mean curves separate already after about 1000 days of produc-

tion. After 1200 days we see from Table 4.7 that the mean curve for the solution is 3.2%

below the mean base case curve. In particular for this well, there are numerous curves that
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have a close to flat rate of increase after about 800 days of production. Subsequently, after

5174 days of production, the mean FOPT for this solution is 12% less than the mean base

case FOPT.

4.2.3 Hybrid solution tests on multiple realizations

In the beginning of this section we suggested a heuristics–based procedure could be

devised to modify final well configurations and further improve results. The procedure

would apply engineering heuristics (Koen, 2003) to create modified, or hybrid, solu-

tions. The heuristics8 would be designed to adapt individual solutions according to given

field development criteria, either independently, or by combining the various well trajec-

tories from the solution set into new solutions. Establishing such a procedure would be the

subject of future work. In this section we discuss some of the ideas behind the procedure,

and provide the results from a test using a simple rule.

The purpose of the procedure would be to compensate for the different approxima-

tions made during optimization, as well as to further develop the solutions by specifically

taking into account important considerations from field development work (ranging from

pilot well drilling to geological uncertainty). As we have discussed in previous sections,

to be able to efficiently implement our optimization methodology, we have both made sev-

eral approximations to the field development setup, and placed some of its more general

considerations outside of the scope of the optimization effort. For example, for imple-

mentation reasons, we have used a time horizon for reservoir model simulation that is

substantially shorter than the one planned for the development of the reservoir, and we

have not taken multiple realizations into consideration during our optimization. Through-

out our testing, we have seen the effects of these design choices. In particular, we have

seen how the gains from the optimization effort decline once simulations are run for the

full time horizon, and also when, as we have shown in this section, the optimized well

configurations are brought into the larger context of field development work, where it is

crucial to consider geological uncertainty and test the solutions over multiple realizations.

The idea behind the proposed procedure is to find those areas of reservoir knowledge

and field design targets and bounds that are directly related to the well placement prob-

lem, and to synthesize this information into a set of rules, or heuristics. Subsequently,

these heuristics would use the solution data set from the optimization effort to develop

new solutions. These new solutions would then have design characteristics that satisfied

the field development concerns embedded in the heuristics. These set of heuristics would

be able to address both specific or more general types of field development concerns. More

importantly, the building blocks for the new solutions would be those final well configura-

tions that, although developed using a narrower scope than the one drawn for the heuristic

procedure, are still the product of an optimization process, i.e., they are the results of a

systematic search.

As mentioned above, establishing such a procedure would be the subject of further

work. Critically, this work would require not only a research–type of study, but a closer

collaboration with the engineering team in charge of field development. Based on the ac-

cumulated knowledge and expertise of the field development team, a collaborative effort

would involve discussions, as well as testing and confirmation of proper language and in-
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tention behind the different heuristics. This process would also ensure that the rules were

accurate representations of main field development concerns. At the same time, it is likely

that this process will produce concrete specifications about the problem itself. Clearly,

these specifications would be coded directly as constraints within the optimization frame-

work. (In a sense, heuristics may be thought of as loose type of constraints that work on

solution data. As such, they reshape and/or create new solutions a posteriori so that these

solutions may now satisfy considerations that were left out of optimization scope, or were

not possible to implement as constraints during the optimization in the first place.)

In this work we apply a simple rule on the solution data as an example of this type of

procedure. The rule is stated as follows:

• take the best–performing solution; and,

– replace low–performing wells with high–performing wells from other solu-

tions; also, if necessary, use wells from base case configuration

The main concern behind this rule is to minimize the loss in optimization gains when

solutions are run for the field production time frame and over the set of multiple model

realizations. Obviously, much more advanced heuristics using several conditional state-

ment can be established and applied to the solution set.

We apply the rule stated above on the JNT1M1 solution9 and obtain the three hybrid

solutions shown in Table 4.9. The first hybrid solution is built as follows: J1M1H1 is

equal to JNT1M1 except its D well is replaced by the base case D well. The two other

solutions are built in similar manner, as demonstrated in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: The table shows the well composition of the three hybrid solutions developed from

applying a simple heuristic procedure on the JNT1M1 solution.

Hybrid solution Composition

J1M1H1 → JNT1M1 [A, B, C] + BASECASE [D]

J1M1H2 → JNT1M1 [A, B] + BASECASE [C, D]

J1M1H3 → JNT1M1 [A, B, C] + FXD2CUT [D]

The resulting well configurations for the hybrid solutions are shown in Figure 4.29,

together with base case wells. For those solutions where base case wells have been in-

troduced, there is an overlap between base case and solution wells in the figure. The

saturation (HuPhiSo) maps are given after 5174 days of production. As for the original

solutions, each of the hybrid solutions is tested over the multiple realization set for both

sets of production time frames. We start our discussion with the 1200 day production

horizon, and continue with the 5174 day production time frame starting from page 172.

Hybrid solutions: 1200 days production time frame

Table 4.10 shows the differences in final field and well cumulative oil production for each

of the hybrid solutions compared to base case values after a 1200 day production time
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4.2 Field model tests on multiple realizations

(a) HuPhiSo map, BASECASE. (b) HuPhiSo map, J1M1H1 solution.

(c) HuPhiSo map, J1M1H2 solution. (d) HuPhiSo map, J1M1H3 solution.

Figure 4.29: HuPhiSo oil saturation maps after 5174 days of production for the three hybrid

solutions: J1M1H1, J1M1H2 and J1M1H3. Upper left map shows corresponding base case

map. Scales have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.

frame. For additional reference, we have furthermore, from Table 4.8, reintroduced the

increases corresponding to the parent JNT1M1 solution for this time frame. From this

table we see that the J1M1H3 solution yields the highest increase in mean field oil pro-

duction total (Δ〈FOPT〉) at 8.3% over base case. This represents a 2% increase over its

regular counterpart, the JNT1M1 solution in Table 4.7.

The FOPT profiles correponding to the J1M1H3 solution are shown in Figure 4.30.

Similarly, the cumulative oil profiles for each of the J1M1H3 wells over all model real-

izations are presented in Figure 4.31. As before, solution profiles are plotted as dark red

curves, while base case production plots are drawn in gray.
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Table 4.10: Mean FOPT increase (Δ〈FOPT〉) and well mean WOPT increases (Δ〈WOPT〉) for

all hybrid solution tested over the multiple realization set. Each of the increases has a correspond-

ing standard deviation from the mean (σ). Production data is obtained from Eclipse simulations

running original base case production strategy (xS
c ) over a 1200 day production horizon. Values

from the base case configuration as well as the parent JNT1M1 solution are set as reference.

Hybrid ECLIPSE1200

(
x∗
p,H ,x

S
c

)
Δ〈FOPT〉 Δ〈WOPT〉

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ]

BASECASE 0.0 0.119 0.0 0.215 0.0 0.284 0.0 0.298 0.0 0.255

JNT1M1 6.3 0.213 4.2 0.171 31.1 0.442 -3.0 0.231 6.6 0.315

J1M1H1 6.0 0.171 3.2 0.183 30.0 0.427 3.5 0.298 -1.1 0.264

J1M1H2 5.0 0.154 2.3 0.179 29.7 0.446 0.3 0.300 0.2 0.272

J1M1H3 8.3 0.198 2.0 0.187 31.6 0.444 -2.3 0.257 16.2 0.230
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Figure 4.30: Field oil production totals for multiple realization case using the J1M1H3 so-

lution (red) and base case well configuration (gray) over a production time frame of 1200
days. Dashed lines correspond to the original base case realization. Thin lines correspond to FOPT

curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average FOPT over all realiza-

tions.
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Figure 4.31: Well oil production totals for multiple realization case using the J1M1H3 solu-

tion (red) and base case wells (gray) over a production time frame of 1200 days. Dashed lines

correspond to the original base case realization. For each well graph, thin lines correspond to

WOPT curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average WOPT over all

realizations. Upper left and right graphs correspond to wells A and B, while production profiles

for wells C and D are shown in the lower left and right graphs, respectively.

Field oil production total plots. In Figure 4.30 we see the hybrid solution producing a

mean FOPT curve with significantly better performance than the base case mean FOPT

over the entire 1200 day production time frame. Also, visually, the mean FOPT curve

corresponding to the hybrid solution yields a clear improvement compared to field oil

production curve shown for the JNT2M1 solution shown in Figure 4.25 (page 161).

Well oil production total plots. Figure 4.31 shows the oil production total for each well

in the JN1M1H3 solution over all model realizations. Recall that the J1M1H3 solution

consist of a D well that has been introduced from the FXD2CUT solution. Comparing

these curves with the corresponding plots for the JNT2M1 solution shown in Figure 4.26,

we notice a moderate decrease for the A and a slight improvement for the C well (these

two wells are essentially the same for the JNT1M1 and JNT2M1 solutions). From ta-

bles 4.7 and 4.7 we have that the WOPT gain drops from 4.2% to 2.0% for the A well,

while the improvement for the C well is below 1%.

More importantly, we observe that the WOPT increase for the new D well, introduced
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from the FXD2CUT solution, is substantially larger than the increase when using the

original D well (see Table 4.7). In fact, the increase from the FXD2CUT D well, which

produced a 16.1% WOPT increase in the FXD2CUT solution (see Table 4.7), produces

practically the same increase in the hybrid solution, namely 16.2% (see Table 4.10). To-

gether with an improved mean WOPT performance for the J1M1H3 C well (not replaced

in this solution) at −2.3% (from Table 4.10) instead of at −3.0 (see Table 4.7), we observe

that this pairing of C and D wells yield an improved solution for the multiple realization

case.

Hybrid solutions: 5174 days production time frame

Table 4.11: Mean FOPT increase (Δ〈FOPT〉) and well mean WOPT increases (Δ〈WOPT〉) for

all hybrid solutions tested over the multiple realization set. Each of the increases has a correspond-

ing standard deviation from the mean (σ). Production data is obtained from Eclipse simulations

running original base case production strategy (xS
c ) over a 5174 day production horizon. Values

from the base case configuration as well as the parent JNT1M1 solution are set as reference.

Hybrid ECLIPSE5174

(
x∗
p,H ,x

S
c

)
Δ〈FOPT〉 Δ〈WOPT〉

WL.-A WL.-B WL.-C WL.-D

[%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ] [%] [σ]

BASECASE 0.0 0.110 0.0 0.235 0.0 0.313 0.0 0.258 0.0 0.213

JNT1M1 2.5 0.158 7.1 0.178 17.2 0.398 -11.5 0.199 3.7 0.253

J1M1H1 3.9 0.131 5.3 0.202 15.9 0.389 -1.0 0.273 -1.1 0.211

J1M1H2 3.3 0.122 5.4 0.198 16.0 0.392 -3.8 0.262 -0.2 0.218

J1M1H3 3.6 0.152 4.9 0.213 17.3 0.402 -9.4 0.205 7.3 0.198

Table 4.11 presents the FOPT and WOPT increases for the hybrid solutions against

base case for the 5174 day production horizon. Also, for additional reference, the in-

creases corresponding to the parent JNT1M1 solution are reintroduced from Table 4.7. We

notice from Table 4.11 that the best–performing hybrid solution for the 5174 day produc-

tion time frame is now the J1M1H1 solution. This solution has an increase in mean FOPT

of 3.9% over mean base case FOPT. However, at this time frame, the results from the

two other hybrid solutions also show similar increases of 3.3% and 3.9% for the J1M1H2

and J1M1H3 solutions, respectively. We also note that, for this time frame, the field and

well–wise standard deviations for all the hybrid solutions are not much greater, and often

close to, the respective base case standard deviations.
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Figure 4.32: Field oil production totals for multiple realization case using the J1M1H1 so-

lution (red) and base case well configuration (gray) over a production time frame of 5174
days. Dashed lines correspond to the original base case realization. Thin lines correspond to FOPT

curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average FOPT over all realiza-

tions.

Field oil production total plots. Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show the corresponding FOPT

and WOPT profiles for the J1M1H1 solution when running over a 5174 day production

time frame. In Figure 4.32 we see the hybrid J1M1H1 solution produces a somewhat im-

proved mean FOPT curve. In particular, we notice a single–realization FOPT curve (sec-

ond red line from top) that has a significant decline starting at about 700 days and contin-

ueing until the end of the production horizon.

Well oil production total plots. Figure 4.33 presents the four graphs for the cumulative

oil profiles for each J1M1H1 well. These graphs can be compared to those in Figure 4.28,

which present the same type of profiles, but for the JNT2M1 solution. The greatest dif-

ferences between these two figures are in the graphs for the C and D wells. Crucially,

both the solution C and D wells now have mean WOPTs that closely match those of their

counterpart base case wells. In contrast, for the JNT2M1 solution, the D well has a slight

increase over base case mean, while the C well has a substantially lower mean WOPT

than the base case mean, presumably because of the relative closeness between the C and

D wells in that solution. Thus, replacing the solution D well with the FXD2CUT D well

has yielded a well configuration where the actual improvement over base case comes from

the A and B wells.

Summary of solution tests on multiple realizations
In this section we have tested all our solutions on a set of 11 realizations both for the

1200 day production time frame used in the optimization procedure, and for the 5174 day
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Figure 4.33: Well oil production totals for multiple realization case using the J1M1H1 solu-

tion (red) and base case wells (gray) over a production time frame of 5174 days. Dashed lines

correspond to the original base case realization. For each well graph, thin lines correspond to

WOPT curves for individual realizations, while thick lines represent the average WOPT over all

realizations. Upper left and right graphs correspond to wells A and B, while production profiles

for wells C and D are shown in the lower left and right graphs, respectively.

production horizon used in the original field development case. Taken together, these re-

sults represent the difficulty of applying solutions to a case with a greater production time

frame than the time horizon used during optimization, and also of testing these solutions

on realizations that were not included in the optimization procedure. We have also tested

a simple heuristic procedure to treat solution data. This procedure was suggested as a step

to integrate optimization results within the larger exploration and learning process that is

the work of field development planning. Below, we summarize the main results and points

of discussion presented in this section.

• As expected, solution results developed using only a single realization decrease

significantly once the solutions are implemented over multiple realizations.

• Crucially, though single–realization solutions may perform poorly for some realiza-

tions, they may still yield substantial increases in mean field production, if applied

within the optimization time frame.

• Within the 1200 day production time frame, some solutions perform poorly for most
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realizations, but at least two solutions (JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT) retain substantial

increases in mean field oil production total of almost 7% over base case.

• Test results confirm that, when applied for the larger production horizon, poor so-

lution performances over several realizations effectively drain optimization gains

developed for the shorter time frame.

• The bulk of solutions, obtained using various approximation and a limited optimiza-

tion scope, may be treated by heuristic rules built based on other considerations not

included in the optimization procedure. Hybrid solutions containing specifically se-

lected parts from the various solutions may be developed to answer to a broader set

of considerations from the field development work process.

4.3 Final topics on field case application
In this final section, we briefly discuss topics related to the solution testing effort con-

ducted in this chapter, and the various limitations due to application design. We also

discuss possible further developments of the Martin Linge field case, and how these de-

velopments may be treated by the optimization framework presented in this thesis.

We start this section by discussing the applicability of solutions to the field case, and

continue with a brief description of a prospective production scenario for the Martin Linge

oil reservoir involving inflow control valves. At the end of this section, we offer a sum-

mary and final comment of the pilot study conducted in this and the previous chapter.

4.3.1 Applicability of solutions and limits of application design

Developmental stage of application. One goal of the current work is that the results

from the optimization procedure can possibly provide useful information to the field de-

velopment work process of the operator. However, the application of the methodology is

still at a very early stage of development, and it requires substantial maturation before its

use can be properly considered within the work process of the operator. At the current

stage of development, there are several issues that seriously limit the use of the procedure

and its results within a field development and operations environment. Some of these is-

sues are related to problem definition and application design in general, while others are

mainly related to scope setting and model approximations that have been necessary to

get the pilot application off the ground. Issues related to scope, and then approximations,

are discussed next. At the end of the section we treat issues regarding problem defini-

tion and how to facilitate the translation of expert industry knowledge for use in research

applications.

Testing issues. In the following, we will discuss how the core optimization results

presented in Chapter 3 have been restricted by the scope of the optimization procedure,

and how this has limited their applicability within the work process of the operator. We

refer to the testing of obtained solutions for parameters that where not included in the

original scope of the optimization procedure as testing issues. This type of testing is part

of the application design, and provides us with important feedback on scope definition,
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performance and applicability of solutions. Importantly, it demonstrates the limitations

of the results obtained, and helps clarify which areas in application development that

need further improvement. As we have seen, two of the main testing issues have been

simulation over the field case production time frame of 5174 days, and the testing of

the solutions over multiple model realizations. Extensive results from this testing have

been provided in this chapter, (in particular Section 4.1: Test results from solution cases

(page 107 and Section 4.2: Field model tests on multiple realizations) (page 158). Here

we briefly discuss their implications.

Testing over original time horizon. Optimization has been performed using reservoir

simulations running for only 1200 days instead of the larger field case production time

frame of 5174 days. (This approximation has already been commented in Section 3.4.1,

and further discussed in Section 4.1.) Crucially, test results from this chapter show that the

gains obtained from the implementation of the solutions drop by about 50% once the so-

lutions are run using the larger production time frame. That the solutions can only be con-

sidered optimal within a fraction of the production horizon intended for the development

of the reservoir is a serious disadvantage for their further use. At best, the alternative well

configurations can, at least for the first years of production, serve as estimates of recovery

patterns not previously thought of. Production from individual well trajectories may also

serve as standalone recovery studies from regions of the reservoir not previously exam-

ined. At worst, the reduced–time approximation invalidates many well trajectories that

may have seemed promising for further study. Clearly, for future applications, improve-

ments should be made to have the procedure consider the entire field case time horizon

during optimization.

Testing over multiple realizations. A key factor not included in the scope of the pro-

cedure has been geological uncertainty. Still, each solution obtained by the procedure

has been tested over a set of field case model realizations provided by Total E&P Norge

AS. The solutions have been run over the set of realizations, and expected oil production

totals and variation data have been computed, using both the 1200 day and the 5174 day

production time frames. The results from these tests show severe drops in optimization

gains from all solutions. For the best–performing solution, i.e., the solution with the high-

est field oil cumulative in the single–realization case, the optimization gain is reduced

from almost 26% to about 7% for the 1200 day production time frame, and to less than

3% (from 13%) for the longer horizon. For the remaining solutions, the loss in gains is

even more drastic. Some solutions yield mean recoveries that are indistinguishable from

the mean recovery obtained when using the initial well configuration. Finally, from these

data, it seems clear that none of the solutions can robustly handle the spread in structural

uncertainty represented by the multiple realizations. In general, not taking into account

the structural uncertainty of the reservoir within the optimization procedure, puts all the

obtained solutions at a substantial disadvantage since obtaining a significant degree of

certainty around any type of solution is critical from a field development point of view. It

is therefore important that future applications aiming at contributing information to the

field development work process, consider geological uncertainty during the optimization

procedure, e.g., by optimizing using the expected value of the performance measure as

cost function. Implementing an optimization effort using both a long–term production

horizon, and computing for multiple model realizations at the same time, is a signifi-
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cant undertaking. To balance computational demand, also decisions regarding application

design have been made. Issues related to approximations within the procedure itself are

discussed next.

Limitations due to application design. This work has shortened the simulation time

frame and excluded model uncertainty to reduce computational demand, even though, as

already mentioned, the applicability of our optimization solutions has been greatly re-

duced due to these decisions. Still, even after these limitations in scope, computational

cost for this application work remained high, and further approximations, now with re-

spect to design configuration, were seen as necessary to reduce overall cost. The main ad-

justment in this regard was replacing the field case model with a work model approxima-

tion. At this point, however, we attempted to counter the expected loss in applicability by

establishing a relatively accurate approximation of the field case model (see Section 3.1:

Targets and strategy for application development, page 42).

Future applications also need to explore alternative design configurations for the ap-

plication process, to make it more effective, and thus to achieve a better balance be-

tween runtime and the development of useful information within an industry context. (The

reader may compare this point to the description of our second strategy component, Sec-

tion 3.1.1, page 45.) In particular, different options for simulation should be explored

further, e.g., regarding the extended use of surrogate models, or whether, for some limited

application scopes, we should consider using the field case model directly. Furthermore,

if future work entails the continued use of a work model, further effort should be put on

requiring fewer approximations for the model transfer. Finally, future applications need

to ensure a better alignment of solutions with the business needs of the Industry Partner

(thus increasing applicability, as the term has been discussed in this section), possibly by

building a more refined understanding of the problem facing the operator (more on this

topic below).

Limitations related to application design have been discussed here lastly because,

based on our experience, once the technology components are sufficiently developed

(e.g., the algorithms that make up the parts of the optimization framework), the challenge

then of how to best define the application scope is best handled at the level of collab-

oration work. In our case, we believe further improvement in the use of collaboration

processes is important to, one, achieve a better overview and understanding of the tasks

performed within field development operations, and two, to obtain a better translation of

expert knowledge and problem considerations from the industry operations side to the

realm of applied research. Clearly, the topics discussed here are closely related to our em-

phasis on problem definition and knowledge translation as crucial tasks within the type

of application effort performed in this thesis. The reader may refer back to Section 3.6:

Collaboration work (page 105) where we treat both problem definition and knowledge

translation as the most consequential tasks within the collaboration work performed dur-

ing our application effort. Also in that section, we proposed an iterative test procedure to

improve the translation process.
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4.3.2 Other more advanced production scenarios

In general, the optimization methodologies already presented in Chapter 3 may be ex-

tended to deal with more advanced production scenarios than the ones treated so far. For

the development of the Martin Linge oil reservoir a possible production scenario is to

equip the horizontal wells with inflow control valves (ICVs; also referred to as devices,

ICDs). In this configuration, the wells will be rigged with several flow valves placed

along the well bore. The objective for this configuration is to encourage a steady displace-

ment of oil towards the well bore, and avoid or delay water breakthrough, by managing

the settings of the valves. A reasonable formulation of an optimization problem for this

production scenario would represent the setting of each valve as a control variable. Fur-

thermore it would be interesting to treat the problem with a formulation that penalized

water production, i.e., use NPV as cost function, and possibly use a discount factor to

prioritize early production. In total, compared to the control problem currently treated in

this work, a more interesting production scenario for control optimization could certainly

be construed when operating wells using ICVs. Finally, we might further speculate that

a more sophisticated production case like this one would have a greater influence on the

master search for well placement, which, at least conceptually, lends support for a joint

treatment.

4.3.3 Final comparison to current base case configuration

Throughout this work we have consistently used the base case model and well configura-

tion provided to us by Total E&P Norge AS at the beginning of the study. In the meantime,

the base case configuration has undergone further work by the field development team,

in addition to receiving further adjustments based on suggestions from the drilling con-

tractor. To create a coordination point between the results presented in this study, and the

ongoing field development work, in Figure 4.34 we plot the updated base case well con-

figuration together with the original base case well configuration used in this study. (It

should be noted that the updated base case well configuration is the result of an indepen-

dent work process that has not been influenced by the results in this work.) Using this

reference graph, we can compare any of the well placement solutions developed in this

study, via the original base case configuration, to the updated base case wells, if neces-

sary. In Figure 4.34 we plot the J1M1H1 well placement solution as subject for further

comparison.

4.3.4 Final comment on pilot study

This application effort has been a pilot study to test the developed optimization approach

on a field case. In the preceding sections we have performed extensive tests of the obtained

solutions to facilitate the consideration of these results by the development geoscience

team at Total E&P Norge AS. Several factors affect the results from the pilot study, and

should be considered in future developments of the optimization framework. By design,

the application framework performs optimizations with limited scope, e.g., reduced pro-

duction time frame, to make the solution process more effective. Moreover, a fundamental
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Figure 4.34: Original base case wells used in this work (black lines) are drawn together with

updated base case wells (blue lines). Notice base case B wells overlap with blue line on top. Wells

for hybrid J1M1H1 solution are also drawn (red lines).

limitation of the application framework design is that geological uncertainty is not con-

sidered during the optimization process. In our case, this causes a significant part of the

benefit from the solutions to be lost when assessing the robustness of the various solutions

against structural uncertainty. Additionally, several approximation were included in the

creation of the work model used for optimization. The design of the optimization frame-

work, combined with the reduced scope and the various approximations, impose severe

restrictions on the use of the set of solutions achieved by the optimization process. Work

is currently underway to further improve the optimization framework and core method-

ology to deal with these limitations, and to increase the applicability of the optimization

process as a tool to assist well placement design in field development operations.
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Chapter 5
Chapter Summaries and Further Work

This final chapter both summarizes the results from this thesis, and presents research

topics for further work. It consist of two sections. The first section summarizes the results

from each chapter individually. For each chapter summary, this section starts with some

concluding remarks, then presents an outline of the main results, and finally provides a

general critique about the work conducted in the respective chapter. Finally, the second

section covers various topics of current and future research based on the work in this

thesis.

5.1 Chapter summaries
This section offers itemized overviews of the main results from each of the preceding

chapters. (Naturally, only concluding remarks, and no result outline, is provided for the

introductory Chapter 1.) The various result outlines are prefaced by some concluding re-

marks that explain the overall purpose of the work. A by–product of this treatment is to

place the different types of work performed in this thesis within a larger perspective of

solving for integrated problems. Each chapter summary ends with a brief, general critique.

Summary of Chapter 1
We start this thesis with a brief overview of the field development work process. The point

of this overview is to show that the development of a petroleum field involves a large num-

ber of different decisions, and that most of these decisions are challenging because they

usually involve complex, interdependent systems. Crucially, these systems commonly re-

quire the allocation of substantial computational resources and engineering effort. We then

outline the general aim of this work, which is to develop and test optimization methodol-

ogy to support petroleum engineering work tasks performed in field development opera-

tions. In particular, the tasks treated in this thesis are directly related to the location and

operation of wells for the production of hydrocarbon assets.

Specifically, we introduce the work in this thesis as targeting two crucial tasks for the

development of a petroleum asset; namely, the overall well placement configuration for

the production of the hydrocarbons, and the well control settings that determine how the
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wells in the configuration are to be operated over the production time frame of the asset. In

the introduction of this work, the issue of how, within a coupled optimization effort, the

well control decision influences the search for optimal well placement configuration, is

highlighted as a central and recurring topic throughout this thesis. Focusing on this topic,

we describe how the overall work in this thesis revolves around testing for the significance,

and cost, of jointly optimizing for well placement and controls. Furthermore, in this in-

troductory chapter we emphasize the importance of comparing the joint approach against

other approaches that perform the optimization sequentially, and that either simplify, or

not take into account, the clear interdependency between the well placement and well

control problems. Finally, we finish Chapter 1 by providing an overview of the various

contributions from the study of this topic, taken both from method development (Chap-

ter 2) and field case application (Chapter 3 and 4).

General critique. A general note regarding Chapter 1 is that the background work de-

scribing the various topics treated in this thesis, e.g., well placement and control optimiza-

tion, optimization algorithms, etc., could clearly have been included within the structure

of this chapter. Indeed, it would have been fitting to introduce this contextual text in the

first chapter before we presented the overall description of the work in this thesis. How-

ever, we believe the very general nature of the discussion in Chapter 1, and the standalone

and distinctive characters of chapters 2 and 3 (dealing with method development and field

case application, respectively) make it suitable to rather introduce independent literature

reviews at the beginning of each of these chapters. Combined, these separate literature

reviews, found in sections 2.1 and 3.2, constitute the necessary thesis background, while

best complementing their respective chapters, and overall thesis structure.

Summary of Chapter 2

The core of the methodology for the overall work in this thesis is developed in Chap-

ter 2. In this chapter, methodology constructs, referred to as joint and sequential ap-

proaches, are defined as different ways to solve for the coupled well placement and

control problem. From this chapter on, and throughout this thesis, the joint and the se-

quential fixed and reactive approaches are treated as opposing constructs, and their merit

measured and discussed comparatively. The approaches are tested and contrasted through

progressively more complex cases (though, the Chapter 2 cases are still relatively sim-

ple compared to the field case application in Chapter 3). The simplest case in Chapter 2

consists of a five well problem where the optimal location of an injector needs to be deter-

mined within a heterogeneous permeability field with four producers fixed at each corner

of the reservoir. For this particular case, the low dimensionality of the well placement part

of the problem allows the feasible space of injector well locations to be explored exhaus-

tively. Three exhaustive searches are launched while using either gradient-based optimiza-

tion, or fixed or reactive strategies, to deal with the well control part of the problem. The

second fundamental case from this chapter optimizes the location and control schedul-

ing of three producers and two injectors. This water–flooding configuration increases the

diversity of production scenarios, and renders the search more challenging than the ar-

rangement with only one injector. Results obtained from the comparison of the different

approaches for the two cases, as well as some important observations from the work in
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Chapter 2, are summarized below.

Control–optimized objective function. A key aspect of the joint scheme is that the ob-

jective function at the well placement outer loop is an optimized value of the cost

function considered in the inner optimization of the well controls. Consequently,

the joint scheme results in the solution of the outer optimization satisfying optimal-

ity conditions not only for the well placement problem but also for the well control

part.

Smoothing of the optimization surface. For the first case, results for the three exhaus-

tive explorations corresponding to each control strategy (fixed, reactive and opti-

mized) yield a much rougher surface for the inner loop function associated with

the fixed control strategy than the surfaces obtained with the other strategies. These

results demonstrate that an efficient control strategy within the inner loop, e.g.,

gradient-based optimization, can significantly improve the performance of less

promising locations, and consequently achieve a smoothing of the outer loop op-

timization surface with respect to the well placement variables.

Exhaustive search solutions. From the well locations with the highest net present value

obtained from the three exhaustive explorations, we observe the joint scheme clearly

out–performing the sequential methodologies, even after the additional gradient-

based control optimization step. The joint approach yields an increase of 4.2% and

5.9% in NPV compared to the sequential fixed and reactive approaches, respec-

tively. For this case, final oil saturations show less bypassed oil for the joint solution

than the best solutions from the sequential approaches.

Reduction due to final control optimization step. Using the various approaches, sear-

ches for optimal injection well locations where launched from 12 different initial

points. Results show that the additional control optimization to some extent reduces

the differences in results obtained by the sequential and joint approaches. Before

the control optimization step, the average optimized NPV by the joint approach is

24.1% and 9.8% larger than the average optimized NPVs from the fixed and reac-

tive approaches, respectively. After the additional optimization, these percentages

decrease to 10.3% and 6.1%.

Results from the more complex second case. Results when optimizing the location and

controls of two injectors and three producers, show that, in terms of NPV, the se-

quential fixed and reactive strategies clearly under–perform the joint approach. The

average (maximum) NPV over all of the runs obtained with the joint approach

is 18.2% (14.4%) and 20.6% (7.3%) higher than with the sequential fixed and reac-

tive schemes, respectively.

Smaller standard deviation of NPV results. Results from the second case show that the

joint approach yields smaller standard deviation σ of the NPV than the sequential

methodologies. This result is consistent with the smoothing of the well placement

optimization landscape observed for the joint strategy in the first case.
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Cost of joint versus sequential approaches. Despite the clear gain from the joint ap-

proach, we recognize its cost is significant compared to the sequential alterna-

tives. Results from the second case show that the average number of simulations

required by the joint approach is about one order of magnitude higher than that

needed by the sequential methodologies.

Parallelization of well placement search. The increase in computational cost is some-

what mitigated by the implementation in parallel of some of the pattern search algo-

rithms used for the well placement part of the approach. For example, the compu-

tation of two pattern search algorithms, parallelized using eight and 20 computing

cores, yielded speedup factors of 4.1 and 6.4, respectively.

General critique. In total, the results from this chapter show that jointly optimizing for

well placement and controls can yield significant improvements over sequential alterna-

tives. However, these results are based on relatively simple cases treating only vertical

wells. In general, additional work is needed on more complex cases to further validate

these results. Furthermore, the cost of performing a joint type of approach is prohibitively

high. This cost constitutes a serious obstacle towards any practical application of the joint

approach, and needs to be further treated by additional research.

Summary of Chapter 3

Chapter 3 focuses on extending and applying the work developed in the previous chapter

on to a real field case. The extension of the methodology to treat a more complex field case

poses various technical challenges to the implementation developed in Chapter 2. Resolv-

ing these challenges, and the actual optimization of well placement and controls while

using a real field case, are the main contributions from Chapter 3. However, since dealing

with a real field case and treating with the IO Center Industry Partner operating this asset,

before these challenges are dealt with, we have emphasized the need for there to be an

overall frame of understanding regarding both the research development and the field case

application effort performed in this thesis. For this reason, at the beginning of Chapter 3,

we have focused on structuring our thinking into a consistent framework that uses the

general concept of strategy within technology management to both clarify targets, and

chart a clear course of action for the application work. Using this general management

structure, the work in this and subsequent chapters consists of creating sufficient align-

ment between the stated application targets, and the various work processes (i.e., tactics)

set up to resolve the defined challenges.

The first section of Chapter 3 starts with definitions of targets and strategy for the

research development and field case application effort. Within the wider perspective of

technology management, Chapter 3 proceeds by identifying challenges (both technical

and collaboration–based), and by defining work processes to deal with the more complex

real field case and overall organizational work. These work processes are organized into

a work process loop set up to guide the entire application effort; from work model vali-

dation and problem definition, to optimization effort and solution testing. Finally, within

this work process loop, we describe the technical framework for the optimization effort
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that includes all the algorithms, as well as the technical extensions developed to accom-

plish the field case application work. Below we summarize the results achieved by the

application of this optimization framework.

Mean FOPT increase from joint optimization runs. A total of nine different joint and

sequential optimization runs have been performed using different configurations

for the well–length constraint. Comparing the result of each sequential run to its

corresponding joint counterpart, we observe the joint solutions yield higher FOPT

increases for each solution pair. From our optimization effort using an approximated

work model, the FOPT values for the joint solutions result in a mean increase in

FOPT of close to 33% over the FOPT from the base case configuration.

Mean FOPT increase from sequential optimization runs. In this optimization case,

FOPT values corresponding to the sequential runs result from an optimization of

controls performed after a well placement configuration has been found using fixed

controls. Averaging these FOPT values, and comparing them to the base case FOPT,

we obtain a mean increase in FOPT of almost 26% for the sequential optimization

runs.

Comparison joint vs. sequential runs. As mentioned before, a main axis for analysis is

the comparison between the joint and the sequential approaches. For this particu-

lar problem case, the solutions obtained using the joint approach yield, on average,

a 7% higher FOPT increase compared to the solutions obtained using the sequen-

tial approach. However, as for the second case in Chapter 2, the cost of the joint

approach is significant compared to the sequential alternative. For this case we have

that the mean total number of reservoir simulations required by the joint runs is al-

most 7 times higher than the mean number of reservoir simulations required by the

sequential runs (i.e., we have averages of 6973 and 1025 total number of reservoir

simulations for the joint and sequential approaches, respectively).

Influence of control optimization routine for each approach. For the work model case

in Chapter 3, we have that the mean FOPT increases from the control routine are

modest when optimizing using either the initial well configuration, or any of the fi-

nal well configurations obtained from the sequential runs. However, based on func-

tion evolution data for the joint runs, we have that the control routine, once em-

bedded within the well placement search, yields, on average, considerable higher

increases when applied over whole ranges of different well placement trial solu-

tions. This result agrees with our previous observation from Chapter 2 results re-

garding the possible smoothing of the outer loop optimization surface. Correspond-

ingly, the results from this work model case support the notion that a smoothing

of the outer loop optimization surface with respect to the well placement variables

may be achieved, when the performance of less promising locations during the well

placement search is improved (sometimes significantly) by the use of an efficient

control strategy, in this case gradient-based optimization, within the inner loop.

Results associated with control optimization routine. Function evolution data shows

that when using the joint approach, each well placement trial solution obtains a
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general improvement in objective function value due to the inner loop control pro-

cedure of, on average, 7.5%. In contrast, only a mean increase of slightly more

than 1% is observed when performing the control optimization part using either the

initial well configuration, or any of the final well configurations obtained from the

sequential runs.

Main observation from cost function evolution graphs. One comparison made of cost

function evolutions curves is between the curves corresponding to the joint and

sequential solutions, in terms of number of cost function calls for each of the two

approaches. In this comparison, we notice each joint solution displays a better–per-

forming cost function evolution curve, in terms of quicker progression and higher

final FOPT, than its corresponding sequential cost function curve.

Transfer of solutions to real field case. The final sections of Chapter 3 focus on trans-

ferring the solutions obtained using the work model on to the original field case

model. Due to the various approximations in the work model, we confirm a general

decrease in cost function values once solutions are transferred over to the Eclipse

field case model.

Joint vs. sequential comparison across solution transfer. Notably, we see that the joint

runs still out–perform their sequential counterparts even after the various solutions

are transferred to the field case model. Transfers implementing the complete solu-

tions, and only the well placement part together with the original field case well

schedule settings, are tested. For the first type of transfer, the joint solutions yield a

mean increase in FOPT of slightly more than 25%. In comparison, the correspond-

ing sequential solutions yield, on average, an increase in FOPT of somewhat less

than 20%. Results for the second transfer have similar differences.

General critique. In summary, dealing with a real field case in the application of our

methodology has posed significant difficulties with respect to implementation, but it has

also allowed us to deal with at least two important challenges that further develop our

overall research. The first challenge covers the application of the methodology on to more

complex cases. Through this field case application we have shown that the joint approach

yields significant improvements over sequential alternatives, also when optimizing hori-

zontal well trajectories with various well placement design constraints. The second chal-

lenge has to do with the real field case application itself, in that the vast complexity of

field development operations has required substantial thinking regarding organization as

well as around research problem definition, planning and development. In a whole range

of fundamental ways, from problem definition to consideration of results, the resolution

of the second challenge has contributed significantly to the treatment of the first challenge,

and vice versa.

However, in terms of final application and overall results, we see from the treatment in

this chapter that the joint approach is only viable if we impose substantial approximations

to the work model used for optimization. As mentioned in our general critique of the

results in Chapter 2, more work is required to significantly reduce the computational
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cost of the embedded routine while retaining the overall gains achieved by the joint ap-

proach. In total, we have that the joint approach is not yet efficient enough for practical

implementations involving large scale problems.

Summary of Chapter 4

In Chapter 4 we test the well placement solutions developed in Chapter 3 on the original

base case Eclipse model for the Martin Linge oil reservoir. As such, this chapter com-

pletes the second target specified for the application work in this thesis. Recall that a

main element of the second target was to further shape (in this case by rigorous testing)

the output of the optimization effort into a product that could potentially contribute to the

overall field development work process of the industry operator. To this end, the entire

Chapter 4 is devoted to testing and analyzing all solutions obtained by the optimization

process with respect to various considerations important within the perspective of field

development operations. In particular, the various solutions are additionally tested for

two realistic field development considerations that were not included in the optimization

effort, i.e., the original larger production time frame and a multiple realizations field case

scenario. Finally, we have put significant emphasis on treating the results from the solu-

tion tests in such a way that the various representations and analyses are similar to pieces

of information commonly used by the engineering team. The overall purpose of this treat-

ment is to make the obtained information readily available for further evaluation within

the work process of the industry partner. All input configurations involving the various

solutions, as well as all output data associated with the different simulation test cases for

this chapter, have therefore been re-created, run, and plotted using industry–standard tools

and/or formats.

Chapter 4 starts by introducing the eight solution cases that have resulted from imple-

menting the various solutions within the field case model. Resulting production profiles

for the different wells from each configuration are given, in addition to saturation maps at

the main two test time horizons (i.e., 1200 and 5174 days). Chapter 4 proceeds by study-

ing the various solution cases collectively, using tables presenting differences in field and

well oil production totals against base case values. These changes in production are also

plotted against the sum and individual well lengths associated with each of the solution

well configurations. Finally, all solution cases are tested over a multiple realization case

scenario. At the end of this chapter, we also apply some simple heuristic rules as a way

to modify and/or adapt the obtained solutions to the current engineering considerations

within the field development work process of the operator (that were either approximated,

or not included, in the problem formulation). The main results from this chapter are sum-

marized below.

Overall analysis of individual solution well configurations. .

• A number of solutions well configurations arrive at A well locations that have

close to, or practically the same, positioning as the base case A well, but with

a much shorter well bore. Still, these shorter solution wells have production

profiles that closely match those of the base case A well.
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• Those configurations that yield the greatest increases in field oil production

total for both the 1200 day and the 5174 day time frames have B wells that

aggressively target the eastern lobe of the Martin Linge oil reservoir.

• In practically all solutions, the oil production rates obtained from solution D

wells are significantly larger than the oil production rate from the base case

D well. This result is tightly connected with the fact that solution D well tra-

jectories are in the majority of cases significantly longer and rotated counter–

clockwise in a south–east alignment compared to the original base case D well

trajectory.

Comparative analysis of solution field oil production totals. .

• For the 1200 day production time frame, the JNT2M1 well placement solution

yields the greatest increase in field oil production total with a 25.5% increase

in FOPT compared to the base case configuration. For the same time frame,

solutions JNT2OPT, JNT1M1 and FXD2OPT are close behind with corre-

sponding increases in FOPT of 24.9%, 23.6% and 23.5%, respectively.

• For the 5174 day production time frame, both the JNT2M1 and the JNT2OPT

solutions yield the highest increases in field oil production total at 13% com-

pared to base case. A close second is the JNT2OPT2 solution with an increase

in FOPT of 12.8%.

FOPT increases vs. changes in well length. .

• While having total drainage lengths (the sum of all well lengths), more than

4% shorter than the total drainage length for the base case configuration, the

JNT2CUT and the FXD2CUT solutions yield roughly a 10% increase in FOPT

for the 5174 day production time frame.

• Having about the same total drainage length as the base case, the FXD2OPT2

solution yields FOPT increases of more than 20% and 10% for the 1200 day

and the 5174 day production time frames, respectively.

• While having a 4% increase in total well drainage length, the JNT2OPT2,

JNT2OPT and FXD2OPT solutions yield FOPT increases of about 25% and

12% for the 1200 day and 5174 day production horizons, respectively.

• For the 5174 day time frame, solution B wells with about 5% to almost 20%

shorter well bore lengths than the base case B well yield WOPT increases

ranging from 20% to 30%.

Solution tests on multiple realizations. .

• Within the 1200 day production time frame, some solutions perform poorly

for most realizations, but at least two solutions (JNT2M1 and JNT2OPT) re-

tain increases in mean field oil production total of close to 7% over the base

case configuration.
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• Test results confirm that, when applied for the larger production horizon, more

than half of the solutions yield mean FOPT results lower than those achieved

by the base case well configuration. A final note is that the JNT2M1 solution

manages to retain a roughly 3% increase in mean FOPT, while several solution

wells show interesting production increases in their individual performances.

• Hybrid solutions containing specifically selected parts from the various indi-

vidual solutions were developed to answer to the time frame and multiple real-

ization considerations. The best solutions from this simple heuristic technique

yield increases in mean field oil production total of about 8% for the 1200 day

production time frame, and of roughly 4% for the 5174 day production time

frame, both over corresponding base case mean FOPTs, respectively.

General critique. The general critique of the work in this chapter mainly follows the one

made of Chapter 3. At a fundamental level, the real field case application of the overall

methodology developed in this thesis is seriously hampered by the various approxima-

tions actually necessary to perform the optimization work. Substantial improvements, in

both the performance and the usability of the application (the latter mostly referring to

how well knowledge and problem specifications are transferred across inter–disciplinary

boundaries), are required for the methodology and its results to receive proper recogni-

tion and general acceptance for use within a field development work process. In terms

of performance, the main obstacle at the current level of method development and ap-

plication capability revolves around the high cost of the approaches. Corollaries of this

issue are the time frame reduction that was necessary to implement the approaches, and,

of course, the various limitations imposed by the very expensive cost function calls, e.g.,

the inability to optimize using multiple realizations, and the considerable time it takes

from a solution is launched until it can be presented to the field development engineering

team for further treatment. Some of these issues are the subject for further work, which is

discussed below.

5.2 Topics for further work
In this section we outline several topics that are currently being explored, or that will

be treated in further work. To facilitate the discussion, we make a rough differentiation

between topics dealing with the cost of implementing the approaches, and developmen-

tal topics that try to enhance the work in new, interesting ways. Clearly, both types of

topics deal with advancing the work, but discuss the overall development from different

perspectives. Topics regarding cost are mostly focused on developing techniques to tackle

the high cost of the approaches. Some of the consequences related to the high cost of

implementation have already been mentioned in the general critique of Chapter 4, where

cost was identified as the main obstacle towards more extensive use of the methodol-

ogy, e.g., when dealing with real field applications. The cost topics discussed below are:

dealing with integrated problems; increased parallelization and taking further advantage

of the modularity of the optimization framework; and a more advanced implementation

of pattern search methods, and/or the introduction of other algorithms for well placement

optimization. Developmental topics, on the other hand, are focused on extending the work
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in the thesis in several interesting directions. These topics discuss the introduction of new

cases and emphasize adding further complexity to the problems treated by the optimiza-

tion framework. Topics in this context are: well control optimization using inflow control

valves (ICVs); the development of surrogate models for the embedded control routine, and

in general, as reservoir model approximations; and finally, dealing with reservoir model

uncertainty. Notice that (somewhat) detailed descriptions of several of these topics have

already been given at various places throughout this thesis. For this reason, and given the

outline perspective of this section, we provide only brief comment on the various topics,

and rather refer to those sections in this thesis where these topics are treated in greater

length (where appropriate, we will provide references to relevant literature). We start our

discussion with topics regarding cost.

5.2.1 Cost–reducing topics for further use of optimization frame-
work

In this work, while developing the framework to solve for the core problem of joint well

placement and control optimization, it has been natural to generalize the framework as

a solution structure that, in a more robust and expansive version, can possibly also be

used to solve for larger and/or other types of integrated problems. Along these lines,

the general thought is that further development can eventually lead to a multi–purpose

procedure that may be applied to solve problems with similar integrated structure, e.g.,

problems involving the combination of well placement and/or controls with the design

of facilities and pipe network and/or the routing of well streams (as discussed in Sec-

tion 1.1.2, page 3). Obviously, this is a high ambition, given that for the size of these

problems, the emphasis on using the joint approach makes any solution effort exceedingly

costly. For the basic version of the procedure presented in this work, when confronted

with the increased computational cost of dealing with a real field case, we proceeded with

the straightforward effort of extending the parallelization of the pattern search methods

(see Section 3.2.1, page 56). The continuation of this effort as a cost–reducing measure is

therefore an important topic for further work. The general focus for this work should be on

the implementation of other algorithms with improved capability for distributed comput-

ing. Furthermore, in the search for better–performing algorithms, we should consider not

only methods based on pattern search, but also explore the use of techniques that rely on

global exploration, such as particle swarm optimization and/or genetic algorithms, that,

as discussed in Section 3.2.1 (page 56), have also been used for the well placement part

of the procedure. Notice, however, that the implementations of the non–linear well place-

ment constraints used in this work may not be compatible with the stochastic nature of

these algorithms, and that different implementations of these constraints may have to be

developed if applying these global search techniques. As also mentioned in Section 3.2.1,

it may be fruitful to explore more advanced implementations of pattern search techniques

that perform more refined searches of the well placement space, e.g., methods that use

cost function values from polling searches to approximate gradient directions. Finally on

this topic, we should explore the field of bilevel optimization theory for insights that may

improve the general performance of the proposed solution structure.

Moreover, future work should actively exploit the overall solution structure, particu-
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larly in terms of the modular property of the optimization framework (see Section 3.2.1,

page 53). A particular advantage of this property is that it can be used to accelerate over-

all performance by facilitating the introduction of surrogate models at different levels of

the optimization framework. At the level on control optimization, a basic idea for further

work is to estimate some of the optimization cost function values using a reactive strategy

that may be “tuned” based on previously computed joint optimization results (see Sec-

tion 2.5, page 40). Moreover, additional gains in performance may be achieved by further

exploiting the inter–level relationship between the problems. Along these lines, work is

currently underway that builds reduced–order models from sets of control solutions and

uses these as surrogates within the control optimization routine (we refer to this enhance-

ment as Joint+RCO; see Section 3.2.1, page 57, for a full description). Finally, a related

topic that may be considered in future applications is the straightforward use of surrogate

reservoir models as approximations to the full physics model during the whole, or parts,

of the optimization procedure. Possibly, these surrogates can be upscaled variants of the

original model (Nakashima and Durlofsky, 2010), or be developed by, e.g., using some of

the advanced flow diagnostic tools developed by SINTEF (Lie et al., 2012).

5.2.2 Topics for further development of optimization framework

As mentioned, the work in this thesis can be extended to treat larger, more complex in-

tegrated petroleum field problems. Crucially, this extended use is highly dependent on

whether we are able to satisfactorily advance some of the cost–reducing topics described

above. Disregarding this challenge for a moment, we notice there are other problems of

interest that may be treated within the optimization framework. In particular, we refer to

the introduction of more complex production cases (still within the framework of the in-

tegrated problem). For example, a more complex case that could be treated involves the

optimization of controls when using inflow control valves in a production scenario with

horizontal wells (see Section 4.3.2, page 178, for a highly relevant case example based on

a Norwegian Continental Shelf development). For this type of work, it might be beneficial

to complement the treatment of the more advanced production scenario with a study that

specifically targets the optimization of controls subject to the type of non–linear produc-

tion constraints likely to be applied to that case, thus matching increased case complexity

for research purposes with realistic field considerations. In relation to this case, general

research is currently underway that studies the characteristics of possible constraint for-

mulations for this type of control optimization problems. (See also Section 3.4.2, page 84,

for a brief discussion of different types of constraints for this problem.) For example, an

interesting topic for research is whether (well and/or field) production constraints, e.g.,

water cut thresholds for shutting down wells, or water production limit rates, should be

implemented at the solver level or within the reservoir simulator (as they often are, given

the efficiency of such heuristic treatment). Furthermore, an important question in this

regard is how each of these two approaches for constraint implementation affect the ev-

olution of gradient-based optimization procedures. In particular, how is the accuracy of

the adjoint gradient computation influenced by the heuristic treatment of production con-

straints within the forward reservoir simulation, and, if there is substantial degradation

of the derivatives, how does the inconsistency between input controls and cost function
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gradients affect the gradient-based technique driving the optimization. In closing, this

overall topic is also coupled with the possible application of other gradient-based solvers

for the specific purpose of decreasing the total number of calls to the reservoir simulator

(see Section 3.2.1, page 57). Finally, as previously discussed, if further method develop-

ments are to be readily applied within field development operations, we need to take into

account reservoir model uncertainty within the optimization process, e.g., by using the

method by Wang et al. (2012), briefly discussed in Section 2.1, on page 16.
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Chapter 6
Summary of results

We end this thesis by providing a brief outline of the main results from this work. These

results are presented according to the two conceptual parts that divide this thesis: method

development and field case application. For a comprehensive summary of each chapter

in this thesis, and of the results therein, the reader is referred to the previous chapter,

Chapter 5.

Main results from part I: Method development

• Simple case results clearly show the joint scheme out–performing the sequential

methodologies, even after the additional gradient-based control optimization–step

performed by the sequential approaches. Exhaustive explorations of the well place-

ment search space for a low–dimensional five–spot case yield optimal cost function

values (NPV) that are 4.2% and 5.9% higher compared to the sequential fixed and

reactive approaches, respectively.

• When optimizing the location and controls for a larger case including two injectors

and three producers, we notice the performance of the sequential fixed and reactive

strategies decrease compared to the joint approach. For this more complex case, we

observe the average cost function of all of the runs obtained with the joint approach

is 18.2% and 20.6% higher than with the sequential fixed and reactive schemes,

respectively.

• For the establishment of the joint approach against sequential procedures, the clear

trade–off between attaining higher objective function values and the increased com-

putational cost this entitles is an important consideration. For the five–well problem

in the methodology part of this thesis, the average number of reservoir simulations

required by the joint approach is about one order of magnitude higher than the com-

putational resources needed by the sequential methodologies. However, a conscious

design feature for the development of the methodology has been to mitigate the in-

creased cost by implementing in parallel some of the pattern search algorithms used

for the well placement part of the approach. For the five–well problem, the paral-

lelization of these algorithms yields speedup factors of 4.1 and 6.4, respectively.
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Main results from part II: Field case application

• Nine different joint and sequential optimization runs are launched using a work

model approximation of the Martin Linge field case. A set of high–performance

configurations, rather than a single best solution, allows the operator to choose the

well configuration that best fits the broader well strategy of the development plan.

• Average cost function values (field oil production total; FOPT) for the joint solu-

tions yield a mean increase in FOPT of close to 33% compared to the base case

configuration. In contrast, the solution well configurations corresponding to the se-

quential runs result in a mean FOPT increase of almost 26%. For this optimization

effort, we have that the joint runs require about 7 times more reservoir simulations

than sequential runs.

• Cost function evolution data for each run show that the mean contribution from

the embedded control routine is significantly higher compared to the average gain

produced by the control optimization step for the sequential procedure. This result

is consistent with similar observations made for the simpler cases, and points to a

possible smoothing of the optimization surface with respect to the well placement

variables due to the nested routine. Possibly, this smoothing may add some robust-

ness to the overall well placement search conducted by the joint approach.

• The well configurations obtained using the work model are subsequently trans-

ferred to the field case model. Due to the multiple approximations necessary for

the work model implementation, a general decrease in cost function values across

all solutions is observed once these configurations are tested on the original reser-

voir model. Furthermore, the solutions are also tested for a larger production time

frame (5174 days) than the one used during optimization (1200 days), and a field

case scenario involving a set of 11 model realizations.

• For the 1200 day time frame, the JNT2M1 solution yields the greatest increase

in FOPT with a 25.5% increase compared to the base case configuration. For the

5174 day time frame, both the JNT2M1 and the JNT2OPT solutions yield the high-

est increases in FOPT at 13% compared to base case. However, further test results

show that, when applied for both for the larger 5174 day horizon and over the whole

range of model realizations, the set of solutions lose their significant gains over the

base case well configuration. Among other, this result underscores the importance

of using more than only a single realization during the optimization procedure.

• A key result from the individual tests of well placement solutions is that those

well placement configurations that yield the greatest FOPT increases have B wells

that specifically target the eastern lobe of the Martin Linge oil reservoir. Further-

more, for the 5174 day time frame, solution B wells with about 5% to almost 20%

shorter well bore lengths than the base case B well yield WOPT (well oil production

total) increases ranging from 20% to 30%.

• For most solutions, the oil production rates obtained from solution D wells are

significantly larger than the oil production rate from the base case D well. This
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increase is mostly attributed to a substantially longer well bore and a significant

rotation of this well compared to the base case D well trajectory. However, based

on updated field studies, the lengths and realignments of these solution wells may

be too severe with respect to current field development constraints. These wells

should therefore be reconsidered within the routine, e.g., by further refining the

overall boundary constraints for this particular well during optimization.
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Notes

Chapter 1

1. The actual search procedure may be deterministic or stochastic, but the principle of

changing the current iterate with another one that yields an improved objective, regardless

of how the new iterate was found, is deterministic by logic.

Chapter 3

1. The use of the concept of strategy, and related terminology, helps structure the appli-

cation work described in this section because it encapsulates dimensions of planning and

agency that are important in the development and application of research. A strategy can

be defined as “a collection of plans and processes that integrate [...] vision, overall goals,

policies and actions in a coherent way” (Lægreid, 2001). Obviously, the aim of our strat-

egy within the context of this application work is much more limited (though important

for our effort), namely to establish a purpose and direction for the work conducted in this

thesis.

2. Lægreid (2001) is a very interesting reference because the author is a Ph.D. in Physics

from NTNU who worked many years in the R&D department of Statoil AS, before con-

ducting a M.Sc. degree in the Management of Technology at Alfred P. Sloan School of

Management, MIT.

3. The work process structure developed earlier in Section 3.1 can be seen to describe

all the work tasks related to the creation and use of the optimization framework and its

results.

4. This geological situation yields a relatively large number of inactive reservoir grid cells

throughout the reservoir, specially at the border of the main reservoir sands, where sand

quality is lower. This impacts the projection algorithm that keeps reservoir trajectories

within bounds, since the well toes or heels of these trajectories need to be projected onto

active grid cells. A check of where the closest–lying grid block is located is therefore

implemented before we perform the actual projection, see Section 3.4.3.

5. A much closer match in recovery volumes was possible (specially with respect to field

gas production). However, this work model configuration was chosen for optimization

because it was faster, and its numerical solution was more robust with respect to different

well locations and control settings, than the other approximations.
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6. In this regard, a reasonable problem definition can be seen as one that includes the

main aspects of the decision to be made, and that offers the field development team the

type of information required

7. However, we might speculate that joint solutions are somehow more robust against

certain well placement changes, in this case changes to well length. If true, this type of

robustness would be beneficial once solutions are considered within the more general field

development work process, where constraints not included in the optimization process,

are likely to require changes to the solutions proposed by the optimization procedure. In

any case, more work would be needed to further test for this type of robustness.

8. On this topic, the reader may refer to the three distinctions made regarding informa-

tion types introduced in Section 3.2.1, page 61, that discussed translation of field case

understanding into workable constraint definitions.

Chapter 4

1. In general, the first priority when searching for reasonable well trajectories during

the course of field development planning is to maximize the recovery of hydrocarbons

in place. During this search, a common strategy is to target those reservoir areas which

have a high probability of containing significant accumulations of hydrocarbons. These

probabilities are estimated using careful analysis of seismic data and of petrophysical

information from discovery and appraisal wells. In this process it is important to minimize

uncertainty. A common guiding procedure to minimize uncertainty about where to place

production wells is to locate the potential well trajectories close to existing reservoir entry

points that discovery and appraisal wells have proven contain hydrocarbon bearing sands.

Once promising locations have been found, they are extensively studied using reservoir

simulation.

2. This decision is calibrated against the present uncertainty surrounding the depth and

curvature of the top reservoir surface.

3. In most cases, well design strategy will try to keep drainage length to a minimum,

because longer wells are more expensive to drill and operate, have a larger well-bore

pressure loss and face a greater risk of running beyond reservoir sands. Other more distant

concerns also have significant impact on the ultimate field development cost and final

decision of where to place the base case wells. For instance, the location of the platform,

its planned well slot capacity, and drilling considerations such as well path curvature, all

influence to varying degrees the final design and cost of the base case well trajectories.

4. Besides serving as calibration points for the horizontal drains, these pilot wells will also

provide information about shales both above and below the top structure of the reservoir.

5. We note that for this particular solution, the constraint projection (see Section 3.5) has

extended the trajectory of the D-F1M1 well to a minimum length of 1200 meters, such

that the toe appears just outside the accumulation border in the mapping. Since cells are

inactive outside the border, this positioning has no practical implication for the production

from this well, except that this well is effectively somewhat shorter than 1200 meters.

6. A longer version of this well which extended its heel to reach a length of 1525 meters

was discarded during transfer to Eclipse (simulation results for this test case all correspond

to a configuration using this modified well length). The reason for the modification was
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that this well slightly violated the length constraint by being somewhat longer than 1500
meters. A shorter version of this well around the solution was chosen for testing. This

also allows us to compare longer well bores from other solutions that produce from the

eastern lobe against a short well bore that produces from the same area.

7. By the same token, it can be said that we have disregarded a significant time period

of water production in the middle and at the tail end production. In particular, a more

extensive control optimization scheme can be devised with an objective function that in-

cludes production from the entire horizon, and that penalizes water production, e.g., in a

net present value formulation. The definition of this type of optimization problem is the

subject of future work.

8. See (Koen, 2003): “Discussion of the method: conducting the engineer’s approach to

problem solving” for an ample discussion of the application of heuristics within the field

of engineering.

9. Notice that we use the JNT1M1 solution as base in our example hybrid procedure, and

not the JNT2M1 solution, because only the former solution was ready at implementation

time.
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Appendix A

Remaining production profiles from validation work
Remaining production profiles from Section 3.3.3: "Field model transfer and valida-

tion", are presented here. Figure 6.1 shows well gas production rates (WGPR) and to-

tals (WGPT). Well oil production rates (WOPR) and totals (WOPT) are shown in Fig-

ure 6.2 while well water production rates (WWPR) and totals (WWPT) are shown in

Figure 6.3. Finally, Figure 6.4 shows well liquid production rates (WLPR) and totals

(WLPT).

Approximation of well group controls (cont’d)
Discretization of Eclipse model solution.

Resulting well bottom–hole pressures (WBHP) and well water production rates (WWPR)

from Eclipse simulation case 3 with volume aquifer approximation (ECLbk_ovaq) are dis-

cretized over the entire production horizon. The accuracy of the discretization is checked

by running an additional Eclipse simulation using only the discretized values, without gas

lift the procedure nor well and field rate constraints (i.e. simulation case 3: ECLck_rvqw).

In Table 3.4 we see we obtain reasonable comparison in cumulative volumes of gas, oil

and water that are 0.994, 1.001 and 0.994, respectively, compared to base case volumes.

The entire production horizon is split into four different periods, and well bottom–

hole pressures and water production rates are discretized within each period. Each period

has a different discretization interval depending on the dynamic behavior of fluid produc-

tion from the reservoir, e.g., high gas production early in the development requires a finer

discretization than at later production times. The finer discretization at early production

times is important to facilitate solver convergence in the AD–GPRS simulator. Figures 6.5

and 6.6 show the final discretization of WBHP and WWPR at each production period,

respectively.
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Application of discretized WBHP and WWPR

Figure 6.7 and 6.8 show how the original well control strategy is transformed into simpler

form by the production quantity discretization. Figure 6.7 shows the control and constraint

setup defined in the original field model. Figure 6.8 shows how the discretized controls

enter as simulator inputs in Eclipse and AD–GPRS.
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Figure 6.1: Well gas production rates and totals. Suffix “n” on production mnemonics signifies

values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 6.2: Well oil production rates and totals. Suffix “n” on production mnemonics signifies

values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 6.3: Well water production rates and totals. Suffix “n” on production mnemonics signifies

values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 6.4: Well liquid production rates and totals. Suffix “n” on production mnemonics signifies

values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 6.5: Discretized well bottom–hole pressures for the four production periods comprising

the entire production time frame. Suffix “b” on pressure mnemonics signifies values have been

scaled for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 6.6: Discretized water production rates for the four production periods. Suffix “n” on

production mnemonics signifies values have been normalized for confidentiality reasons.

ORIGINAL ECLIPSE WELL CONTROLS (EXAMPLE)

WCONPROD
NAME STAT CTRL ORAT WRAT GRAT LRAT RESV BHP THP
WL-X OPEN GRUP 1∗ 1∗ 1.5E6 5500 1∗ 70 30

GCONPROD
NAME CTRL ORAT WRAT GRAT LRAT OPRO
OILPROD ORAT 5500 1∗ 1.0E6 5500 RATE 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ RATE RATE /
GASPROD GRAT 10600 1∗ 2.0E6 10600 RATE 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ RATE RATE /
2GROUPS ORAT 10600 1∗ 2.1E6 10600 RATE 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ RATE RATE /

Figure 6.7: Well and group controls and constraints for the two Eclipse simulation cases 1 and 2
using the original control setup, ECLak_orig and ECLbk_ovaq, respectively. Well control type and

pressure constraint marked in bold.
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MODIFIED ECLIPSE / AD–GPRS WELL CONTROLS

WCONPROD
NAME STAT CTRL ORAT WRAT GRAT LRAT RESV BHP THP
WL-X OPEN BHP 1∗ XXX 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ XXX 1∗ /

Figure 6.8: Discretized well controls used in approximated cases 3 to 6, ECLck_rvqw,

ADGa_rqwdo, ADGa_rqwdfo, and ADGc_rqwdoc, respectively. Well control type and produc-

tion/pressure constraints marked in bold.
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Appendix B

Here we present two pieces of pseudo–code that detail the two general steps of the

Joint+RCO approach (see Section 3.2.1). Different versions of this enhanced approach

have been implemented for a case with two injectors and three producers, all vertical on

a simple reservoir model. Final results are forthcoming, and further work will introduce

the enhancement in future implementations of the optimization framework.

Computation of projection matrix Φ. The procedure for computing Φ is described

in Algorithm 4. The POD procedure is applied separately for controls corresponding to

injectors and producers, analogous to how pressure and saturation states are treated in Car-

doso and Durlofsky (2010). Also Doren et al. (2006) segregate the pressure and saturation

states “because they correspond to different physical processes and will consequently gen-

erate different dominant structures.” Here we superimpose this line of reasoning to control

vector elements corresponding to injectors and producers, respectively. Therefore, in the

training step of our implementation, we build separate snapshot and projection matrices

for injector and production data.

Implementation case. Joint+RCO was implemented on a case similar to the one in Chap-

ter 1. Similarly, the locations of the wells in this case are represented by areal (x, y) coor-

dinates. The case contains a set of 5 wells (2 injectors, 3 producers) which yields a well

position vector x ∈ R
n with n = 5 × 2 = 10. A 2n coordinate search around position

vector x yields a poll set of 2n = 20 well position vectors, i.e., P = {xm|m = 1, . . . , 20}.

Each x is associated with a well control vector u describing the time-dependent well con-

trols for all wells in x. For each well, the controls are defined by piecewise constant

functions over Nt = 20 intervals. For this 5–well case, u is a 5 × Nt = 5 × 20 = 100
element vector. Snapshot data matrices containing injector and producer control elements

are thus given as:

Uinjs = {uinjs
m|m = 1, . . . , 20} where uinjs =

[
uinj1

uinj2

]

Uprods = {uprods
m|m = 1, . . . , 20} where uprods =

⎡
⎣ uprod1

uprod2

uprod3

⎤
⎦

For this case, optimal control injector and producer data matrices, Uinjs and Uprods, have

dimensions 20× 40 and 20× 60, respectively.

Determining number of columns of Φinjs and Φprods. We use a definition of fraction

of total energy Et (Cardoso and Durlofsky, 2010; He et al., 2011) to select the number of

columns l in projection matrices Φinjs and Φprods, i.e., linjs and lprods, respectively. The
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Algorithm 4 : Polling procedure used for training – Full–order control optimization

performed for all well placements vectors x in poll set Pi. Projection matrices Φinjs and

Φprods are subsequently computed.

1: for all x ∈ Pi do
2: Set initial controls uinit

3: Set lower and upper bounds for u, i.e., ul and uu

4: Run full–order control optimization with regular (relatively high) number of ma-

jor iterations in SNOPT, e.g., 16,

5: Save control solution u∗

6: Return f ∗ = f(x,u∗)
7: end for
8: Assemble data matrices Uinjs and Uprods

9: for Uinjs and Uprods do
10: Perform SVD(U)
11: λi = σ2

i

12: Determine l
13: Construct Φ
14: end for
15: Use Φinjs and Φprods in subsequent projections

energy fraction is given as:

El

Et

=

∑l
i=1 λi∑k
i=1 λi

=

∑l
i=1 σ

2
i∑k

i=1 λi

where k is the total number of columns in the respective projection matrix. λi and σi are

corresponding eigenvalues and singular values, respectively. In this implementation we

select a cut-off value of El

Et
= .99 to determine the sizes of both projection matrix Φinjs

and Φprods. We select the columns corresponding to the snapshot matrix eigenvalues

that sum up to make this cut-off value. This value can be reduced to further decrease

the number of optimization variables in reduced space, i.e., the dimension of z. Also,

independent cut-off values may be chosen for the construction of Φinjs and Φprods.

Reduced-order control optimization The procedure for optimizing for controls in a

low-dimensional space is described in Algorithm 5. In our current implementation, the

reduced–order variable z is unbounded during the control optimization in low-dimesional

space. Instead, we enforce the lower and upper bounds from the full–order formulation

(ul and uu, respectively) by applying projections of these bounds as linear constraints

within the reduced-order optimization problem. Other configurations to ensure feasibility

of reduced-order solution once transfered to high–dimensional space are being explored.
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Algorithm 5 : Surrogate polling procedure – Poll set that uses reduced–order control

optimization. This type of polling is performed until a new training polling procedure is

called for (Algorithm 4).

1: for all x ∈ Pi+1 do
2: Set initial controls zinit = ΦTuinit

3: Introduce linear inequality constraints Φz ≥ ul and Φz ≤ uu into reduced–

order control problem formulation

4: Run reduced–order control optimization using lower (minimal) setting of major

iterations in SNOPT

5: Return f ∗ = f(x, z∗)
6: end for
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